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Abstract 
This thesis is concerned primarily with listing the finite irreducible 2-subgroups of 
G L ( 4 , C ) . 
The problem falls naturally into three separate cases. We present a solution in 
the most difficult case, thereby estabUshing the methods that may be appUed to the 
others. 
There are three major steps in this solution. The first is part of a solution to a 
more general problem, namely that of describing the poset of finite submodules of 
the direct sum of two modules. A well-known theorem of Remak gives a canonical 
description of such submodules; we give a complementary theorem that describes 
certain inclusion relations between the submodules. Next we solve a group extension 
problem, by adapting results of Huebschmann to determine the orders of certain 
second cohomology groups. Finally, we solve a conjugacy problem, using various ad 
hoc techniques and the theory developed in the first step. 
These methods produce a complete and irredundant list of GL(4, C)-conjugacy 
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1.1 Discussion of the main problem 
For each natural number n, denote by GL{n) the group of invertible nxn matrices 
with entries in the field of complex numbers C. By a linear group of degree n we 
mean a subgroup of GL{n). The natural equivalence relation for linear groups is 
linear isomorphism — that is, conjugacy in the relevant GL[n). Accordingly, each 
class of linear groups considered here will be a union of conjugacy classes, and a 
"list" of a class of linear groups means a list of conjugacy class representatives of 
the groups. It is desirable to provide with such a list an algorithm which, given a 
suitably described linear group, returns the representative of its conjugacy class. 
The starting point of this thesis is the paper of Conlon (1976), in which such a 
list of finite irreducible linear p-groups of degree p, for each prime p, is provided. 
It is natural to try to do the same for irreducible p-groups of degree p^. For general 
p this is too difficult, and so in this thesis we deal only with irreducible 2-groups of 
degree 4. 
The Hst constructed in this thesis, Uke Conlon's, is infinite. In both cases, the 
conjugacy class representatives which appear are sorted into a finite number of 
families. The members of any one family admit a common description in terms 
of integer parameters: each member of a family is labelled by a unique parameter 
string. This description amounts to giving a generating set of (monomial) matrices 
for each group. The entries of these matrices are explicit functions of the parameters. 
The motivation for this thesis arises from a current aim in computational group 
theory to develop better "soluble quotient algorithms". These algorithms accept 
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as input a group description (for example, a finite presentation) and produce as 
output a list of all sufficiently small finite soluble quotients of the group with that 
description. Some such algorithms envisaged will make use of databases containing 
all "sufficiently small" finite soluble groups which are primitive in the sense that 
they admit faithful primitive permutation representations. Listing groups of this 
kind is equivalent to listing irreducible soluble subgroups of GL{n,p), the general 
linear group of degree n over the field of order p. Irreducible soluble subgroups of 
GL{n,p) are very closely related (for example, abstractly isomorphic) to subgroups 
of GL{n). This close relationship provides the practical motivation for the thesis as 
a preparatory step towards extending the presently available databases. The next 
step in that direction is to obtain lists of irreducible 2-subgroups of GL(4,p) for 
each odd prime p. 
Most of the results in this thesis apply directly also to linear groups over any field 
that is algebraically closed (or, more weakly, over any field containing all 2-power 
roots of unity) with characteristic not 2. We work over C only for convenience. 
1.2 Outline of the thesis 
This thesis is a report on a solution to the major part of the listing problem outlined 
in the previous section. The material is organised into five chapters. Chapter 2 is 
devoted to setting out some background theory, with specific reference to the listing 
problem. In order to describe the organisation of material in subsequent chapters, 
we will now explain the basic features of the problem a little further. 
Denote by M(4) and £>(4) the groups of monomial matrices and diagonal ma-
trices in GL(4); recall that D(4) is normal in M(4) . We consider elements of the 
natural 4-dimensional space C4 as column vectors, and GL{A:) acts on the left. The 
group of permutation matrices in GX(4) will be denoted S^. Clearly, M(4) is the 
semidirect product of £>(4) and S^. Indeed, it is well-known that M(4) is the 
wreath product C^wr54, where C^ denotes the multipUcative group of C. The 
base group of this wreath product is D(4) and its top group is S^. In fact, 
permutes the nonzero entries of each element of £>(4), numbered 1 to 4 in order 
starting at the first row. Also note that S^ acts (via matrix multiphcation) as the 
symmetric group on the set of orthonormal basis vectors Ci (1 < i < 4), where ei 
has 1 in the ith position and zeroes elsewhere. 
Each finite 2-subgroup of GL(4), being nilpotent, is monomial (see Dixon (1971), 
p.76, Theorem 4.6B), by which we mean that it is conjugate to a subgroup of M(4) . 
There are two important groups associated to a subgroup G of M(4) . The first of 
these is the diagonal subgroup Z?(4) Cl G of G. The second is the •projection group 
D(4)G n Si- This is the image of the restriction to G of the canonical projection 
map of M(4) onto 54. The following proposition states that the projection group 
of an irreducible G must be transitive. 
Proposition 1.2.1 Let B denote the subgroup of D{4) of all elements of 2-power 
order. A finite 2-subgroup G of GL(4) is conjugate to a subgroup of BS^. Fur-
thermore, if G < BS4 and G is irreducible then BG = BT for some transitive 
2 -subgroup T of S4. 
Proof. The first assertion is clear from the discussion above. The projection map 
of G into 54 has kernel and so ^ S4r\BG = T. If G is irreducible 
and T intransitive, then a proper subset of the e^  defined above is invariant under 
T and hence also under BT, and a proper non-zero subspace of C^ admits G. • 
A transitive 2-subgroup of has order 4 or 8. There are 3 cyclic subgroups of 
5'4 of order 4 and each is transitive. These form a single conjugacy class of subgroups 
of S4. A subgroup of order 8 of S4 is a Sylow 2-subgroup and so is isomorphic to 
C2 wr C2 = -Dg. Each of the three Sylow 2-subgroups of 54 contains a (unique) 
cyclic subgroup of order 4 and hence is transitive. Of course, the Sylow 2-subgroups 
of S4 form a single conjugacy class of subgroups of S4. The only fours group in 
S4 that is transitive is 4^ = ((12)(34), (13)(24)). This is normal in S4 and hence 
is contained in every Ds in 84- We choose a fixed C4 and Ds, in S4 and denote 
these by C and D respectively, assuming that C < D. Thus, a finite irreducible 
2-subgroup of BS4 is conjugate (by a permutation matrix) to one whose projection 
group is contained in D. By Proposition 1.2.1 and the preceding discussion, the 
problem has been reduced to the following. 
For each case T = V4, C and D, find all finite irreducible 2-subgroups 
G of BS4 such that BG = BT. 
Next, we indicate our approach to a solution of this reduced problem. 
Note that B is certainly a module for each T. For G as in the above statement, 
5 n G is a finite T-submodule of B and G is an extension of 5 n G by T. Therefore, 
the first major task we undertake is to determine all the possibilities for B H G by-
determining aU the finite T-submodules of B . (This listing problem is the source 
of much of the complexity of the fuU listing problem.) It is useful also to have 
information about the inclusion relations between these submodules. For instance, 
such information will assist in translating the relevant part of the full List for C into 
that for finite prime fields. In other words, we are really interested in the poset of 
finite T-submodules of B . For T D , it wiU be seen that (apart from a minor 
perturbation involving certain submodules of order 4), this poset is the union of 
countably many finite posets. Each of these is the lattice of submodules of the 
direct sum of two modules, an object studied in fuU generality in Chapter 4. 
Of course, B Cl G and T do not in general determine G. It is necessary to solve 
an "extension problem"; namely, given a transitive 2-subgroup T of S^ and a finite 
T-submodule U of 5 , we need to determine aU finite 2-subgroups G of BT such 
that B r\ G — U and BG — BT. Such G need not be irreducible, and therefore 
we wiU need to be able to identify the reducible G. The solution presented here to 
this extension problem involves spectral sequences and cohomology theory of finite 
groups. The relevant results in this area are given in Chapter 3. We use these 
results to construct a Kst of jBT-conjugacy classes of the relevant G. However, 
non-conjugate subgroups of BT may stiU be conjugate in GL{4.). The final stage 
of the problem is to determine the remaining conjugacies. 
These procedures are carried out in Chapter 5 for T == V4. The results in this 
and other chapters are developed in a general context which allows them to be 
applied routinely to the cases T — C and T = D. The calculations in these cases 
are significantly easier than those for T = V4 and are not included here. At the 
time of writing, all that remains to be done to obtain a fuU Ust of finite irreducible 
2-subgroups of GL{'i) is to complete the solution of the conjugacy problem for 
T — D. The full list will appear elsewhere, as part of on-going work towards the 
overall objective of listing irreducible 2-subgroups of GX(4,p). 
1.3 Notation and conventions 
Group theory notation is standard and mostly follows Robinson (1982). The centre 
of a group G is denoted ( (G) and its Frattini subgroup $ (G) . The commutator of 
two elements g and /i of G is [g, h] = g-'^h-'^gh. If G is abelian, its rank is denoted 
rk(G). If G is an abelian p-group, Qk{G) denotes the subgroup of all elements of 
order at most p''. 
The kernel of a map / is abbreviated as ker / and its image as i m / . Most 
maps wiU be written on the right. Characters wiU be written on the left, as is 
the tradition. To retain coherence, representations also wiU be written on the left. 
In ambiguous situations (such as homomorphisms between Unear groups — it is 
unclear whether such maps should be considered abstractly and act on the right, or 
as representations and act on the left) the choice wiU be determined by, and be clear 
from, the context. Actions are usually right actions, although there are exceptions 
(such as modules for linear groups). 
If M is a finite module, we speak of the rank and exponent of the finite abelian 
group M . If 5 is a subset of M , (5) denotes the subgroup generated by S . 
We write an element of D(4) as the 4-tuple consisting of its non-zero entries, 
starting at the (1,1) th position. We use cycle notation to denote elements of S4. 
This should cause no confusion. For example, (12) will denote both a permutation 
of the four point set, and the element of 01(4^) that results from interchanging 
the first and second rows of the identity matrix. The context wiU indicate which 
one of these is implied. Premultiplication of m € 01(4) hy s e S4 permutes the 
rows of m (numbered in order from first to last) as s permutes the four point set; 
postmultiplication permutes the columns in the same fashion. 
The Galois field of order q is denoted F , , and the vector space of dimension n 
over Fq is denoted V{n,q). 
When we speak of an irreducible character of a group, we mean an irreducible 
complex character. If two representations of a finite linear group afford the same 
character, then these representations are equivalent. Also, any finite abeUan Unear 
group is diagonalisable. 
Finally, we fix the following notation introduced in Section 1.2: 
• B is the 2-torsion subgroup of D{4), 
• V4 is the unique normal subgroup of of order 4, 
• D is the dihedral group (1^4,(1234)) of order 8 in S4, 
• C is the unique cycUc subgroup ((1234)) of order 4 in L>. 
An index of notation and terms is given at the end of the thesis. 
Chapter 2 
Preliminaries 
In this chapter we present some preliminary results. We wiU begin by showing how 
the problem of listing finite submodules of B may be formulated equivalently in a 
group algebra context. Then we give some elementary facts about C and V4 as 
abstract permutation groups. Finally, we discuss irreducibihty of and isomorphism 
between finite linear groups. 
2.1 Some ring and module theory 
The first step in the programme is the listing of the finite T-submodules of S , for 
each case T = V4, C and D. In this step, it suffices to assume that T = V4 or C , 
since the set of Z)-submodules of B is the intersection of the sets of -submodules 
and C-submodules of 5 . So for this section, T is regular in its action on the entries 
of an element of B . 
As we mentioned in Section 1.2, the poset of finite T-submodules of B is the 
union of certain finite posets. In turn, a submodule in one of these posets may be 
regarded as a submodule of the regular module of a certain group algebra. This is 
essentially the context in which we undertake the listing of the finite T-submodules 
oi B. We now discuss this context a little further. Since T is regular, each element 
of T is determined by its action on a fixed element of the four point set { 1 , . . . , 4 } . 
So we denote the elements of T as (1 < i < 4) , where U moves the point 1 
to the point i . Thus T in its right regular permutation representation permutes 
the U as it permutes the elements of the four point set: Ut = Ut for each t ^T. 
Suppose that C/ is a finite I/4-submodule of B whose exponent is 2" and denote 
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by A the group algebra ( Z / 2 " ! ) ^ . Choose a primitive 2"th root of unity u. For 
each (Ai, A2, A3, A4) G U, we may write A^  — o;^' for 1 < < 2" . Define the map 
U:U ^ A by 
fw- ( A l , A2, A3, A4) H^ 
By our definition of the U, for fixed uj the map f^ is a T-isomorphism of U onto 
a submodule of the right regular module AA- Hence f^ sets up a one-to-one cor-
respondence between the set of finite T-submodules of B of exponent at most 2" 
and the set of submodules of Aa , which maps such a submodule of B to its image 
in A A under . If u' is another 2"th root of unity then write u;' = u;'" for some 
odd T. Clearly, f^ — rf^i, so that Uf^j = Uf^' and f^' induces the same one-to-
one correspondence as f^ .^ This shows that hsting the finite T-submodules of B is 
equivalent to Usting the submodules of Aa for each positive integer n. In the rest 
of this section we record some properties of A and A a • 
For the following discussion, let i? be a ring with 1 and M a right i2-module. 
The radical of M , r a d M , is the intersection of aU the maximal submodules of 
M . (AU the nonzero modules with which we deal in the applications are finitely 
generated, and hence have maximals.) The Jacobson radical of R is the radical of 
RR, and is denoted radi?. This is a (two-sided) ideal of R. We say i? is a local 
ring if RR has a unique maximal submodule, which is of course radi?. 
Proposition 2.1.1 For a local ring R and an R-module M, radM = (radi?)M. 
Proof. See Curtis k Reiner (1981), p . l l6 , 5.29. • 
Proposition 2.1.2 Let R be a commutative local ring such that R/va,dR is a field 
of characteristic p, and H a finite p-group. Then RH/xa.dRH = R/iadR, so that 
RH is a local ring and there is a unique isomorphism type of RH -module. 
Proof. See Curtis k Reiner (1981), p.115, 5.25. A simple module is monogenic (that 
is, generated by a single element), and hence is a homomorphic image of RHRH • 
Since RHRH has a unique maximal submodule here, the third statement follows. • 
The hypotheses of Proposition 2.1.2 are certainly satisfied with R = I/p'^I. In 
this case, every simple RH-modnle has order p by Proposition 2.1.2. 
The ring R is said to be self-injective (or quasi-Frobenius) if RR is an injective 
i?-module. Every proper homomorphic image of Z is self-injective. In particular, 
Z / p " Z is self-injective. 
Proposition 2.1.3 Let R be a self-injective commutative local ring and H he a 
finite abelian group. Then two submodules of RHRH are isomorphic if and only if 
they are equal. 
Proof. The hypotheses imply that RH is a self-injective ring [see Curtis & Reiner 
(1962), p.402, Ex.2(d)]. Consequently, any homomorphism between submodules 
of RHRH may be extended to an endomorphism of RHRH • An endomorphism 
of RHRH is multiplication on the left by an element of RH. This implies the 
conclusion, since RH is a commutative ring. • 
Mostly, we apply Proposition 2.1.3 to finite T-submodules of 5 . In this con-
text, the conclusion of the proposition is that two finite T-submodules of B are 
isomorphic if and only if they are equal. 
If R is an Artinian ring then every nonzero i2-module M has a simple submod-
ule. The sum of aU the simple submodules of M is called the socle of M and is 
denoted socM. By Propositions 2.1.2 and 2.1.3, AA has a unique simple submod-
ule, socA, and a unique maximal submodule, radA. This means that each nonzero 
submodule of AA is contained in radA and contains socA. 
Now we discuss duality. If U is any (right) i2-module, the annihilator of U in 
R is 
annflC/ ^ {r e R\Ur = 0}. 
This is an ideal of R. Let {UI | 1 < z < ra} be a set of submodules of M. Recall 
the familiar properties of annihilators: 
• Ui < Uj => anni?C/j < ann/j[/i, 
• ann;^ Ui = fl?.! annflt/., 
• Er=i annizt/i < ann/jn,"=i Ui, 
• ann;?ann/janni?C/ = ann/jL'". 
If R and H are as in Proposition 2.1.3 then there exists a non-degenerate associative 
symmetric bilinear form / : RH x RH R. For instance, define f{x,y) to be the 
coefficient of 1 in xy (see Curtis k Reiner (1981), p.l96, 9.2). If C/ is a submodule 
o f RHRH , set 
U^ = {yeRH\ f{x,y) = 0 for all X € U}. 
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It is easy to verify that C/"^  = SinnRHU . 
Part (i) of the next result shows that the map U U^ is an inclusion reversing 
bijection of the lattice of submodules of RHRH onto itself. 
Proposition 2 .1 .4 Let R and H be as in Proposition 2.1.3 and also suppose that 
R is finite, R/va-dR has characteristic p, and H is a p-group. If U is a suhmodule 
of RHRH then 
(i) {u^y = u 
(ii) \U\\U^\ = \RH\. 
Furthermore, if U is monogenic then 
(ii i) RHRHIU^^U. 
Proof. For a proof of (i) — the so-caUed "double annihilator property" — see 
Anderson K Fuller (1973), p.286, Ex.13. The proof uses the fact that RH is quasi-
Frobenius. To verify (iii), note that if U is generated by one of its elements -u, then 
the homomorphism of RHRH onto U that maps x G RH to ux has kernel d^NNRNU. 
Then (ii) follows by induction on |C/|, using (i) and (iii). • 
Remark 2.1.5 When U is not monogenic, we need not have RHRH/U-^ = U. 
For example, if R = I/pI, H = Cp x Cp ^md U ^ radiJi / , then U^ = socRH. 
Now ia.dRH has a unique minimal submodule, but RHRH/socRH does not — see 
Lemma 5.1.1. 
In the next proposition we give subgroup generators of xa,d RH and soc iJ f f , for 
the special cases of R and H in which we will be interested later on. 
Proposition 2.1.6 For n > I, set R = I/p"'Z and let H be a finite p-group. Then 
radiJif = (p, X - l\ x ^ H,x ^l) 
and 
socRH = 
Proof. The first assertion, which says that va.d RH is generated by the augmentation 
ideal and p, is proved in Curtis k Reiner (1981), p.115, 5.25. The second assertion 
is clear since in this case soc RH is the unique simple submodule of RHRH- • 
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2.2 Abelian transitive permutation groups 
To simplify notation in this section, we write C{P) and N{P), for a subgroup P 
of ^n, to denote respectively the centraliser and normaliser of P in 5n. Likewise, if 
P is a subset of an 5„-module, C{P) and N{P) denote respectively the pointwise 
and setwise stabiliser of P m Sn-
We take it as well-known that if T is an abelian transitive subgroup of Sn then 
T is regular, and that C(T) = T for every regular T" in Sn- In particular, if T is 
abelian and regular then C{T) = T. 
Lemma 2.2.1 If T is a regular subgroup of Sn then Aut (T ) is realised as a 
group whose elements are restrictions of inner automorphisms of Sn • Consequently, 
N{T)/C{T) ^ A u t ( r ) . 
Proof. Each 9 G A u t ( r ) may be regarded as a permutation representation of T . In 
fact, this permutation representation is regular and so is equivalent to the inclusion 
t of r in Sn- In other words, t9 = .ti.a for some a £ Sn, that is, t9 = t". The 
conclusion follows. • 
Remark 2.2.2 If T is transitive but not regular, the conclusion of Lemma 2.2.1 
need not hold. For example, consider T = D and n = 4. If the conclusion held, 
then, since N{D) = D , we would have Aut(D) = lnn{D). But this is false. 
Remark 2.2.3 If T is an abelian transitive subgroup of S4 then N{T) splits over 
C{T) = T. For NiVi) = and ((123), (12)) ^ is a complement of V4 in 54. 
Also, iV(C) = B and of course D splits over C. 
Lemma 2.2.4 Let T he an abelian transitive subgroup of Sn and suppose that U is 
a T-suhmodule of some Sn-M.odule. Then CT{U) = 1 if and only if CN(T){U) = 1. 
Proof. We have C ( T ) = T. Assume that CT{U) = 1 and choose 5 € CN(T){U). If 
teT then [s,t]ETR\C{U) = CT{U) = l. Therefore, s ^ C{U) r\ C[T) = I . • 
A regular subgroup of Sn is not 2-transitive, but when n = 4 we have the 
following related result. 
Lemma 2.2.5 Let T be a regular subgroup of S4. If e {1 ,2 ,3 ,4} are 
distinct, then either there is t e T such that = { i j ) or there is t e T such 
that {k\n = ij,i). 
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Proof. Choose t E T such that k* = i. Either = j, in which case we are done, 
or = fc. In the latter case, necessarily = j and {kf J*-^) — (j, i ) . • 
2.3 Irreducibility 
By Proposition 1.2.1, the projection group of a finite irreducible 2-subgroup of BS^ is 
a transitive 2-subgroup of S4,. However, a finite 2-subgroup of BS^ with transitive 
projection group need not be irreducible. A (simple) condition on the diagonal 
subgroup, rather than the projection group, is equivalent to irreducibiHty. This is 
given in Theorem 2.3.5 below. 
Lemma 2.3.1 Let G be a finite 2-subgroup of GL{A). Then any one of the follow-
ing conditions implies that G is reducible: 
(i) |G| < 16; 
(ii) G has an abelian maximal subgroup; 
(iii) G has an abelian normal subgroup A of index 4 such that A < CG{A). 
Proof. Let x be an irreducible constituent of the trace map of G. Then by Isaacs 
(1976), p.28, 2.29, < : If < 16, then x ( l ) ' < 8 and so x 
has degree less than 4. If H is an abeUan majcimal subgroup of G then by Isaacs 
(1976), p.30, Ex.2.9(b), x ( l ) < \G : H\ ^ 2. Again G is reducible and so (i) 
and (ii) are verified. For (iii), note that if A < CG{A) then either CG{A) = G 01 
CG{A) : A\ = 2. In the first case, A < ( (G) and so X(l ) < 2. In the second case, 
CG(A)/A = GG(A)/((CG(A)) is cycUc and hence GG(A) is an abelian maximal 
subgroup of G, proving (iii) by (ii). • 
In particular, each finite abelian 2-subgroup of GL(4) is reducible. 
Definition 2.3.2 For each i, 1 < i < 4, define the linear character of [/ by 
ai'.u h-)' m^i 
where ue BC\G and, as usual, w.j denotes the ( i , i ) th entry of the matrix u. 
Recall that a module for a group is called faithful if the identity is the only group 
element fixing the module elementwise. 
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Lemma 2.3.3 Let T be a transitive 2-subgroup of S4 and suppose that U is a 
faithful finite T -submodule of B. Then ai = aj if and only if i — j. 
Proof. It suffices to consider the case that |T| = 4, since each Ds in S4 contains a 
transitive 2-subgroup of S4 of order 4. In that case, T is normalised by a Ds in S4 
and V4 < Ns^{T). The lemma is proved if we can establish that a j ax for j 1, 
since T permutes transitively the diagonal entries of an element of B. 
Suppose that j ^ I and otj = a i . Denote the elements of { 2 , 3 , 4 } \ { j } by k 
and I. The hypothesis implies that the first and jth. entries of every element of U 
are the same but the fcth and Ith. entries of some u ^ U are distinct. Otherwise, 
{lj){kl) e Cs,{U) n < CNS^(T){U) = 1 by Lemma 2.2.4. By Lemma 2.2.5 
there is i € T" such that at least one of the following occurs: = ( l , i ) or 
(fc',/ ') = (j, 1). In either case ^ a contradiction. • 
Proposition 2.3.4 Let G be a finite 2-subgroup of BS4 such that BG = BT for 
some transitive 2-subgroup T of S4. If B O G is faithful as T-module, then G is 
irreducible. 
Proof. Since T is transitive, the linear characters ai of the normal subgroup 
BC\G oi BT are pairwise BT-conjugate. Since B is abelian and BT = BG, these 
characters are in fact pairwise G-conjugate. 
First assume that \T\ = i. Let a be the trace map of G and (3 an irreducible 
constituent of a . Now asnG — EfrriCCi; thus, for some fc, ak is an irreducible 
constituent of fisnG- But the ai are pairwise G-conjugate and so by Chfford's 
Theorem [see Dornhoff (1971), p.72, Theorem 14.1 (6)], /?BnG = = ectBnc 
for some integer e > 1. The degree of /?BnG is at most 4 and so e = 1. Therefore 
Q: = is irreducible. 
If |T| = 8, there is a subgroup H oi G such that Br\H = BC\G, BH = BV4 
and V4 acts faithfully on BnG. By the preceding paragraph, E is irreducible and 
hence G is irreducible. ^ 
The next theorem follows from Lemma 2.3.1 (iii) and Proposition 2.3.4. 
Theorem 2.3.5 Let G he a finite 2-subgroup of BS4 such that BG = BT for 
some transitive 2 -subgroup T of S4 of order 4 . Then G is irreducible if and only 
if B nG IS faithful as T-module. D 
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Given a transitive subgroup T of S^ of order 4 and a T-submodule U oi B, 
Theorem 2.3.5 shows that either all G with B H G ^ U BG ^ BT are ir-
reducible, or all these G are reducible. In the programme outlined in Section 1.2, 
irreducibility testing can therefore be done before solving the relevant extension 
problem. However, Theorem 2.3.5 fails when |T| = 8. 
Irreducibility guarantees several important properties that are useful in solving 
the conjugacy problem. These are given in Propositions 2.3.6 and 2.3.7. 
Proposition 2.3.6 Let G be a finite irreducible 2-subgroup of GL(4) with an 
abelian normal subgroup A of index 4. Then there is x £ GX(4) such that G^ < BS^ 
and = 5 n . 
Proof. First note that by Lemma 2.3.1(ii), A is a maximal abelian normal subgroup 
of G. Also, A is diagonalisable (this depends on the algebraic closure of C ) and so 
there is y G GL(4) such that A^ < B n G^. By maximality of A, A^ = B D G^. 
However, it is not necessarily true that G^ < BS4. Assume by the preceding, then, 
that A = B n G; we will show that the required linear isomorphism exists. 
Let a be the trace map of G and let ai be as defined in Definition 2.3.2. Since 
a is an irreducible character of G, by Frobenius reciprocity the multiplicity of a in 
the induced character a f is equal to the multiplicity of a^ in a a-, which is 1. Then 
G : A| = 4 implies that a f has degree 4 and so a = a f for all i. The induced 
character ai is afforded by a representation of G as monomial matrices and 
furthermore 0 (A) < B. Of course, a is afforded by the inclusion t of G in GL(4). 
This means that cf) is equivalent to t, and therefore < BS4 and B 0 G"" = A"" 
for some X G GL(4) . 
Proposition 2.3.7 Let G be a finite irreducible 2-subgroup of BS4. Then 
NGLi,){BnG)<M{A). 
Proof. Let V be the natural C-space of 4 x 1 column vectors and denote by 
Vj the subspace spanned by the vector Vj with 1 in the jth. position and zeroes 
elsewhere. We may write Vlsna = Choose x € Ngl(4){B Ci G). Then xVj 
is a {B n G)-module and so affords a 1-dimensional representation of 5 fl G. 
That is, for each g e BnG, 
(t)j{g)xvj = gxvj. 
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Whence for each i , 1 < « < 4, 
By Lemma 2.3.3, the ctj are distinct so that for fixed j , Xij ^ 0 for unique i. In 
other words, each column of x has a single nonzero entry. The invertibility of x 
then impHes that x is monomial. • 
Remark 2.3.8 Suppose that G is as in Proposition 2.3.7 and C^ < BS4 for some 
d e D{i). li t e T = BG r\ S4, we have [d,t] e BS4 n D{A) = B. Since T is 
transitive, this means that each entry of d may be written as a C200-multiple of a 
fixed entry of d. Thus d is a, scalar multiple of an element of B. 
2.4 Isomorphisms for irreducible linear groups 
Consider the following isomorphism question for a finite irreducible subgroup G of 
GL{n): 
If a subgroup of GL{n) is abstractly isomorphic to G, is it linearly 
isomorphic to G? 
For n = p and G a finite p-group the answer is yes — see Conlon (1976), Proposition 
4.2. This is proved by first Usting the GI/(p)-conjugacy class representatives of all 
possible G and then verifying that no two groups in the Ust are isomorphic. A non-
constructive proof (for this and other n) is desirable, because it would a priori reduce 
the difficulty of the conjugacy problem. In this thesis, we obtain only partial answers 
to the isomorphism question for n = 4 (see the comment after Theorem 5.4.15). 
It is important to be able to decide if an isomorphism between finite irreducible 
2-subgroups of BS4 respects diagonal subgroups. This is because each group in all 
but a very few of the families in the final list of conjugacy class representatives has 
a unique abelian normal subgroup of the same index as its diagonal subgroup. 
Theorem 2.4.1 Suppose that G and H are finite subgroups of BS4 such that 
BG = BH = BT for some transitive 2-subgroup T of 84- If there is an isomor-
phism 9 of G onto H such that {B fl G)0 = Bn H, then there exists s e Ns.iT) 
such that {BOGY =Br\H. In particular, if \T\ = 8 then B H G = B n H. 
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Proof. First suppose that |r| = 4. Given teT, choose g ^G such that gB = tB. 
Then choose T G T such that gOB = t*B. Define a map r: T T by ^r = T . Now 
T is well-defined. In fact, it may be verified readily that r is an automorphism of T . 
Thus r acts on T as conjugation by an element s say of Ns^{T) , by Lemma 2.2.1. 
Let X e Br\G and choose d e B such that gOd = tr. Then 
= (x^O)'^ 
= {x'ey 
since B is abelian, so that 
This shows that is a T-module isomorphism oi B 0 G onto {B fi (the 
latter object is certainly a finite T-submodule of B). Hence, by Proposition 2.1.3, 
Br\G = {BO Hy~' , verifying the claim for |r| = 4. 
Next take T — D without loss of generality. There is a maximal subgroup 
Gi of G such that 5 n Gi = 5 n G and BGi = BC. Set Gz = G^B. Then 
Br]G2<Br\H = {Br\ Gi)9 < B n Gz, so that B n G2 = {B n Gi)e. Since 
G2/B n G2 = C, BG2 < BD and D has a unique cyclic subgroup of order 4, we 
see that BG2 = BC. By the first paragraph, there is an element s € Ns^{C) = D 
such that {B nGiy = B r\G2. That is, B n G = 5 n as claimed. • 
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Chapter 3 
Cohomology of group extensions 
Given T — V4, C oi D^ and a finite T-submodule U of we want to construct 
(up to GL(4)-conjugacy) all extensions of by T in BS4. A preliminary step in a 
solution to this extension problem is to calculate the order of the second cohomology 
group of T with coefficients in U. In this chapter, we set up the cohomological 
machinery required for this step. We give properties of the Lyndon-Hochschild-Serre 
spectral sequence and show how knowledge of differentials of this spectral sequence 
may be used to calculate the orders of low-dimensional cohomology groups. Explicit 
descriptions of these differentials are given, both in a general context and for a 
specific example of relevance to the main problem of the thesis. 
3.1 Cohomology theory of finite groups 
Most of the material in this section and some in the next is standard, although it 
does not appear in a single reference nor always in the language that we will use. 
Also, concepts in the sequel depend on the definitions of low-dimensional cohomology 
groups in terms of cocycles and their subsequent group-theoretic characterisations. 
These are given explicitly. Any of the cohomology texts cited in the bibliography is 
a reference for unproved statements. 
Throughout this section, fix a group G and a (right) G-module U. That is, U is 
an abelian group with a specified homomorphism of G into Aut(L''). A G-complex 
P is a sequence of G-modules P.-, where = 0 if i < 0, together with a sequence 
of G-homomorphisms dii Pi -> , called differentials, such that didi^i - 0. 
For n > 0, the nth homology group of the G-complex P is the abehan group 
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kexdn / imdn+1. A G-projective resolution of a G-module M is a G-complex P of 
projective modules together with an "augmentation map" e: Pq M , such that 
the augmented complex 
••• P, ^ . . . ^ il, A M ^ 0 
is exact. We denote this G-projective resolution by P A M . Every G-module has 
at least one G-projective resolution. 
Let Ui and U2 be G-modules. For ( f ) € Hom(C/i,[/2) and g ^G, define (j)og by 
u{<l)Og) = {ug-'^)(l)g. 
This turns Hom(^7i,/72) into a G-module. It is traditional to denote the subgroup 
of G-fixed points of U by U'^, and the group of ZG-homomorphisms between Ui 
and U2 by HomG(t/i, C/2). By definition, Home(t^i, C/2) = Hom(?7i, t/j)® . 
Now we define the cohomology groups of G with coefficients in U. Regard Z as 
a trivial G-module and choose a G-projective resolution P Z. \ i di'. Pi ^ Pi^i is 
the i t h differential of P , we define d*: EomG{Pi-i,U) EouioiPi, U) by fd* = dif 
for / G HomG(Pi-i , ^7). By applying Hom( —,C7) to P , we obtain the complex 
HomG(P , t / ) : 
0 ^ HomclPo, U) S Home! A , t/) ^ • • •HomciPi-i, U) ^ HomclPi , U) • • 
The nth cohomology group of G with coefficients in U, denoted H^{G,U) ^ is the 
n t h homology group ker(i*^;^/im(i* of HomG(P,? / ) . The isomorphism type of the 
cohomology groups does not depend on the particular G-projective resolution of Z 
chosen. 
A function G x . . . x G —^  such that (5^1,... ,gn)fp = 0 if some r^^  = 1, is 
called a (normalised) n-cochain. For the so-called "standard" G-projective resolu-
tion P Z [which from now on we assume is used to define the [/)], the set 
HomG(P„, U) is in one-to-one correspondence with the set of n-cochains from G to 
U. The action of on n-cochains is given by 
+ {gi,g2g3,---,gn+i)i^ ^^ ^^ 
+ {-l)^+'{gu...,gn)'^gn+i. 
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Note that V'^ n^+i is certainly an (n +l)-cochain. The elements of are called 
n-cocycles and the elements of imo?* are called n-coboundaries. 
The next result shows how we may construct an exact sequence of cohomology 
groups from an exact sequence of coefficient modules. 
Proposit ion 3.1.1 Suppose that 
O^L-^M^N^O 
is an exact sequence of G-modules. Then we have a cohomology long exact 
sequence: 
0 -> L) ^ M) N) L) ^ H\G,M) ^ • • •. 
Proof. See Hilton k Stammbach (1971), p. 189, 2.3. • 
Except for the connecting homomorphisms H'-{G,N) the homo-
morphisms in the cohomology long exact sequence of Proposition 3.1.1 are induced 
from those in the short exact sequence of modules. 
Now we give in detail some well-known characterisations of the cohomology 
groups H \ G , U ) , i < 3 . 
Of course, 0-cochains from G to U are just elements of U. Since the contravari-
ant functor HomG( —, U) is left exact, we have an exact sequence 
0 ^ HomG(Z, U) ^ HomG(Po, U) ^ RomaiPi^U) S • • •. 
Thus keidl = ime* = Eomdl^U) = Eom{I,Uf ^ and so = U"^. 
The first cohomology group of G with coefficients in U has a natural description 
in terms of derivations from G to U. By (3.1), a 1-cocycle 6 from G to U satisfies 
{gh)5 = gSh + h6 
for all 5 f , G G. The 1-cocycles are called (right) derivations and the abelian group 
consisting of the derivations from G to U is denoted Dei{G,U). In the degenerate 
case n = 0, the interpretation of (3.1) is that the 1-coboundaries from G to U are 
derivations , one for each u e U, where 
gSu = ^(1 - g). 
We call Su an inner derivation from G to U and denote the subgroup of inner 
derivations from G to C/ by Ider(G, t /) . Thus H'^{G,U) is identified with the 
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abelian group Der(G, C/')/Ider(G, C/). Other characterisations of H'^{G,U) will be 
needed and these are given next. 
Consider the semidirect product U x G. Conjugacy in J/ >4 G is an equivalence 
relation on the set of complements oi U in U » G. If i f is a complement of U 
in f/ XI G then define S-.G—" U as follows: for r^ G G, write g = for some 
k e K and u e U, and set gS = u. It may be verified that 8 G Dei{G,U). 
Conversely, given S e Der(G, U), the following is a complement oi U in U »G, with 
corresponding derivation S: 
{gigS) \geG}. 
Thus, we have the familiar group-theoretic characterisation of as given 
in the next theorem. 
T h e o r e m 3 .1 .2 There is a one-to-one correspondence between 'Dei{G,U) and the 
set of complements of U in the semidirect product U G. If two such complements 
are conjugate in U » G then they correspond to derivations that differ by at most an 
inner derivation. That is, H^{G,U) is in one-to-one correspondence with the set of 
conjugacy classes of complements of U in U G. • 
The second cohomology group may be described in terms of group extensions. 
Let X be a group, written additively, though not necessarily abelian. An extension 
of K by G is a. short exact sequence of groups 
O ^ K ^ E ^ G ^ l . (3.2) 
Often we refer to the group E as an extension oi K hy G when t and TT are 
understood. It is customary to identify K with KL. There is a natural equivalence 
relation on the set of extensions oi K hy G. Two extensions l ^ K ^ E i ^ G ^ l 
and 1 — a r e said to be equivalent if there is a homomorphism 
9: El —> E2 such the diagram 
K ^ El ^ G ^ l 
I I I I 
commutes. The equivalence 0 is automatically an isomorphism. However, note that 
isomorphic extensions need not be equivalent. 
The extension (3.2) gives rise to a homomorphism X' G Ont{K) in the fol-
lowing way. First choose a transversal function cr:G ^ E. That is, cr is a set map 
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such that a-K is the identity on G. We also stipulate that Icr = 1 (normalisation). 
Let fi: E —y Inn (^ ) be the homomorphism which maps each element of E to the 
inner automorphism of E it induces. Then for each g € G set 
9X = lnn{K). 
As defined, x is a homomorphism of G into Out( i^) , independent of the choice of 
a . This homomorphism reflects the way that C{K), embedded as a normal abelian 
subgroup of E via t, is a G-module under the conjugation action of elements of E. 
A homomorphism of G into Out( i^) , not necessarily arising in this way, is called a 
coupling of G to K. Equivalent extensions have the same coupling. A coupling x 
of G to K prescribes a G-module structure for follows. For each g £ G, 
choose a representative gX of gx € Aut(ii ' ) /Inn(/C) and set 
zg = {z)gX 
for 2 € • Ii^  fact, giving a G-module structure for an abelian group is equivalent 
to giving a coupling of G to that group. 
Every extension of iC by G gives rise to a coupling of G to K , but not every 
coupUng arises from an extension. Given K^ G and a coupling x from G to K, the 
group extension problem is to construct aU extensions oi K hy G with coupling x • 
Of course, such extensions need not exist. When K — U is a. G-module and x Pre-
scribes the G-module structure of U, x arises from the split extension U Xx^- The 
group extension problem in this case is to construct all extensions of U hy G with 
the same coupUng x that given by the action of G on (note that Inn(/^) = 1 
in this case). This usually means listing representatives of isomorphism classes of 
such extensions. As we noted above, isomorphism does not imply equivalence. This 
is a typical source of difficulty in applying cohomology theory to group extension 
problems. 
Given the extension (3.2) of K by G and a normalised transversal function 
a\G E.ioi x,y eG choose G K such that 
xaya = {xy)(T{x,y)i>. 
Observe that {l,y)ip = {x,l)ip = 0. A familiar calculation, using associativity in 
G, shows that 
{x, yz)i; + {y, z)^ = {xy, z)^!^ + (3.3) 
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for all e G. UK is abelian, then by (3.1), V' is a 2-cocycle from G io K, 
where the G-module structure of K is prescribed by the coupling of G to arising 
from (3.2). So assume now that K = U is a, G-module, 
(3.4) 
is an extension of [7 by G, cr is a normalised transversal function from G to U, and 
the coupling x arising from (3.4) is the same as that given by the action of G on 
(This last condition is equivalent to: U, embedded in by t, is a G-module under 
the action induced from conjugation by elements oi E.) Also, let il) be the 2-cocycle 
from G to U arising from <7. If a different transversal function is chosen, the above 
procedure yields a 2-cocycle in the same cohomology class as . Therefore, there is 
a well-defined map from the set of extensions of by G whose couplings prescribe 
the action of G on U, to U). Conversely, given a 2-cocycle (j) from G to U, 
define a composition on the set of pairs 
by 
{gi,Ui){g2,U2) = {gig2,uig2 + U2 + {gug2)<i>). 
This composition is associative, with identity (1 ,0) , and {g,u) € E' has inverse 
Thus E' is an extension of by G and any coupling arising from this extension 
is the same as that given by the action of G on U. Moreover, when <j) arises 
from the extension (3.4), these two extensions are equivalent. (Hence, in explicit 
calculations involving an extension of J7 by G, we will sometimes use this equivalent 
formulation.) These facts are summarised in the statement of the next theorem, a 
proof of which may be found in Mac Lane (1963), p. 112, Theorem 4.1. 
T h e o r e m 3 . 1 . 3 There is a one-to-one correspondence between H'^{G,U) and the 
set of equivalence classes of extensions (3.4) of U by G with the same coupling as 
that given by the action of G on U. 
Clearly, then, the order of H^{G, U) provides an upper bound on the number of 
isomorphism classes of extensions (3.4) of U by G. 
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The zero element of is the equivalence class of the split extension of 
U hj G. For later reference, we point out the connection between transversal ho-
momorphisms and derivations in this case. Suppose that (3.4) splits. That is, there 
is a transversal homomorphism a\G —> U. Moreover, if r is another transversal 
homomorphism then for each g e G there is Ug e U such that gr - ga.Ug. The 
map 8 that sends g to Ug is in fact a derivation from G to U. We have 
gr = ga.gSi. (3.5) 
Conversely, given 8 6 Der(G, U) and a transversal homomorphism <t, the r defined 
by (3.5) is also a transversal homomorphism from G to U. 
Before discussing third cohomology, we outline the relationship between auto-
morphisms of E, and automorphisms of U and G, thereby giving a characterisation 
of derivations in terms of such automorphisms. These results are needed in Sec-
tion 3.2. Let 0 be an automorphism of E leaving U setwise invariant. Then there 
are obvious induced automorphisms 9u — of U (more rigorously, du — 
and 0G of G defined for x G G by 
xda = xadiT. 
Clearly, the definition of 9g depends only on tt , not on a . Given automorphisms of 
G and U, we would Hke to know if these are induced from an element of Nxut{E){U). 
The next proposition gives necessary and sufficient conditions for this situation to 
occur. 
Proposition 3.1.4 Let 7 G Aut(G) and v G Ant{U). Then there is 9 e 
such that ^G = 7 o-'f^d 9u — if and only if there is a 1 -cochain (j) from G to U 
such that 
(x, y)i)v = (0:7, y-t)tp -f (2:7, y^)(f)d'2 
and 
xx-i^ = v.x^x 
for all x,y,z G G. Given and any (j) satisfying the stated conditions, 
0 G Nxnt{E){U) defined for x e G and u e U by 
(x, u)9 = (x7, uv 4- x^cf)) 
satisfies ^g = 7 9u = ^ • 
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Proof. The proof is straightforward and is given in Robinson (1981), p.67, 4.1. • 
In Robinson (1981), the pair (7,1^) satisfying the conditions of Proposition 3.1.4 
is called inducible. Given an inducible pair (7,1/), there may be many possibiUties 
for 9, depending on the choice oi (f). We remark that if ^ G Nx^t{E){U), then 
J = 9g and u = $u clearly satisfy the second condition of Proposition 3.1.4, called 
compatibility. 
Proposition 3.1.5 In the notation above, there is an isomorphism o / D e r ( G , [ /) 
onto the group 
{0 G I OG = idG,eu = idu}. 
Under this isomorphism, the inner derivation from G to U induced by the element 
u Q. U is mapped to the inner automorphism of E induced by u. 
Proof. See Robinson (1981), p.66. Take (f) = 5 e Der(G,;7) ,7 = id^i^ = idc; in 
Proposition 3.1.4. Then with these choices, the hypotheses of Proposition 3.1.4 are 
satisfied and thus we have an isomorphism as € which is defined for 
e = {g,u) e E by 
eas ^ ig,u + gS) 
- e.evS. 
Conversely, suppose that a e Nxut{E)iU) induces the identity on both G and U. If 
g £ G, choose ga = {g,u) € E. By Proposition 3.1.4, gaa = ga.{l,g5a) for some 
G Dei{G,U). That is, 
g^a = {g(T)~^.gaa. 
The homomorphisms S as and a ^^ are clearly inverse to each other. The 
last assertion is also obvious. • 
Recall that every extension (3.2) gives rise to a coupling of G to K, but the 
converse is not necessarily true. The group-theoretic characterisation of third coho-
mology provides a condition for the converse to be true, as we now show. 
Let X be a coupling of G to K . Define the set map \: G Aut(iC) by choosing 
for each g e G a. representative gX of the coset gx, ensuring that lA = 1. Then 
for x,y e G, we may choose [x,y)il) G K such that {x,l)i) = (l,y)V' = 0 and 
xX.yX = {xy)X.{x,y)iljii. 
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Proceeding from this definition of ^ and by the same calculation as that leading 
to (3.3), we have 
for all z e G. Since the kernel of on K is C{K), there is {x,y,z)K e ({K) 
such that 
{x,yz)'tj^ + {y,z)i> = {xy,z)'ip + {{x,y)tp)z\ + {x,y,z)K. 
Using this identity, it may be verified that in fact « is a 3-cocycle from G to ((K)^ 
called an obstruction (determined by the coupling x)- For different choices of A and 
K is changed only by a 3-coboundary; hence, to each coupling of G to we 
associate a unique element of H^{G,({K)). If x arises from an extension of K by 
G, then (3.3) shows that the cohomology class of an obstruction determined by x 
is the zero element of H^{G,C,{K)). In fact, the converse is also true. 
Theorem 3.1.6 Let x be a coupling of G to K. Then x arises from an extension 
of K by G if and only if the cohomology class of an obstruction determined by 
X is the zero element of H^{G,({K)), where the G-module structure of C(-^) 
prescribed by x • 
Proof. See Mac Lane (1963), p.128, Theorem 8.7. • 
This completes the description of low-dimensional cohomology. We conclude this 
section with Shapiro's Lemma and the cohomology of finite cyclic groups. 
Let H he a. subgroup of G and U a if-module. Define the following G-modules: 
Indgt/ 
and 
Comd%U = EomH{IG,Uy, 
Ind^t/" is induced from H io G and Coind^i/ is coinduced from H to G. The 
module Indgt/ is the direct sum of the abelian groups U g, where g runs over a 
transversal of the (right) cosets of in G. Therefore, the action of G on Ind^U 
is to permute transitively the summands U ® g. 
Proposition 3.1.7 Suppose that H has finite index in G. Then 
IndgC/ ^ Comd%U. 
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Also, 
^•" (GJndg t / ) ^ H^'iH^U) 
for n > 1. 
Proof . See Brown (1982), p.70, 5.9 and p.73, 6.2. • 
The cohomology of finite cyclic groups is well-known and is described in the next 
proposition. 
Proposit ion 3.1.8 Let G be a cyclic group of order n with generator g, and U a 
G-module. Then multiplication by 1 — g and l+g-\ are G-endomorphisms 
of U and for i > 1, 
U) = ker(l - g)IU{l + y + • • • + 
Proof. See Hilton k Stammbach (1971), p.200, §7, for example. • 
Remark 3.1.9 If U is finite in Proposition 3.1.8, then \H'{G,U)\ = 
for ail z > 1. 
Remark 3.1.10 For G in Proposition 3.1.8, the map a defined for 8 € Der((?, t/) 
by 
{5)a = g8 
induces an isomorphism of H^{G,U) onto ker(l4-i/H V g"^'^)IU{1 - g). For by 
induction, 
I < k < n. Therefore gS € ker(l + (? + ••• + g"^'^), and two derivations are the 
same if and only if they agree on the generator ^ of G. Note also that Ider(G, U) 
is mapped onto U{1 — g) by a. 
Conversely, given u G ker(l +g + h , define the map tt/B = d:G U by 
gd = u 
g'd = u{g + l) 
gkd = uig'^-' + -'- + g + l), 
for fc > 1. Then (f is a derivation from G to U and t / ( l - is mapped onto 
ldex{G,U) by f3. It is easy to see that a and (3 are inverse isomorphisms. 
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3.2 The LHS spectral sequence 
The Lyndon-Hochschild-Serre (LHS) spectral sequence relates coliomology of a 
group G to cohomology of a normal subgroup N and the factor group G/N. This 
spectral sequence is the major tool that we will use to reduce in difficulty the ex-
tension problem for finite V4- and J9-submodules oi B. In this section we give the 
relevant properties of the LHS spectral sequence. The reference is Mac Lane (1963). 
Let be a ring with 1. A graded i?-module M is just a family M = {M„} 
of i2-modules, n ^ Z. A filtration F of M is a nested sequence of modules 
. . . D F^Mn 2 F^^'^Mn 2 • • • for each n (a superscript p here or anywhere else in 
this chapter does not necessarily denote a prime). 
A [cohomology) spectral sequence consists of a sequence of bigraded i2-modules 
Er = {E^''^}, r > 2, where E^^'^ = 0 i f ; ) < 0 o r 5 < 0 , together with differentials 
dP'i-.EP''^ -> s^ch that dP-'-^'^+'-^dP''' = 0 and 
That is, Er+i is the bigraded homology module of Er with respect to dr = {d^''^}. 
In general, however, d^+i is not determined by Er or dr. 
For fixed p and q, there is some r such that E^''^ = iJ^+i = -^r+2 = •••i 
certainly r > m = max{p,q + 1} suffices. Denote the limit term E^^i by E^^. 
Since Er'^i = EP'°/im (ip'"''""^, there is a sequence of epimorphisms 
The composite of these epimorphisms is called an edge homomorphism {on the base). 
Similarly, there is a sequence of monomorphisms 
I7i0,o iTiO.q TpO,q , , TpO,q 
The composite of these monomorphisms is also called an edge homomorphism {on 
the fibre). 
The spectral sequence {Er.dr} converges to a graded module H = { i^"}, 
= 0 if n < 0, if there is a filtration F oi H 
= 2 F ^ / f " 2 • • • 2 F'^H'' 2 = 0 
such that 
^ JTP JJP+QIJPP+^ }JP+<1 
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Fix a G-module U. The abelian groups become G-modules, in fact 
G/iV-modules, under the following action of G on cohomology classes of n-cocycles. 
If is an n-cocycle from N to U and g e G, define the n-cocycle i/^ o g by 
,..., 0 g) = [xC,..., x C ( 3 . 6 ) 
for Xi ^ N. Note by (3.1) that if ijj is an n-coboundary, then tp o g is also an n-
coboundary. Hence, (3.6) gives a well-defined action of G on by setting 
•0] 0 = [V"®^]) where [—] denotes cohomology class. Let be the reth term 
in the standard G-projective resolution of Z. Under the correspondence between 
Hom7v(P„,£/) and the set of ra-cochains from N to U^ this action corresponds to 
the action o of G on elements of Hom(P„,{7). In particular, N acts trivially on 
H'^iN, U) and so there is an action of GjN on //"(A/", U) induced by o. With this 
action we define the cohomology groups H^{GjN, ,U)) for all p, g > 0. 
Remark 3.2.1 Let N be finite cyclic. By Proposition 3.1.8, the H^'iN.U) are 
isomorphic, as abelian groups, to sections of the G-module U. Thus, there is an 
action of G/N on {{"'{N, U) corresponding to the action of G on sections of U. We 
emphasise that, in general, this is not the same action as that given by (3.6). 
The only spectral sequence that we will use in the applications is the Lyndon-
Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence. This wiU not be defined. Only its important 
properties, given in the next theorem, wiU be used. 
Theorem 3.2.2 Let G, N, U be as above, and let G act on as in (3.6). 
Then there is a spectral sequence {Er.,dr}, called the Lyndcn-Hcchschild-Serre 
spectral sequence, such that 
• E^'" ^ HP{G/N,H'J{N,U)), 
• {Eridr} converges to the graded module . 
Proof. See Mac Lane (1963), p.361, Theorem 10.1. • 
When we refer to Theorem 3.2.2 in the sequel, we assume convergence via some 
fixed filtration F . 
In applications involving the LHS spectral sequence, one chooses N < G such 
that the G/7V-module is known, and hence the spectral sequence terms 
E '^^  are calcixlable. One also needs to understand the action of various differentials. 
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The differentiais may be defined in several contexts: on cocycles; for the group-
theoretic interpretations of low-dimensional cohomology (given in Section 3.1); and, 
in the case that G is finite and N, G/N are cycUc, on sections of U. Generally 
speaking, it is difficult to define differentials on cocycles by proceeding directly from 
the definition of the LHS spectral sequence. In Section 3.3, we give group-theoretic 
interpretations of the differentials that are relevant to our situation. 
Before indicating precisely which of the LHS spectral sequence differentials we 
will need to understand, we discuss edge homomorphisms and show how they are 
related to the filtration F . 
There is a natural inflation homomorphism, ini: H'^{G,U). 
This is defined for each n-cocycle ij) from G / N to U^ by 
Note that inf maps n-coboundaries to n-coboundaries and that the codomain of 
inf is actually , embedded in H^{G,U). In fact, inf becomes a homo-
morphism by setting [ip] inf = [V'inf]. This inflation homomorphism is injective for 
n = 1 but not necessarily for n > 1. 
The restriction homomorphism, les: H"^{G,U) H'^iN^U), is obtained by re-
stricting to N the domain of definition of n-cocycles from G to U. Since the action 
o of G on induced by (3.6) is trivial, the image of res Ues in . 
It is always true that im inf < ker res. 
Proposition 3.2.3 For the LHS spectral sequence, the composite of the edge homo-
morphism 
on the base, and the embedding of E^ in U), is the inflation homomorphism. 
The composite of the edge homomorphism 
on the fibre, and the natural surjection of H'^{G,U) onto E^^, is the restriction 
homomorphism. Thus F^H^ may be identified with im inf and F'^H^ with ker res. 
Proof. We use 
the convergence statement of Theorem 3.2.2. Note that E^^ = F^H^ 
is certainly embedded in Hp{G,U)-, the first composite therefore has image F^H^. 
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Also, E^^ ^ H^/F^H'^, and the second composite has kernel F^H' ' . The first two 
assertions are proved in Mac Lane (1963), p.352, Proposition 10.2, from which the 
remaining assertions follow. • 
Consider LHS spectral sequence terms of total degree 1. By Proposition 3.2.3, 
we have an exact sequence 
0 H'{G/N, U^) 'H U) El'^ ^ 0, (3.7) 
where the rightmost nonzero map is natural: H'^  I'xm. inf = E ^ = E^'^. Further-
more, El'^ = kerc?^'' and ^Jj^'Vimcf^'' ^ E l ^ = F^'H''. By Proposition 3.2.3, we 
have an exact sequence 
0 ^ El'' ^ El'' El'"" H\ (3.8) 
where the leftmost nonzero map is an edge homomorphism on the fibre. Splicing 
together the exact sequences (3.7) and (3.8) and using Proposition 3.2.3 again, we 
have the following five term exact sequence: 
0 ^ H\GIN, U^) H H'{G, U) ^ H\N, Uf'^ ^ H^G/N, U^) ^ H^G, U), 
(3.9) 
where r is traditional notation for the first transgression; in this case r = . In 
general, transgression is defined in terms of additive relations between modules (we 
do not define this concept). 
In order to calculate consider LHS spectral sequence differentials 
of total degree p + q < 2. There are three such (nonzero) differentials for r = 2, 
one for r = 3 and none for r > 4. These differentials are pictured in Figure 3.1. 
In Figure 3.1, an arrow starting at E '^'^  represents the differential d '^'^ . It can be 
seen easily from these pictures that an arrow with gradient (1 — r)/r starting at any 
other point in the region p + q < 2 terminates at a point outside the first quadrant, 
and thus is zero. 
By Theorem 3.2.2, 
so that by considering p = 0 ,1 and 2 in turn, we see that 
^0,2 ^ H^/F^H^ 
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and 
E'J ^ F^H^IEli^ 
Now E^J = = El^ = ker4 ' ' and = E^^ Therefore, if G and U are 
finite then 
Furthermore, E^^ ^ cokex^'^ and E^ '^^  = hence 
(3.10) 
Note that the differential ( f / has domain ke i c f / and codomain 
By Proposition 3.2.3, kerc? '^^  is identified with the image of res on H^{G,U) and 
ker dl"^  with ker res / im inf. 
ni2,0 jp3,0 P 
e: 0,2 
E, E, 
Figure 3.1: LHS spectral sequence differentials of total degree at most 2 
A useful consequence of (3.10) is the following. 
Proposition 3.2.4 If G and U are finite and H'{N,U) = 0 for 1 <i <2, then 
• 
Remark 3.2.5 It is not always necessary to stipulate that U) = 0 in Propo-
sition 3.2.4. For example, if either N is cyclic, or N and U are p-groups, then 
U) = 0 implies that [/) = 0 for all i > 1 (see Remark 3.1.9 in the first 
case, and Gruenberg (1970), p.110, Lemma 2 in the second). 
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3.3 Differentials in the LHS spectral sequence 
Let G be a group with normal subgroup N and U a G-module. In this section, 
we determine the action of the LHS spectral sequence differentials (f^ '^ , ( f / and dY 
in various group-theoretic contexts. The discussion is based on the more general 
treatment given in Huebschmann (1981). It is convenient to assume here that U 
is faithful as G-module (when \T\ = 4, this is because of Theorem 2.3.5; an easy-
argument [which we do not state here] then shows that it is enough to extend only 
the faithful finite D-submodules of B). The exposition in Huebschmann (1981), for 
general U, is more complicated. 
The differential may be described group-theoretically (this description was 
shown to me by Dr L. G. Kovacs). However, in the applications in Section 3.4, we 
use a description of d!^ '^  which is derived independently of the group-theoretic one, 
and so we do not give the latter description here. 
We begin with a well-known construction — see Huebschmann (1981), §2.1 and 
Robinson (1981), §4, p.66. Consider the following subgroup of Aut (iV) x Aut ( t / ) : 
Aut{N,U) = { ( a , / 3 ) € Aut(A'') x Aut(t/) | {iix)(3 = u/S.xa for all x- e N,u e U}. 
The elements of Aut(iV", f / ) are the compatible automorphisms of N and U. Since 
U is faithful, G is embedded in Aut(A^, U) via the monomorphism —: G —> G which 
maps g £ G to ^ € G, where 
9 = {g^gxY, 
g e Aut(A'") denotes conjugation by ^ in iV and x is the (injective) coupling of G 
to U prescribing the action of G on U. Let 
(3.11) 
be an extension of by TV whose coupling is given by the action of AT on [ / . As 
in the discussion before Proposition 3.1.4, 0 e NAnt(E){U) induces automorphisms 
6N of N and Ou of U, dependent on the extension (3.11) under consideration. By 
Proposition 3.1.4, On and 9u are compatible. Then it is easy to check that 
r-O^ {ON, Ou) 
defines a homomorphism of Nxnt{E){U) into Aut{N, U). By Proposition 3.1.5, ker7 
may be identified with Der(A'', U) and this yields an exact sequence 
0 ^ Der(Ar,/7) ^ ^ Ant{N,U), 
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where the leftmost nonzero homomorphism maps S G Dei{N,U) to as G NAut{E){U), 
as defined in the proof of Proposition 3.1.5. Denote by AutG(£^) the complete in-
verse image of im7 fl G in Nxnt{E){U) under 7 . Proposition 3.1.4 immediately 
implies the next result. 
Proposition 3.3.1 AutG(-E') is mapped epimorphically onto G hy ^ if and only if 
the equivalence class of the extension (3.11) is an element of . • 
Assume now that the equivalence class of the extension (3.11) is G-fixed, so 
that 7 maps AutG(.S) onto G. Denote the canonical homomorphisms E Inn(£^) 
and U ldei{N,U) by and u respectively; note that Efi < AutoiE) . By 
Proposition 3.1.5 we have the following commutative diagram: 
0 —^ U ^ E ^ N I 
U Im i 
0 ^ Der(iV,[/) ^ AutG(£;) ^ G ^ 1, 
where the rightmost vertical map is inclusion and 7 is the composite of 7 as defined 
above with the inverse of the embedding — of G in Aut(iV, U). Passing to cokernels, 
and denoting the subgroup AutG(-E)/Inn(£') of Out(£^) by OutG(-E), we obtain the 
short exact sequence 
0 ^ H\N, U) ^ OntaiE) ^ G/N 1, (3.12) 
where L is defined by 
L:6 + ldex{N,U) ^ aJnn(E) 
for S G Der(7\r, U), and x by 
tt: 01nn{E) ^ OjN 
for 9 G AutG(^). 
L e m m a 3.3.2 The equivalence class of {3.12) is an element of H^{G/N, H^ {N, U)). 
Proof. We have to show that the coupUng of the extension (3.12) is the same as 
that given by the action of G/N on H^{N,U). For g e G, choose 9 G NAnt(E){U) 
such that {Olnn{E))TL = gN. By Proposition 3.1.4, ii x e N then for (x ,«) G E 
there is a 1-cochain 4> from N to U such that 
{x,u)9 = {x',ug + x^). 
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If 5 e Der(iV, U) then as9lnn{E) is mapped to S^-i^^e + Ider(7V, U) under L ^. 
Using the definition of Sg-ia^e given in the proof of Proposition 3.1.5, we see that 
= — X(f>.g~^)asO 
Thus Ss-iaf6 =60 gN, proving the lemma. • 
Suppose that 
is equivalent to the extension (3.11), say p: E ^ E' is an equivalence. Then the 
homomorphism p:0\itG{E) —> OutG(^^') defined by 
einn{E)p = nnn(^') 
is Ukewise an equivalence of extensions. Together with Lemma 3.3.2, this shows that 
the map sending the (G-fixed) equivalence class of the extension (3.11) to the 
equivalence class of the extension (3.12) is a well-defined map from 
to H^{G/N,H^{N,U)). According to Theorem 1 of Huebschmann (1981), (f/ so 
defined is the relevant LHS spectral sequence differential. 
The next differential we consider is H'{G/N, H^N,U)) ^ 
The image under c/^ '^  of the equivalence class of the split extension E - U >i N is 
the equivalence class of the extension 
0 ^ U) ^ OuiaiU ^ N) ^ GIN ^ 1. (3.13) 
In fact, the extension (3.13) splits over U). To see this, consider the transver-
sal function A from G/iV into ONTAIU xi N) which is (well-)defined for ^ G G by 
gNa = glnn{U x N), 
where g in the right-hand side of this definition denotes the element of KNIOIU M N) 
defined for a; € A'" and u ^U hy 
{x,u)g = {x^,ug). 
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It is straightforward to verify that <7 is a homomorphism. (Of course, the existence 
of a transversal homomorphism is guaranteed by Huebschmann's proof that is 
a homomorphism.) For each derivation S from G/N to define the map 
as:G/N OutG(t/ N) by 
gNas = gNa.gNSi. (3.14) 
Now as is a homomorphism (recall the discussion after Theorem 3.1.3). Thus as, 
composed with the inclusion of OutG(i7 x N) in Out{Uxi A'"), is a coupling of G/N to 
U N. Since ({U xt N) = U^ by the assumption that U is faithful, the cohomology 
class of an obstruction ks determined by as is an element of This 
cohomology class is determined by the cohomology class of S. According to Theorem 
2 of Huebschmann (1981), maps [5] to . 
Finally we come to . In view of the discussion in §10 of Huebschmann (1980), 
the relevant special case of Theorem 3 of Huebschmann (1981) may be paraphrased 
as follows. When the equivalence class of the extension (3.11) lies in the domain 
kerti '^^  of , there is a corresponding split extension (3.12). Choose a transver-
sal homomorphism a: G/N —> Onta{E). By composing a with the inclusion of 
OutG(£^) in Out(£;), we obtain a coupUng of G/N to E. Since ({E) ^ U^, the co-
homology class [K ]^ of an obstruction determined by this couphng is an element 
of H^{G/N, U^). For fixed cr, the class is determined by the equivalence class 
of (3.11). As a ranges over the homomorphisms that spUt (3.12), the [K -^] form a 
coset modulo imtij'^ that is, an element of the factor group EI'^ [compare (3.14) 
with (3.5)]. This element is the image under ^ ^ of the equivalence class of (3.11). 
3.4 Cohomology of dihedral groups 
In this section, we consider the special case that G is I>2n, the dihedral group of 
order 2n, n >2: 
Set N = {x) < G. The subsequent discussion specialises to G = V4 and G = D. 
We assume that the G-module U is faithful (not all results require this). 
Both N and G/N are finite cyclic, so that the cohomology of these groups with 
coefficients in U may be expressed in terms of sections oi U. We will determine the 
actions of ^^ ^^  ^^ ^^  LHS spectral sequence differentials discussed in Section 3.3 
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on these sections of U. Thus, we need to understand the action of G on these 
sections which corresponds to the action induced by (3.6) under the isomorphisms 
of Proposition 3.1.8. As we commented in Remark 3.2.1, this is not necessarily the 
same action as that induced by the given action of G on U. Since the action of 
N on its own cohomology groups is trivial, only the action of y needs to be given. 
This is done first for (2m — l)-cohomology and then 2m-cohomology, m > 1. 
For an endomorphism f oi U and a submodule C/', the complete inverse im-
age {u e U \ uf e U'} is denoted by Wf''^. We denote cosets in U, and also 
cohomology class, by [—]. 
Lemma 3.4.1 Define an action o of G on ker(l + x h - x) by 
u] o y = — [uyx 
for u e ker(l + x H h . With this action, the isomorphism 
a: U) ker(l -f x + • • • + - x) 
induced by a as defined in Remark 3.1.10 becomes a G-isomorphism. Under a, 
is m.apped onto 
(ker(l + X + . . . + x^-') n U{1 - x ) ( l + yx)-^)/U{l - x). 
P r o o f . By Remark 3.1.10, a is defined by 
a: 5 + Ider(7V, U) ^ xS + U{1 - x) 
for 6 G Dei{N, U). The action of y induced by (3.6) is given by 
[8 + Ider(iV, U))oy = 8oy^ Ider(A^, U), 
where z{8 o y) = z~^8y for z G N. Since = -x8x~^ and x'^y = yx, the first 
assertion follows. The second assertion is a trivial consequence. • 
Remark 3.4.2 An equivalent definition of o is {xi + U{l-x))oy - -uy + U{l-x). 
We use the definition given in Lemma 3.4.1 because it makes later calculations easier. 
Lemma 3.4.3 Assume U finite. Define an action o of (y) on 
kei{l - x)/U{l + X + • • • + x''-^) 
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by setting 
u 0 y = — uy 
for u e ker(l - x). With respect to this action, a {y)-isomorphism of H^{N,U) 
onto ker(l - x)/U{l + x + • • • + may be defined by 
n - l 
t = l 
for each 2-cocycle from N to U. 
Proof. Obviously, ^ is a homomorphism. Its image lies in 
ker(l - x): for rj^d^ = 0, and, by (3.1), = - x). 
Its image is precisely ker(l - x): for, if € ker(l - x), then a normalised 2-cochain 
V'u from N to U may be defined by 
0 ii i + j < n 
u if z + 7 > n, 
0 < i,j < n. Using (3.1), we may verify that = 0. Also, — u. U <f> 
is a 1-cochain from N to U, then 
= X(f){l + x + ••• + x""-^) 
e U{i + x + --- + x^-'), 
so that the original homomorphism induces a surjective homomorphism 
n - l 
Y l i ^ ^ ^ l i ' + U{1 + X + • • • + x""-^) 
i = l 
of H^{N,U) onto ker(l - x)/U{l + a; + • • • + x"-^). By Proposition 3.1.8, these 
two groups are isomorphic, so that this surjective homomorphism must be an iso-
morphism. By definition, o y) ^ ErJi'l^-'""', = {n - l)uy. 
Since u e ker ( l -a ; ) , we have nuy = u{l + x + = uy{l + xA hx""^). 
Therefore, {n-l)uye + + + -• • + and [tpu o y] is mapped to - [uy 
that is, to [u] 0?/, as required. 
The next result is needed in the proof of Theorem 3.4.5. 
Lemma 3.4.4 Suppose that Si G Bei{N,U), 82 G T>ei{{y),U) and 




Then the map 6:G-^U defined by {x^)6 - {x')5i and 
{yx')S = yS^x' + x'S, (3.16) 
for I < i < n — 1, is a derivation. 
Proof. By (3.15), 
= yS2{l - x){l + X + • • • + x'-') 
= vH^-x') 
for i > 1. Therefore, since x'^ix"' = is a derivation from A/" to [ / ) , 
yS2x' + x '6^^x- 'S ,y + y62. (3.17) 
To see that (3.16) defines a derivation from G to U, we must verify that 
{y'x'y''x^)8 = ( y V ) V x ' + 
for 0 < i, A; < 1, 0 < j j < n - 1. For instance, using first (3.17) with -i in place 
of i and then the fact that yS2 — —yS2y, we have 
{yx')Syx^ + {yx^)S = yS2X^yx^ + x^S^yx^ + y82X^ + 
= {y82x'y + x'Siy + y62)x^ + x^Si 
= {yS2X*y+ yS2X~'+ x~'5i)x^ + x^Si 
— x^ + x^8i 
= {yx\yx^)8. 
The other verifications are equally straightforward. • 
Now we move on to the descriptions of and the LHS spectral sequence 
differentials discussed in Section 3.3. 
RecaU that the domain and codomain of may 
be identified, by Lemma 3.4.1 and Proposition 3.1.8, as 
(ker(l + X + • • • + x^-') n U{1 - x){l + yx)-')/Uil - x) 
and 
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respectively. We define below a homomorphism r from the first of these sections 
of U to the second, which (with those identifications) is probably the same as . 
However, we only intend to use r for computing the order of kertZ '^^  in specific 
cases, so all we need to prove is that | kerr| = | (kerr is finite if and only 
if kerc?^ '^  is finite, and in that case the two kernels have the same order). 
Theorem 3.4.5 For u e ker(l + x + . . . + n ^7(1 - a;)(l + yx)-'^ , choose 
V £ U such that 
- x) = + yx), 
and set 
T:U + U{1 - x) ^ v{l + y) + U^{1 + y). 
This defines a homomorphism 
r: (ker(l + x + • • • + x""^) n U{1 - x){l + yx)-')/U{l - x) ^ + y), 
and I kerr I = jkerc? '^^  . 
Proof. The following identities in ZG will be useful: 
( l - x ) ( l + z/2;) = ( l - y ) ( l - x ) (3.18) 
and 
( l - a ; ) ( l - ^ / x ) = ( l + ^ ) ( l - x ) . (3.19) 
The first thing to do is prove that r is weU-defined. This involves three separate 
verifications. First, i;(l + y) + + y) does not depend on the choice of v. For if 
v'{l - x ) = i;(l - x) then v - v' e U^ and so t;'(l + y) = -i;(l + y) mod + y). 
Second, if u is replaced by another representative « + w ( l — x) of its coset, then by 
(3.18) we have 
{uw{l - x)){l + yx) = u{l ^ yx) ^ w{l - x){l + yx) 
= ( t ; 4 - w ( l - y ) ) ( l - x ) . 
Since (1 - ^)(H-t/) = 0, this shows that the image o fn + w ( l - x ) + ^7(l-a;) under 
r is the same as that oi u^U{l - x). Third, by (3.19), 
v{l + y){l-x) = v{l-x){l-yx) 
= u{l ^ yx){l - yx) 
= 0. 
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Since it is certainly true that v{l + y) € ker(l - y ) , we see that the images do indeed 
Ue in + 
Additivity of r is obvious. Recall from (3.9) that kerc??'^  = im res. To complete 
the proof, we show that ker r corresponds to im res under the isomorphism a defined 
in Lemma 3.4.1. 
Suppose that 6 € Der(G, C/). Then res = +Ider(A/', [/) and a maps this 
element of H\N, to x8 + U{1 - x). Since is a derivation from G to [/, it 
follows that 
and y8 = {xyx)8 = x8{l + yx) + y8x \ that is 
y8{l — x) = x8{\ + yx). 
By definition, r therefore maps x8 + ^7(1 - x) to y8{l + y) + + y) = 0. 
Hence (im res)a < kerr. Conversely, suppose that m + f/(l — x) 6 kerr, that is, 
t;(l + y) = z{l + y) for some z G U^. Set w = v — z, so that w(l — x) = u(l + yx) 
and w e ker(l +y). Set ua = 8i e T)ei{N,U) and define 82 € Der((y),;7) by 
y82 — w. By Lemma 3.4.4, we obtain a derivation 8 from G to U whose restriction 
to A'" is Therefore, kerr < (im res)a and we are done. • 
Remark 3 .4.6 For the G-modules U that we consider in Chapter 5 (and the anal-
ogous modules for T = D), N is chosen so that ) is either zero or a 
C2. Then , determined completely by (the order of) its kernel, matches r as 
defined in Theorem 3.4.5. 
We do not need a full description of ; rather, we need to be able to calculate 
keid^'^ — 
Proposition 3.4.7 Letip be a 2-cocycle from N to U such that [ip] G . 
Then [V'] = 0 if and only if for some l-cochain (j) from N to U satisfying 
V'oy = V + (3-20) 
there is v £ U such that for all z E N, 
z'''(f>y + z(f> = v{l- z). (3.21) 
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Proof . Let (3.11) be an extension of J7 by TV giving rise to i/'- By definition, 
= 0 if and only if the extension (3.12) splits, that is, some element of 
has trivial square. By Proposition 3.1.4, each element of yTr"^ is of the form 
O^nniE) modulo where 0 is a 1-cochain from N to U satisfying (3.20) 
the condition that [ip] is G-fixed], and e AntciE) is defined by 
{z,u)0^ = {z-\uy +z-''(f>) 
for {z,u) e E. An element of H\N,U)l is of the form a5lnn(^;) for some 
S e Bei{N,U). By definition, 0^as = 9^+s and certainly (f) + 6 satisfies (3.20) 
if and only if <f) does. Hence (3.12) splits if and only if G Inn(£;) for some such 
That is, there is a fixed element {z\v) € E such that 
{z,u + z-''(l>y-\- z(t>) = 
- {z,uz' + v{l - z) + {z,z')il, - {z',z)7P), 
for aR {z,u) e E, where we have used the associativity identity (3.3) for 2-cocycles. 
In particular, for z = 1, the faithfulness of U implies that z' = 1. This completes 
the proof. • 
The next two results deal with some special cases of Proposition 3.4.7. The first 
foUows from the fact that d!^ '^  is a homomorphism, but is easily verified indepen-
dently (as we do). 
Lemma 3.4.8 Let ijj be a 2-cocycle from N to U such that [i>] G , 
and choose a 1-cochain (j) from N to U satisfying (3.20). If there is some v G U 
such that 
x~^(t)y + x(f) — t;(l — x) 
then [ip] ct^'^ = 0. 
Proof . We prove that x~'^ 4>y + x^ cj) = - a;'), by induction on i . This implies the 
result, by Proposition 3.4.7. 
Expanding (3.20) by (3.1), first for {x\x) and then for we have 
{x~\ x~'^)ipy = {x\ x)^ + xV® - aj'+V + 
and 
{x\x)i> = + x~^(j)yx - + 
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Therefore, 
x~'(f)yx + x'(f)x + + = + 
and 
= x'^cpyx + x^(l)x + x~'^(j)y + x(f) 
= x-^'+^^y + 
by induction. • 
Lemma 3.4.9 Let -ip be a 2-cocyde from N to U such that [-^J G 
and suppose that has values in U^. If there is a 1 -cochain (f) from N to U with 
values in U^ and satisfying (3.20), then [V*] = 0. 
Proof. Since ^ is a 2-cocycle with values in U'^, — by (3.3). 
Then by (3.20), 
that is, x'^cfyy + = 0. Therefore, we may choose v = 0 in Lemma 3.4.8. • 
Proposition 3.4.7 and Lemmas 3.4.8 and 3.4.9 enable us to determine kerc? '^^  for 
all G-modules that will be considered in Chapter 5 (and those for T — D). 
Next, we consider . Recall the discussion before Theorem 3.1.6 and the 
description of given in Section 3.3. Choose 8 G 'Dex{GjN, H'^ {N,U)) and a 
transversal homomorphism a\ G/N —> OutG(^7 N), and define a coupling as from 
G/N to U xN by (3.14). Choose dy G Der(Ar, U) such that y6 = dy + Ider(iV, U). 
Explicitly, as acts on G/N by 
= YOTDYLNN{U ^ N), 
where y G AntciU -a N) is defined by 
{z,u)y = {z~\uy) 
for z G iV, M G U, and ad^ is defined as in the proof of Proposition 3.1.5. Set 
yX = yady and lA = 1. We wish to choose an element {y.,y)tp ^ U YI N which 
induces the inner automorphism (yX)^ oi U » N. Now 5 is a derivation and so 
ySy + yS ^ 0, that is, dy o y + dy e Ider(iV, U). Together with z-'^dy = -zdyz''^, 
this implies that there is some v e U such that 
zdyyz = zdy-v{l- z) (3.22) 
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for all 2 € A/". By definition, - {z \ ity + z'^dy), and so by (3.22), 
Therefore, we may choose = An obstruction ks determined by the 
coupling (Ts is defined by 
(1,1;) = {l,v)yad^ + {y,y,y)Ks, 
that is, 
= v{i-y). 
By an inductive method similar to that used in the proof of Lemma 3.4.8, it may 
be verified that (3.22) is satisfied by all z € AT if and only if it is satisfied by x . 
Also, 
[{Vi-'-^y)'^] (3-23) 
clearly defines an isomorphism of W { { y ) , U^) onto the relevant section of U. Using 
these facts and Lemma 3.4.1, we reformulate the preceding discussion as follows. 
Proposition 3.4.10 For u G ker(l + x + • •• + a;""^) n U{1 - a;)(l - yx)''^, choose 
V ^ U such that 
u{l — yx) — v{l — x) 
and set 
dl'^: u + ker(l + a; + • • • + + yx) ^ t;(l - y) + U^{1 - y). 
This defines a homomorphism 
(ker(l + £ + ••• + a;"- ') n C/(l - x)(l - yx)" ' ) /ker(l + a; + • • • + + yx) 
(ker(l + z / ) n t / ^ ) / [ / ^ ( l - y ) 
which corresponds to the LHS spectral sequence differential, denoted by the same 
notation, under the relevant isomorphisms as defined in Lemma 3.1.10 and (3.23). 
In particular, if v e then [w] d^ = 0. • 
By Lemma 3.4.3, when U is finite, may be identified with 
(ker(l - a;) n (1 + a; + . • • + + y)-')/U{l + x + • • • + x" '^). 
We use this identification in the next proposition. 
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Proposition 3.4 .11 Assume U finite and let d^ he defined as in Proposition 3.4.10, 
For u G ker(l - x) n (1 + a; + • • • + + such that [m] corresponds to 
v*] € under the isomorphism given in Lemma 3.4.3, choose (f) and v as in 
Lemma 3.4.8. Then the composite of the (not necessarily homomorphic) map T2 
defined by 
T2:[U] ^ r;(l - y) + U^{l-y) 
and the natural surjection modulo imdl'^ corresponds to the LHS spectral sequence 
differential . In particular, if v e then [ip] ct^'^ ^ 0. 
Proof. Recall the description of given at the end of Section 3.3. As usual, 
let (3.11) be an extension of C/ by iV and let V be a 2-cocycle arising from this 
extension. The hypotheses, together with Lemma 3.4.8, imply that is the inner 
automorphism of E induced by t; G where G Autol^") is defined in the proof 
of Proposition 3.4.7. We have a transversal homomorphism a:G/N —> Outcl^E) 
given by ya = and hence a coupling of G/N to E. We now determine 
an obstruction arising from this coupling. Set y\ = 9^ and lA = 1. Set 
{y^y)'^ — which induces the inner automorphism {y\Y of E . Then /v,^  is 
defined by 
That is, {y,y.,y)n<T — — y) • The result is now clear. • 
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Chapter 4 
Submodule lattices of direct sums 
The principal object of study in this chapter is the poset of finite submodules of the 
direct sum of two modules. This poset is also a lattice. However, we are interested 
in the inclusion relations between submodules, rather than the lattice operations. A 
theorem of Remak (1930) gives a description of the set of submodules of the direct 
sum. Given two submodules described in Remak's terms, it is difficult in general to 
determine whether one is contained in the other. In the main result of this chapter. 
Theorem 4.3.5, we show how to determine whether one is contained in the other as 
maximal submodule. That is, we give a method of describing the edge set of the 
Hasse diagram of this poset. 
4.1 Background and basic definitions 
In ail posets considered, the partial order is denoted < . A subset of a poset is called 
convex li V\ < x < V2 for any two of its elements v-y and v^ implies that x is an 
element of the subset. A subposet is a nonempty subset with the partial order it 
inherits from the whole poset. 
A lattice may be defined either in terms of a partial order, or in terms of two 
binary operations — meet and join — subject to appropriate axioms. A sublattice is 
a nonempty subset closed under the meet and join of the whole lattice. A subposet 
may be a lattice (in terms of its partial order) without being a sublattice. The 
sublattice {a; | t^ i < s < ^2} is convex; such sublattices are called intervals. 
The Hasse diagram of a poset is the directed graph whose vertices are the el-
ements of the poset and which has an edge with "top endpoint" v^  and "bottom 
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endpoint" v^ whenever v^ > V2 and there is no vertex x such that Vi > x > V2 \ 
moreover, these are its only edges. A subgraph is a nonempty subset of the vertex 
set with all edges of the whole graph between these vertices. We emphasise that the 
Hasse diagram of a sublattice need not be a subgraph of the Hasse diagram of the 
whole lattice. Also, not all subgraphs are Hasse diagrams of sublattices; indeed, not 
even those that are the Hasse diagrams of subposet lattices. In our pictures, edges 
of the Hasse diagram of the whole poset are drawn as unbroken Unes. We indicate 
that two vertices are comparable by drawing a broken line between them. 
It is not clear from the definition that the Hasse diagram of a poset adequately 
displays the structure of the poset: if two poset elements are comparable, this may 
not be deducible from the Hasse diagram, since two comparable elements may not 
be joined by a path of finite length. Indeed, consider the poset Q, with the Hnear 
ordering of real numbers as the partial order. The Hasse diagram of this poset has 
no edges. However, for finite posets there is certainly a path of finite length between 
any two comparable vertices (see Gratzer (1971), p.12, Lemma 1). Also, two finite 
posets are isomorphic if and only if their Hasse diagrams are isomorphic [see BirkhofF 
(1935) 
Let VF be a module over a ring R with 1. The poset of finite submodules of W, 
with the inclusion relation on sets as the partial order, is a lattice. This lattice is 
denoted C{W). The meet of two elements of C[W) is their set-theoretic intersection 
and the join is their module sum. Recall that C{W) is a modular lattice: for sub-
modules Ui, U2, U3 of W such that Ui < i/a, we have ( + C/2)nC/3 - Ui + iUinU^). 
Amongst aU sections of VK, we will be interested only in those which arise as quo-
tients of finite submodules; we call such sections low. 
The vertex set of the Hasse diagram of C{W) is denoted V(M^) and its edge set 
S{W). It is clear from the definition of edge that the elements of S{W) represent 
composition factors of the module W. Accordingly, an element of S{W) will be 
denoted by the composition factor that it represents. However, of course, edges in 
the Hasse diagram of a sublattice of C{W) need not represent simple modules. Note 
that between any two comparable vertices of the (possibly infinite) poset C{W), 
there is certainly a path of finite length. 
From now on, we consider the special case that W = U®V, where U and V are 
i2-modules such that the Hasse diagrams of £ ( [ / ) and £ ( ] / ) are known. Of course, 
in the infinite case, the Hasse diagram of £(17 ® V) cannot be drawn literally on a 
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piece of paper. But we may not need the whole partial order of £ ( [ / ® V) anyway, 
as is the case, for instance, in inductive proofs on the set of submodules where each 
inductive step occurs along an edge. Or consider a typical question that arises in 
our examples: given an element of V{U 0 V), which elements of €{11 0 V) have 
that vertex as an endpoint (see Example 5.2.7)? Again, to answer this question we 
do not need the whole partial order; essentially we only need to know the elements 
of £{U ® V). Under the right conditions, the elements of S(U © V) may be read 
off from certain finite subgraphs of the whole Hasse diagram of C{U 0 V). When 
C{U0V^) is finite, the whole partial order may be read off from the Hasse diagram of 
C{U 0 V ) ; if this Hasse diagram is complicated, the reduction to subgraphs may be 
a useful and concise way of displaying the partial order. This is the sort of reduction 
that we aim for, and is more fully explained in Section 4.3. 
The methods in this chapter may be appUed also to posets of submodules oi U^V 
satisfying other finiteness conditions which ensure that the corresponding Hasse 
diagrams display the partial order of the poset. Indeed, the proof of Theorem 4.3.5 
does not use finiteness of the submodules concerned, and the theorem remains true 
if we redefine €{11 0 V) [and thence V{U 0 V), £{U 0 1/)] as the lattice of all 
submodules oi U ®V and remove "low" from the statement of hypotheses. 
An important sublattice of JC{U 0 V) is 
this is called the Cartesian product sublattice, and is denoted C{U) x C{V). It is 
straightforward to see that the edge set of the Hasse diagram of C{U) x C{V) is the 
union of the following disjoint sets: 
{U, 0 0 F2 I € V{U), 1/1/1/2 G e{V)} 
and 
{UI 0 VR/U2 0 1 / 1 1 UJU2 E E{U), Vi e V{V)}. 
Vertices and edges of the Hasse diagram of C{U) x C{V) wiU be called Cartesian 
vertices and Cartesian edges respectively. Note that the definition of Cartesian 
vertices and edges depends on the particular direct decomposition U ®V being 
considered. Cartesian edges represent simple modules and so the Hasse diagram of 
C{U) X C{V) is a subgraph of the Hasse diagram of C{U 0 V). 
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The preceding discussion shows that to construct the Cartesian product sub-
graph, we only need to know the Hasse diagrams of C{U) and C{V) — no informa-
tion about the module structure of either U oi V h required. As will be seen, this 
differs from the construction of the whole Hasse diagram of C{U © V), where such 
information is required. 
C{U) C{V) 
C{U) X C{V) 
Figure 4.1: Drawing the Hasse diagram of a Cartesian product 
Figure 4.1 provides an example of drawing the Hasse diagram of C{U) x C{V), 
given the Hasse diagrams of C{U) and C{V). In this case, C{U) is the subspace 
lattice oi U = V{2,2) and C{V) is the subspace lattice oi V = V{1,2). The 
direct sum ® V^  is isomorphic to V^(3,2). The number of vertices of the Hasse 
diagram of C{U) x C{V) is |V(i7)||V(y)| = 10 and the number of its edges is 
v{u)\\e{v)\ + \e{u)\\v{v)\ = 5.1 + 6.2 = 17. 
4.2 The submodules of U 
Before one can describe the Hasse diagram of C{U ® F ) , a canonical description of 
the submodules of f / ® is needed. Such a description is realised in Theorem 4.2.1, 
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which is usually attributed to Remak (1930). This theorem shows that to Ust the 
submodules of J / e F it is not enough to know the Hasse diagrams of C{U) and C{V) 
this much information gives us the Hasse diagram of £(^7) x £(1^)]; additionally, 
one needs to know all isomorphisms between the sections of U and V. 
T h e o r e m 4 . 2 . 1 Given any isomorphism a:Ui/U2 V1/V2 with U2 < Ui < U 
and < Fi < define 
'a] = {u + v\ ueUi,v e Vi, {u + U2)a + V2}. 
Then [a] is a submodule of U ®V, and 
Un{[a] + V)^Uu Un[a] = U2, 
a n F = V2. {U+ [a])r\V = 
Conversely, given any submodule W of U ® V, define Ui, U2, Vi, V2 by 
u r\{w + unw = u2, 
{U + w)r]V = Vu = 
For each u ^ U\, the intersection {u + C) V is a coset of Vi modulo V2 which 
depends only on the coset u + U2, and a: UxlU2 —V1IV2 defined by 
{u + U2)a^ {u-\-W)nV 
is an isomorphism such that [a] = VK . Consequently, a 1—> [a] is a bijection from the 
set of all isomorphisms of sections of U to sections of V, to the set of submodules 
of U®V. • 
R e m a r k 4 .2 .2 The important special case of Theorem 4.2.1 which we will use is 
that the bijection a a also gives a one-to-one correspondence between isomor-
phisms of low sections of U to low sections of to V{U ® V). 
R e m a r k 4 . 2 . 3 Let U and V be submodules of an i?-module W such that U HV 
is finite. There is an obvious generalisation of Remark 4.2.2, giving a one-to-one 
correspondence between finite submodules of W contained in U + V and containing 
UnV, and isomorphisms between low sections U1/U2 of U and low sections V1/V2 
of V such that U nV < U2 < Ui < U ^ind U nV < V2 < Vi < V. Where relevant 
in the sequel (see Propositions 4.4.2 and 5.2.4), this generalisation is implicit in 
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Figure 4.2: Illustration of Theorem 4.2.1 
Using Theorem 4.2.1, we associate to each submodule [a] oi U ®V its unique 
"interval of definition" C{Ui ® Vi/C/2 © ^2)- Remember that the Hasse diagram of 
C{Ui®VilU2®V2) is a subgraph of the Hasse diagram oi C{U ®V). The following 
facts about intervals of definition foUow readily from Theorem 4.2.1, and are stated 
here for ease of reference. 
Proposition 4.2.4 Let a he an isomorphism of the section U1/U2 of U onto the 
section V1/V2 of V. 
(i) [a] n {Ui ® V2) = [a] n {U2 © 1^1) = e V2, 
[a] + (C/x © V2) = H + (1/2 © Vi) = © . 
(ii) H IU2 © F2 = U1IU2 = 14/ [a]. 
(iii) If X®Y < [«] then X®Y < U2®V2 and if [a] < X®Y then Ui®Vi < X®Y. 
Proof, (i) follows from the modular law and (ii) follows from (i). If X ® y < [a 
then X < H n t / = U2 and similarly Y < V2. If [a] < X®Y then [a] + 7 < 
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and Ur = U r\ ([a] + < X ] similarly, < Y . This proves (iii). • 
We emphasise that in Theorem 4.2.1, isomorphisms are regarded in the category 
theoretical sense; that is, the domain and codomain are part of the definition. In 
particular, two isomorphisms a :Ui /Ui Vi/Vi and l3:U2/U2 V2/V2, although 
they are both zero maps, must be regarded as different unless Ui = U2 and Vi = V2: 
indeed, [q;] — Ui ® Vi and [/3] = U2 ® V2- Vertices which arise from nonzero 
isomorphisms are called diagonal — the terminology is suggested by Figure 4.2. 
Note that the identification of vertices as Cartesian or diagonal depends on the 
particular direct decomposition U ® V chosen. For convenience, (finite) submodules 
of {7© V wiU be referred to as Cartesian or diagonal when the corresponding vertices 
in the Hasse diagram of £ ( [ / ® V) are respectively Cartesian or diagonal. However, 
this is a lattice-theoretic rather than module-theoretic distinction. For example, an 
indecomposable submodule oi U ® V not contained in either U or V^  is certainly 
diagonal, but not vice versa: in the case that U = V(2, 2) and V = 1^(1, 2), any 
diagonal subspace of dimension 2 oi U ®V may be decomposed into the direct sum 
of two 1-dimensional subspaces. 
A modular lattice is distributive if and only if it does not contain a sublattice with 
the same Hasse diagram as C{U) in Figure 4.1 (see Gratzer (1971), p.70, Theorem 
2). Therefore, for general U and V, C{U©V) is distributive if and only if C{U) and 
C{V) are distributive and the Hasse diagram oi C{U ® V) has no diagonal vertices. 
In that case, C{U © V) = C.{U) x C{V). The Hasse diagrams of the submodule 
lattices that we consider in Chapter 5 (and in the analogous situation for T = C) 
have many diagonal vertices. 
4.3 The Hasse diagram of C(U 0 V) 
In this section, we carry out a classification of the elements oi S{U®V). Specifically, 
we define three distinct types of edges and show that each element oi S{U © V) is 
one of these types. This is analogous to the classification of elements of V[U © V) 
into two distinct types, Cartesian and diagonal, carried out in Section 4.2. Here, 
also, the classification depends on the direct decomposition U ®V chosen. 
The three distinct types of edges by which we classify the elements oi £{U © V) 
are called Cartesian, restriction and composition edges. Cartesian edges were defined 
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in Section 4.2. The existence of restriction edges is implicit in Theorem 4.2.1; the 
construction of edges of this type is described explicitly in Proposition 4.3.1. The 
construction of composition edges is described in Proposition 4.3.3. A restriction 
edge has at least one diagonal endpoint. On the other hand, both endpoints of 
a composition edge are diagonal. Remark 4.3.6 provides a criterion to determine 
whether an edge with diagonal endpoints is restriction or composition. 
Proposition 4.3.1 Let a be an isomorphism of the section U1IU2 of U onto the 
section V^jV^ of V. Suppose that U2 < U' < Ui and set VIV2 - {U'lU^)^. Define 
isomorphisms a: U'/U2 V/V2 and a: Ui/U' Vi/V by 
a = a u'iu-2 
and 
{u + U')a ^v^V 
for u e Ui, where {u + U2)a = v + V2. Then 
(i) [a] n (W e V) = [a] and [a] + {W 0 V) = a 
(ii) [a] / [a] ^ Ui/U'and [a] / [a] ^ U'IU2 • 
Proof. Clearly, [a] < [a] and [a] < [a], by the definitions of 
by Theorem 4.2.1. The situation is illustrated in Figure 4.3. 
(i) By the modular law and (i) of Proposition 4.2.4, 
a 
a n {u' e V) = a 
QL 
— a . 
n ([«] + ( [ / ' 8 ^ 2 ) ) 
+ (1/2 e V2) 
a / a 
The other equality is proved similarly, 
(ii) By (i) and Proposition 4.2.4 (ii), 
/ [a] n [W e V ) 
+ iu' e v')/u' e v 
ju' e v 
^ Ui/U'. 
The other isomorphism is proved similarly. 
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Figure 4.3: Illustration of Proposition 4.3.1 
Remark 4.3.2 The notation a and a suppresses dependence on the choice of U'. 
However, this choice will usually be clear from the context. 
In Proposition 4.3.1, suppose that U1/U2 is low. Then [a] / [a] G S{U ® V) if 
and only if U^IU' G e{U) and [a] / [a] G S{U ® V) if and only if U'/U^ G e{U). 
In either of these situations, [a] / [a] and [a] / [a] are called restriction edges. The 
a justification for the terminology is that a is the "restriction" of 
Ui/U' of U-i,IU2 and a is the restriction to the section U'IU2- Note that 
may be Cartesian vertices. A restriction edge is not Cartesian. For if 







a / [a] were Cartesian then we would have Ui = U2. But by convention, the zero 
module Ui/Ui has no maximal or simple submodules. 
We may construct restriction edges in the Hasse diagram of the interval of def-
inition C{Ui ® V1/U2 ® V2) of [a] inductively, using the following count. For each 
integer / > 1, list all sections U'lU" of UxlU2 of composition length I which are 
isomorphic to a section of . For each such section U ' j U " , count the number s 
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of its simple submodules, the number m of its maximal submodules, the number i 
of sections V/V" of V /^V s^ such that U'/U" ^ V'/V", and the number of isomor-
phisms n of U'/U" onto VjV". There are {s + m)ni restriction edges in the Hasse 
diagram of C{Ux 0 V1IU2 8 V2) for each such section U'/U" of U1/U2. 
The next step in the classification of elements of S{U ® V) is to understand 
how edges that are neither Cartesian nor restriction arise. In fact, the (nonzero) 
isomorphism giving rise to an endpoint of an edge of this type is the composite of 
the (nonzero) isomorphism giving rise to the other endpoint with a specified natural 
isomorphism. The next proposition codifies this idea. 
Proposition 4.3.3 (i) Let a be an isomorphism of the section U1/U2 of U onto 
the section V1/V2 of V. Suppose that Xi is a maximal suhmodule of U\ such 
that U2 ^ Xi, and set X2 = Xi Cl U2 • Let rj he the natural isomorphism of 
XJX2 onto Xi + U2/U2 = Ui/U2. Then [a] / [r/a] ^ UJXi. 
(ii) Let (3 be an isomorphism of the section X1/X2 of U onto the section Y1/Y2 of 
V. Suppose that Y2 is a maximal suhmodule of V2 € such that V2 ^Y^, 
and set Vi = V2 + Y1. Let TJ' he the natural isomorphism of Y1/Y2 — Yi/V2C\Yi 
onto K/Fs. Then W] I = 
Proof. The proof proceeds similarly in both cases and so we prove only (i). See 
Figure 4.4. 
It is clear from the definitions of [a] and [rja] given by Theorem 4.2.1 that 
a]n(J5i:ieFi) = M - Since XiSV^i < H + ( X i ® y i ) < Ui®Vi and 
is simple, either [a] < X^ ® Vi or [a] + {Xi ® Vi) ^ Ui ^ Vi. By Proposition 4.2.4 
(iii), the first possibility imphes that Ui = Xi and so is excluded. The second 
impUes that [a] / [rja] ^ [a] / [a] VJX^ 0 V^ i = Ui /X^. • 
Remark 4.3.4 In Proposition 4.3.3 (i), U i / X i is said to be perspective to U2/X2-, 
in (ii), Vi /Vi is perspective to V2/Y2. 
If U\/U2 is low and a 0 in Proposition 4.3.3 (i) then [a] / [qa] is caUed a 
composition edge] if X1/X2 is low and (3 0 in (ii) then [/3i]'] / is also called 
a composition edge. Note that these edges have diagonal endpoints and hence are 
not Cartesian. Nor is a composition edge a restriction edge: in (i), we stipulate that 
X 1 / X 2 is not a section of U1/U2, and in (ii) that Y1/Y2 is not a section of V1/V2. 
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Also, a composition edge arising as in (i) cannot arise as in (ii) and vice versa. 
In Figure 4.4, the sections drawn as unbroken lines in each picture are pairwise 
isomorphic, as are all sections drawn as broken lines. 
V; 
e ^ 
Figure 4.4: Illustration of Proposition 4.3.3 
In the next result we show that each element of S{U ® V) is one of the three 
distinct types defined above. 
T h e o r e m 4 . 3 . 5 Given an isomorphism a of the low section U1/U2 of U onto the 
section V1/V2 of V, and an isomorphism P of the low section X1/X2 of U onto 
the section Y^jY-, of V, [a] / [/3] G £(17 ® V) if and only if Ui > X^, U2 > X2, 
Vi >Yi, V2 >Y2 and one of the following holds: 
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(i) U^IXr e e{U) and = = Y2; 
(ii) Ui = Xi = U2= X2 and V^IY^ € e{V); 
(iii) t/i/Xi G S{U), U2 = X2, V2 = Y2 and (3:XIIU2 
restriction of a ; 
Y1/V2 is the relevant 
(iv) Ui = Xi, U2/X2 € SiU), = Fi and a:Xi/U2 ^ Y^IV2 is the relevant 
restriction of (3; 
(v) Ui/X, e S{U), Ui ^ Xi +U2, Xi r]U2 = X2, V^ = Y, ^ V2 -- Y2 and 
/3 = T]a, where rj is the natural isomorphism of X1/X2 onto U\/U2; 
(vi) Ui X, ^ U2 = X2, V^ = Y^ + V2 , YIOV2 = Y2, V2IY2 e e{V) and a^M, 
where 77' is the natural isomorphism of Y1/Y2 onto V1/V2 . 
In cases (i) and (ii), [a] / [j3] is a Cartesian edge. In cases (iii) and (iv), [a] / [/?] is 
a restriction edge arising as in Proposition 4.3.1 (i) and (ii) respectively. In cases 
(v) and (vi), [a] / [f3] is a composition edge arising as in Proposition 4.3.3 (i) and 
(ii) respectively. 
P r o o f . By the discussion at the end of Section 4.1 and Propositions 4.3.1 and 
4.3.3, the hypotheses of (i)-(vi) imply that [a] / [f3] is an edge of the stated type. 
Conversely, we assume that [a] / [f3] G S{U ® V) and show that precisely one of 
( i )-(vi) occurs. 
By Proposition 4.2.4 (iii), X2 ® < 0 V2 and X i ^ V i < U i e V i . Figure 4.5 
is an illustration of some inclusion relations in £(l7i ® VxlX2 ® Y2) [in general, this 
picture does not represent meets or joins correctly . 
If a = 0 then \/3] < X i ® Y^  < a Thus either /? = 0, or / 0 and 
a] = ® n e /:(Xi ® Yi/Xs ® ^2) • Similarly, if = 0 then either a = 0, or a # 0 
and 1(3] = C/2 e € C{Ui ® V1/U2 ® • When a = /3 = 0, [a] / [/3] is a Cartesian 
edge and one of (i) or (ii) occurs. When a / 0 and [(3] e C{Ui ^ VJU2 ^ V2), we 
have U2®V2 = X 2 ® Y2 by Proposition 4.2.4 (iii). Let a be the restriction of a to 
the section Xi/i/j of U^IU2. Since \j3] < [a], it follows from Theorem 4.2.1 that 
j^] < [a]. That is, [f3] < [a] < [a] and thus [(3 
Ui = Xi and then 
a . For otherwise we would have 
a / m 
a IU2 ® V2 
[(3] 1X2 ® ^2 
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= 0, 
where the second isomorphism follows from Proposition 4.2.4 (ii). Therefore, (3 = a 
and by Proposition 4.3.1 (ii), [a] / [/?] ^ UilX^. These are the conditions of (iii). 
When [a] e C{Xi 0 YxlX2 © Y2) and /? 0, by similar reasoning we derive the 
conditions of (iv). 
U2 © 
Figure 4.5: Some inclusion relations in the interval C{Ui © V1/X2 © Y2) 
From now on, assume that a and jS are nonzero, [a] ^ C{X\ © Y\jX2 © Y2) 
and \J3] ^ C{U\ © © ^2)- This means that [a] j [j3] is neither a Cartesian 
nor a restriction edge. With these assumptions, we wiU show that [a] / [(3] is a 
composition edge (and then Figure 4.5 does represent joins and meets correctly). 
It is a consequence of the assumptions on a and (3 that [a] H © Vi) = [j3 
and [/?] + {U2 © V2) = [a]. Therefore, U2 © V2I [/?] n {U2 © V2) is simple. Also, 






which contradicts the assumption that [/3] ^ C{Ux®VxlU2®V2). Thus \}3\C\{U2®V2) 
is Cartesian and so, by Proposition 4.2.4 (iii), \f3]r\{U2®V2) = X2®Y2. Furthermore 
n 7^2 = X2 and YinV2 = Y2. Similarly [a] + (Xi eY^) = Ui e Vi. X , + 1/2 = Ui 
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and Y1 + V2 = Vi. Then it is clear that 
a] / [p] = t^ i e V2/X2 e (4.1) 
By (4.1), either V^ j = and V2 = = ¥2,01 U i = X , and U2 = X^r\U2 = X2. 
If V2 = Y2 then, by (4.1), U^jX^ ^ + = U2/X2 = [a] / [/3] and so 
Thus K = Y^  if and only if V2 = Y2 and, similarly, C/j = if and only if U 2 = X2. 
If V^i = Yi and V2 = Y2 then Ux/Xi,U2/X2 eS{U). Let 7/ be the natural isomor-
phism of X1/X2 = X i / X i n U2 onto U1/U2 = X i + U2IU2. Now [a] n X i < ^/j n X i ; 
thus, [a] n = X2. Of course [7/a] < [a] and so by the modular law and Proposi-
tion 4.2.4 (i). 
a n{[r]a] + iX,®Y2)) 
= M + (([«] nX:) 0^ 2) 
= '7]a] + {X2 ® Y2) 
-- [rja . 
We have derived the conditions of (v). Similarly, if Ui = Xi and U2 - X2, we 
derive the conditions of (vi). • 
In practice, to obtain a description of the Hasse diagram oi C{U ^ V ) , one should 
first list the elements of V{U © V) via Remak's theorem. The module-theoretic 
information required for this determination, together with knowledge of S{U) and 
S{V), is then essentially all that is needed to list the elements of S{U ® V) via 
Theorem 4.3.5. 
The next result was referred to before Proposition 4.3.1. 
Proposition 4.3.6 Let a and l3 be as in the hypotheses of Theorem 4.3.5 and also 
suppose that [a] and [/3] are non-Cartesian submodules and [a] / [/?] € S{U ® V^). 
Then [a] / [/?] is a composition edge if and only if \UilU2\ = \XilX2 • 
P r o o f . This follows from facts observed in the proof of Theorem 4.3.5: if [a] / [/? 
is a restriction edge, then either C/i/Xi € S{U) and U2 = X2, or U2/X2 € S{U) 
and Ui = X i ; if [a] / [/?] is a composition edge then U i / X i = U2/X2. • 
The classification of edges leads naturally to a description of the Hasse diagram 
of C{U QV). Each element of V{U ® V) is contained in an interval with Cartesian 
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endpoints; namely, the interval of definition of the vertex. By Proposition 4.2.4 (iii), 
the interval of definition is in fact the unique mimmal interval of C{U ® V) with 
Cartesian endpoints containing the vertex. Hence, for each element of £{U 0 V), 
there is a unique minimal interval of £ ( [ / © V) with Cartesian endpoints containing 
the endpoints of the edge. Together with C{U) x C{V), we call these minimal 
intervals the pages in an atlas of C{U 0 V) [this terminology was suggested to me 
by Dr L. G. Kovacs]. Note that the non-Cartesian product pages are finite, whereas 
C{U) X C{V) is not necessarily finite and in general is not an interval. Since a finite 
(nonzero) i?-module has a maximal submodule, each element of V{U 0 V) is the 
endpoint of at least one element ol S{U 0 V^). Also, the Hasse diagram of each page 
is a subgraph and so the union of the Hasse diagrams of the pages (that is, the set 
unions of their vertex sets and edge sets) is the whole Hasse diagram of C{U 0 V). 
The Cartesian product subgraph is well understood in terms of the Hasse diagrams 
of C{U) and C{V), so that the problem of describing the Hasse diagram of C{U®V) 
is reduced essentially to drawing the Hasse diagrams of the (finite) non-Cartesian 
product pages. 
The pages are described implicitly in Theorem 4.3.5; these descriptions in turn 
suggest how we may list the pages in practice. By designating C{U) x C[V) as 
a page, we only need to list the pages chosen for edges that are either restriction 
or composition. Clearly, the minimal interval with Cartesian endpoints containing 
the endpoints of a restriction edge is the interval of definition of one of the edge's 
endpoints. Thus, for each 4-tuple (i/i, C/2, ^2) > where U1/U2 is a nonzero low 
section of U that is isomorphic to the section V1IV2 of V , we list £(^7i0Vi/L''20V2) 
as a page. The relevant page for a composition edge is one of two possible types. 
Consider the 5-tuple (t^i, U2, VI, V2, M ) , where U\IU2 is a nonzero low section of U 
isomorphic to the section VijV2 of V, and one of the following situations occurs: 
• M is a submodule of U such that UilM € S{U)\ 
• M is a submodule of V such that M / ^ eS(V). 
For each such 5-tuple we list as a page £(?7i0 V i / ( [ / 2 n M ) 0 V2) in the first situation 
if and only if C/2 ^ M , and £((Ui 0 K ) + MIU2 0 V2) in the second situation if 
and only if M ^ Vi. [Here, we are counting pairs of perspective edges in the Hasse 
diagrams of C{U) and The first step in listing such 5-tuples is to consider 
each 4-tuple {Ui, U2, V^ i, V2) and determine the maximal submodules of Ui (Vi) and 
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the submodules oi U ( V ) in which U2 (V2) is maximal. Of course, the maximal 
submodules of Ui containing U2 (respectively, the submodules of Ui in which U2 
is maximal) are bijectively paired to the majdmal submodules of Vi containing V2 
(respectively, the submodules of Vi in which V2 is maximal). The point is that in 
compiling the list of 5-tuples in this way, the only extra information needed to Ust 
the edges in each page is the number of isomorphisms between UxlU2 and V1/V2, 
for each 4-tuple ( , C j^, V ,^ V2). 
The above procedure yields aU pages in an atlas (and by extension, all edges in 
a page). However, the procedure may not be feasible unless certain conditions are 
satisfied. For instance, it is necessary that the Hasse diagrams of C{U) and C[V) 
are uncomplicated and well understood (otherwise there may be difficulty even in 
constructing the Cartesian product page). Also, it is clear that the reduction to 
pages is not useful if the domains of isomorphisms between low sections of U and 
V have "large" composition length, since then the pages and their Hasse diagrams 
are also large. For example, if U is finite and U = V then it is possible that 
C{U ® V) is page in its own atlas. Another complication arises if there are many 
(possibly infinitely many) pages. In general, therefore, we stipulate that the do-
mains of isomorphisms between low sections of U and V fall into a ''small" number 
of isomorphism classes and that these domains have small automorphism groups. 
Then, even if there are many pages, their Hasse diagrams fall into a small number 
of isomorphism classes. 
The Listing of pages wiU almost always yield some redundancies, in the sense that 
some pages are sublattices of other pages. It is desirable to recognise and then delete 
redundant pages. This is possible if the conditions on domains of isomorphisms 
between low sections of U and V mentioned above are satisfied, so that the non-
Cartesian product pages are small intervals and we may compare these pages for 
containment by an essentially (reverse) inductive procedure. (To determine whether 
one non-Cartesian product page is contained in another, we refer to the Cartesian 
product subgraph.) When all redundant pages have been deleted, the remaining 
atlas is complete and irredundant: the minimal condition for pages ensures that 
each element of S{U ® V) occurs in the Hasse diagram of at least one page, and 
there is at least one edge in the Hasse diagram of each page (with the possible 
exception of the Cartesian product page) which does not occur in the Hasse diagram 
of any other page. In practical terms, this atlas may be constructed by choosing one 
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representative from each of the isomorphism classes of the Hasse diagrams of the 
irredundant pages. In these diagrams one needs to be able to identify the vertices as 
submodules o{U®V,so that a diagram should have labelled vertices. The labelling 
scheme chosen may influence the choice of pages in the atlas. 
4.4 Examples 
The motivation for this chapter arose from the need to describe the poset of finite 
normal subgroups in the base group of C20C wr V4. Indeed, the summands in the 
relevant direct decomposition for this example satisfy all the conditions (smail do-
mains of isomorphisms, etc.) outhned at the end of Section 4.3, required for the 
reduction to pages to be a useful one. In this section, we consider several lattices 
which in fact occur as pages in a complete and irredundant atlas in this example. 
1. Let A be the group algebra of the cyclic group {x \ x^ = 1) over the ring I/p^^I, 
where p is a prime and n > 1. We will describe the Hasse diagram of C{AA)-
By Proposition 2.1.2, this means describing the Hasse diagram of >C(radi4/socA). 
Also by Proposition 2.1.2, there is a unique isomorphism type of simple A-module. 
Let Z be the submodule spanned by the trace element t = ^^^^ ^ be 
the augmentation ideal of A. By Proposition 2.1.6, radA — Z + W. Also, 
ZnlV = f-^Z = socA. Therefore, 
rad>l/socA = Z/socA 0 W/socA. (4.2) 
To describe the Hasse diagram of £(radA/socA), we determine the Hasse diagrams 
of JC{Z/SOCA) and C{W/socA) and apply the theory of this chapter to (4.2). 
Of course, Z is just a cyclic group of order upon which x acts trivially. 
Thus, Z/socA is a uniserial A-module of composition length n — 1. The A-module 
structure of W is given next. 
Lemma 4.4.1 W is a umserial A-module of composition length (p — l)n, with 
composition terms WI defined iTiductively by Wq = { 0 } and WI = {wi.WI^X) for 
1 < i < (P - where Wi - {I - . Also, the only sections of W upon 
which X acts trivially are the composition factors Wi/Wi-i. 




l - x ^ = k { l - x ) m o d W ^ (4.4) 
for 1 < A; < p - 1: (4.3) foUows from 1 = (1 - (1 - x''))^ = 1 - p{l - x^) mod W^, 
and (4.4) is proved by induction on k, using the identity 
(1 - ab) = (1 - a) + (1 - 6) - (1 - a ) ( l - b). 
By Proposition 2.1.1 and (4.3), radW^ = p W W"^  = W^, and, by induction on 
i , r a d W = . By (4.4), W/W^ is a cyclic group of order p, generated by 
(1 — + W^. Again by induction on i , W^/W*'^^ is cyclic of order p, generated 
by (1 — x) ' + . Therefore, the Loewy factors rad'W/rad*"'"^ty of W are simple 
and W is uniserial. Since (1 - x-)(l - x)* € for j > i + 1, we see that x 
acts trivially on the Loewy factors and non-trivially on aU other sections of • 
In the statement of Lemma 4.4.1, the composition terms of W are numbered in 
reverse order. This is to avoid difficulties with notation in the next proposition. 
Proposition 4.4.2 Define Zi = p^'^t and recall the definition of lUi and Wi in 
Lemma 4.4.1. Further define the following suhmodules of A A 
for I < i <n and I < j < [p - and 
A{iJ,k) = (zi+i + kwj+i,A{i,j)) 
for 1 < i < n - 1, I < j < {p - l)n - 1 and 1 < k < p - 1. Then a proper 
nonzero submodule of AA is one of the A{i,j) or A{i,j,k) for unique values of the 
parameters i.,j,k. 
Proof. Recall Remark 4.2.3. The ith composition term (numbered in reverse order) 
of Z is A{i, 1) = {zi). Since x acts trivially on Z, isomorphic sections of Z and W 
are either zero or composition factors, by Lemma 4.4.1. The Cartesian submodules 
of ZjsocA^WIsocA are the A ( t , i ) / s o c A . The composition factors of ZjsocA are 
the (zi+i + A(i , l ) ) / s o cA for 1 < i < n - 1, and the composition factors of V/jsocA 
are the + PV,+i)/socA for 1 < i < (p - l )n - 1, by Lemma 4.4.1. Two simple 
A-modules are isomorphic by |Aut(Cp)| = p - 1 isomorphisms. By Theorem 4.2.1, 
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the diagonal submodules of Z / s o c A ® I^/socA (those arising from isomorphisms 
between sections of composition length 1) are the A{i,j,k)/socA. • 
Since Z and W are both uniserial, only Cartesian and restriction edges appear 
in the Hasse diagram of £ ( radA/soc^ ) . Therefore, pages of the type described in 
(v) and (vi) of Theorem 4.3.5 do not arise. The interval of definition of the diagonal 
vertex is C{A{i+l, j+l)/A{iJ)). Together with C{Z/socA) xC{W/socA), 
these pages constitute a complete and irredundant atlas of £ ( radA/socA) . For 
p = 2, the Hasse diagrams of pages in this atlas are illustrated in Figure 4.6. 
radyl 
Aii+l,j) 
A{i+lJ + l) 
A{i,j + l) 
A{iJ) socA 
C{A{i + l,j + l)/A{i,j)) C{Z/socA) X C{W/socA) 
Figure 4.6: The atlas of the Hasse diagram of £ ( radA/socA) for p = 2 
Among other things, Conlon (1976) dealt with finite irreducible 2-subgroups of 
GL{2). The Sylow 2-subgroups of GL{2) are isomorphic to C2«> wr C2 • This infinite 
wreath product is the direct limit of the finite wreath products C2" wr C2, so that 
the finite normal subgroups of C2-0 wr C2 which lie in the base group B correspond 
to normal subgroups in the base groups of these finite wreath products. In turn, the 
latter may be viewed as submodules of the AA discussed here (c.f. the discussion 
at the beginning of Section 2.1). In GL{2), B appears as the group of diagonal 
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matrices of 2-power order. In this context, the generators Zi and w, of the normal 
subgroups in B may be defined as follows. For k > let Uk = exp(2 - ' ' 7rv^) , 
so that (Mo = = uk and • •) is the Sylow 2-subgroup C2-0 of C . 
Then z^  = (a;i_i,a;i_i) and Wi = For p = 2 in Proposition 4.4.2, 
(1 - x)^ = - x) and so W as defined there is in fact a cyclic group of order 
2 " . Therefore, it follows from Proposition 4.4.2 that the nontrivial finite normal 
subgroups of C2« wr C2 lying in B are the A{iJ) and the A{iJ, 1) defined by 
M^J) = {Zi.Wj), 
1) = 
for ranging over the positive integers. In fact, B = ZW, where Z = (zi ,Z2,. . .) 
are the scalars in 5 , and W = B r\ SL{2) = (wi, wj, • • •) • This is not a direct 
decomposition: Z C\ W = socB - (zj). It also foUows from the discussion above 
that the atlas of H , the Hasse diagram of the poset of the nontrivial finite normal 
subgroups in 5 , consists of the Cartesian product page with Hasse diagram depicted 
in Figure 4.7, and non-Cartesian product pages + 1, j + 7')) with Hasse 
diagram depicted in Figure 4.6. 
socB 
Figure 4.7: The Cartesian product page in the atlas of H 
This line of reasoning will be used in Section 5.2 in determining the poset of 
finite normaJ subgroups of C200 wr V4 which lie in the base group. 
2. The abelian group C4 x C4 may be regarded as the direct sum of two isomorphic 
uniserial modules U and V of composition length 2 over the local ring ZjM. As 
in example 1 above, the Hasse diagram of >C(C/ ® V) has no composition edges and 
the atlas of C{U ® V) has no pages of the type described in (v) and (vi) of The-
orem 4.3.5. Let Ui be the nonzero proper submodule of U and Vi its isomorphic 
image in V. There are two elements [a] and [/?] of V{U ® V) corresponding to the 
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two isomorphisms of U onto V. If underlining denotes restriction of domain from 
U to Ui and overlining restriction to U/Ui, then [a] = \p\ is the unique diagonal 
a (3 is the unique diagonal vertex in the Hasse diagram of C{Ui ® Vx) and 
vertex in the Hasse diagram of C{U 0 VjUi 0 V i^). The Hasse diagram of C{U 0 V) 
is given in Figure 4.8. 
Figure 4.8: The Hasse diagram of the subgroup lattice of C4 x C4 
3. The Hasse diagram in this example contains all three types of edges. Denote 
the subspace lattice of V{n,q) by C{n,q). We may write V^(3,2) — U ®V, where 
U ^ F ( 2 , 2 ) and V ^ V(l,2). The Hasse diagram of €(17) x £ ( V ) is given in 
Figure 4.1. Obviously, a nonzero section of U with an isomorphic image in V has 
composition length 1; there are six such sections in U and hence six diagonal vertices 
in the Hasse diagram of £ ( 3 , 2 ) . This gives us 16 vertices in all, agreeing with the 
count given by Gaussian coefficients. The only restriction edges are those occurring 
in the Hasse diagrams of the intervals of definition of the diagonal vertices: there are 
two of these for each diagonal vertex, and hence 12 restriction edges in all. Denote 
the three 1-dimensional subspaces of 1/ as Ui, 1 < i < 3. There are six pairs of per-
spective edges in the Hasse diagram of £(17): these are (IZ/Ui, Uj) for 1 < i,j < 3, 
i ^ j. Therefore, by Theorem 4.3.5, there are six composition edges in the Hasse 
diagram of £ ( 3 , 2 ) . Such an edge has one endpoint in C{U 0 V/Uj) and the other 
endpoint in C{Ui j. The total number of edges is 17 + 12 + 6 = 35. The 
familiar Hasse diagram of £ ( 3 , 2 ) is given in Figure 4.9. 
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Figure 4.9: The Hasse diagram of £ (3 ,2 ) 
4. Consider 1/(4,2) as the direct sum V{2,2) 0 ^^(2,2). Applying the methods of 
this chapter to this direct decomposition, it may be verified that the Hasse diagram 
of £ ( 4 , 2 ) has 67 vertices (42 of which are diagonal) — this agrees with the count 
given by Gaussian coefficients — and 240 edges (108 of which are restriction and 
72 composition). There are six diagonal vertices corresponding to the six automor-
phisms of y ( 2 , 2 ) , and these are endpoints of 36 distinct edges. Every other edge 
appears in the Hasse diagram of a page isomorphic to £ ( 3 , 2 ) . The Hasse diagram 
of £ ( 4 , 2 ) is too complicated to draw in full. The reduction to pages is not useful 
here — the preceding discussion shows that the whole lattice is a page in an irre-
dundant atlas. Other methods may be more useful in situations such as this one. 
In Benson & Conway (1985) for instance, a "diagram" for a general module M is 
defined. This has as vertices the "one-headed" or "local" submodules; that is, the 
submodules with a unique maximal. For R and H as in Proposition 2.1.1, the local 
submodules of the RH-module M are precisely its monogenic submodules. In this 
case, the local submodules join-generate £ ( M ) (this is proved by induction on the 
composition length of M ) . The diagram for M has both edges and broken hnes 
(different from our edges and broken lines), and the Hasse diagram of £ ( M ) may 




The case T = V4 
In this chapter, we proceed with the programme outlined in Section 1.2, for the case 
T = 1^4. 
Recall the discussion at the beginning of Section 2.1. Denote by A the group 
algebra (Z/2"Z)V^. Each finite nonzero V^4-submodule of B may also be viewed as 
a submodule of A A for sufficiently large n. To begin with, we consider the general 
problem of describing C{AA)- Using this description, we list finite 1^4-submodules 
of B and some of the inclusion relations between them. Then we solve the extension 
problem in BS^ for the faithful submodules, and, finally, sort the extensions so 
obtained into GL(4)-conjugacy classes. 
Throughout, the generators (12)(34) and (13)(24) of V^ are denoted by a and 
b respectively. The 4-cycle (1234) in D is denoted by c. 
5.1 Submodule properties of A a 
In this section, we show how the theory of Chapter 4 may be used to describe C{AA)-
Recall that socA is simple and radA is majcimal in AA (in particular, AA is 
indecomposable) and so each proper nonzero submodule of AA contains socA and 
is contained in radA. Therefore, we need to describe £(rad>l/socA). It will be seen 
below that this problem may be reduced to describing the submodule lattices of 
certain sections of radA/socA. 
For each t € V4\{1}, denote by Ft the submodule of AA generated by 
In the next four results, we give some important properties of the Ft. We call a 
module cyclic if it is a cyclic group. A cyclic module is monogenic but of course the 
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converse is not necessarily true. 
Lemma 5.1.1 The noncyclic suhmodules of AA of order 4 are the Ft. 
Proof. The set of isomorphism classes of noncyclic A-modules of order 4 is in one-
to-one correspondence with the set of equivalence classes of representations of V4 
in Aut(C2 X C2) = S3. Therefore, by Proposition 2.1.3, the number of noncyclic 
submodules of AA of order 4 is at most the number of equivalence classes of repre-
sentations of V4 in Aut(C2 X C2). Let (j) be such a representation. Clearly <f) is not 
faithful. Also, k.ei(f) V4, since 1^4-trivial submodules of AA are cyclic. Thus kei(l) 
necessarily has index 2. In this case, (f) is determined by its kernel and image. The 
subgroups of S3 of order 2 form a single conjugacy class and so there are precisely 
three equivalence classes of representations of V4 in Aut(C2 x C2), corresponding 
to the three subgroups of V^  of order 2. • 
We use Proposition 2.1.4 in the next few results. 
Lemma 5.1.2 For involutions t and s of V4 such that t ^ s, define 
= {l + t,s + st)/Ft 
and 
F- = {l-t,s-st)/Ft. 
Then 
= F; ® F-. 
Also, JC{F^) and C{Ft~) are isomor-phic to the submodule lattice of the regular 
{Z/Z)C2-module. 
Proof. Certainly = ann^Ft contains l + t and 1-t. Since F^^ = A/Ft has order 
24n-2^ which is also the order of the A-submodule generated by 1 -j- ^ and 1 -
it follows that F/- is generated as an A-module by 1 -f i and 1 - t and the stated 
direct sum decomposition of F -^^ /Ff is clear. Now t acts as a scalar on both Ft^ and 
Ff: t fixes the former and inverts the latter module. Therefore, the ^-submodules 
of F^ and F f are precisely their (Z/2"-^Z)(5)-submodules. As 5-modules, F^ and 
Ft" are isomorphic to the regular (Z/2""^Z)(5)-module. • 
The annihilator in A of a cyclic submodule of AA will be called cocycUc. A 
submodule M of A A is cocycUc if and only if AA/M is cyclic. 
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Proposition 5.1.3 Let M he a submodule of AA- Then M is neither cyclic nor 
cocyclic if and only if Ft < M < for some involution t of V4. 
Proof. One direction is obvious. Conversely, suppose that M is neither cyclic nor 
cocyclic. Then M > Ft for some t and also M ^ > F, for some 3. We will show 
that we may choose t = s. 
Since f ) i (A ) = F2V4 has a unique maximal submodule by Proposition 2.1.2, AA 
has a unique elementary abelian submodule E of order 8. Therefore E is generated 
by any two of the Ft and for the rest of the proof we assume that M ^ E and 
M ^ E^. This means that rk(M) = rk(M^) = 2 and thus M ^ x Cs^. 
Multiplication by 2""^ is an endomorphism of each submodule of AA, so that 
A/2A ^ f^i(A) and ( M + 2A) /2A = = Ff For any submodule U of order 
4 in (A) , we have U = Vtx{A)IU. Therefore, as A-modules, 
Ft ^ ^i{A)IFt ^ AHM + 2A) ^ (M + 2A)^. 
By Proposition 2.1.3, Ft = ( M + 2A)^. Hence Ft < M ^ , verifying the claim. • 
The next result is obvious. 
Lemma 5.1.4 Let M be a submodule of AA- Then Ft < M < F^ for all t if and 
only if E < M < E^, where E is the unique elementary abelian submodule of AA 
of order 8 . • 
Let Wi and W2 be submodules of AA and M a cyclic maximal submodule 
of Wi . Either Wi fl W2 is cyclic, or VK2 ft M is a cyclic maximal submodule of 
W^ i n 1^2- Therefore, the submodules of AA that are either cyclic or contain a cyclic 
maximal submodule form a meet-semilattice. We will denote this meet-semilattice 
by C. Dually, we denote by V the join-semilattice consisting of submodules of A A 
that are either cocyclic or maximal in a cocycUc submodule. 
Proposition 5.1.3 shows that the listing of the submodules of AA may be divided 
into two distinct parts. The first of these is listing, for each t, the submodules that 
contain Ft and are contained in Fj^. The second is listing the cyclic and cocyclic 
submodules. Likewise, listing the elements of S{AA) may be divided (essentially) 
into two distinct parts. This is by way of the next result. 
Proposition 5.1.5 If W1/W2 e S{AA) then W1/W2 is an edge in the Hasse dia-
gram ofC, V, or C{Ft^lFt) for some t € V;\{1} -
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Proof. If W2 is cyclic (cocyclic), then W^ e C {Wi e V). The previous statement is 
also true if "H^i" and "H^s" are interchanged. Suppose that W^ and W2 are neither 
cycUc nor cocycUc. By Proposition 5.1.3, 6 CiF^^-fFt) and W2 € for 
some involutions t and s of V4. H t ^ s then IV2 < F^^ n F^-^ = (Ft + F,)^ = E^ 
and Ft + F, = E. U W2 > E then by Lemma 5.1.4 we are done. Otherwise, 
W2 + E\ = \W2\\E\/i = \Wi\, that is, F, <Wi = W2 + E < FJ~. • 
Note that, by duality, the Hasse diagram of V is known once that of C is known. 
5.2 Finite V4-submodules of B 
The first result of this section says that each finite 2-subgroup of BS4 with V4 
as projection group is conjugate to such a group whose diagonal subgroup is non-
cyclic. Thus, for the main purpose of listing conjugacy classes of irreducible groups, 
the cyclic V^-submodules of B are not needed. In this section we concentrate on 
noncyclic V^-submodules of B . (Cyclic submodules are used later on — see Propo-
sition 5.4.11 — and it is more convenient to develop the required results there.) 
Proposition 5.2.1 Let G be a finite irreducible 2-subgroup of BS^ such that 
BG = BV4 and B D G is cyclic. Then there is a GL{^) -conjugate of G in BV4 
with noncyclic diagonal subgroup. 
Proof. By Theorem 2 of Berger, Kovacs & Newman (1980), G is isomorphic to one 
(and only one) of the following groups of order for some k > 2: 
Note that ((i^, / ) is a noncycUc maximal abelian normal subgroup of both 
and with quotient isomorphic to V4. Hence, the result follows from Propo-
sition 2.3.6. • 
It should be emphasised that we only need to list V4-submodules of B up to S4-
conjugacy. For if G is a finite irreducible 2-subgroup of BS4 such that BG = BV4, 
then for any s e S4, G' < (5I/4) ' = BV4 is an extension of B n G' = {B D G)' 
by V4. By Proposition 5.2.1, then, our aim is to give a list of noncycHc finite V4-
submodules of B containing at least one element from each 54-conjugacy class of 
such submodules. 
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We begin in the same way as the discussion following Figure 4.6. Each submodule 
in our list will be given by a group generating set. We now define the diagonal 
matrices which appear in these generating sets: let Wfc = exp(2-'=7r>/^) and 
XK = (wfc,a;fc,u;fc,c<;fc), 
VK = 
UK = {UJK,UJ;;\U;K,UJK^), 
^K = {UJK\U!K,UJK,<^K^)-
Note that XQ = YO = UQ = VQ = XIYIUIVI, and denote by BQ the subgroup generated 
by this element: it is the unique minimal V^-submodule of B. Each automorphism of 
V4 is realised as conjugation by an element of the subgroup ((123), (12)) = S3 of S4. 
Notice that UK = and VK = Denote by X the V^-submodule {XO,XI,...) 
of B (the scalars of GL{A) in 5 ) , by Y the V4-submodule (2/0, • • •), and set 
u = r(23) ^^^ y ^ y(i3) ^^ permutes Y, [/ and Furthermore, the 
Y, U, V are respectively fixed elementwise by A, B, AH and inverted by every other 
involution of V4. 
Clearly B = XYUV. However, this is not a direct decomposition. The next 
lemma gives some of the intersections between products of the X, YM.V. 
Lemma 5.2.2 SET CI = X, CA ^ Y, CB = U AND CAB = V. THEN B = UTEV, CT 
AND B fl SL{4:) = nteV4\{i} C't. ALSO, FOR DISTINCT TI 6 V4, 
(i) = = = 
(ii) Ct ,Ct , r\Ct ,=n , {Ct , ) = BO, 
(iii) Ct.Ct, n Ct.Ct, = = nx{Ct,Ct,), 
(iv) Ct,Ct,Ct, n Ct, = . 
Proof. Certainly YUV < 51(4) , and if xz € 5 n 5L(4) for some x € X and 
2 e YUV, then X'^ = 1. That is, X E (xi) . Since XiyiUiVi € Bq. we have that 
(XI) € YUV and the second assertion follows. If z € Ct, fl Ct^, then, since 
z is simultaneously fixed and inverted by an involution of V4. Hence z^ = 1 and 
z e Oi(Ct,) = CLI{CTI) = BQ. Similarly, either Ct,Ct2 or Ct, is fixed by an involution 
of V^  and the other is inverted by that involution, and so (ii) is clear. By the same 
reasoning, (iii) follows. To prove (iv), it suffices to verify that X n YUV = (xi) 
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and YnXUV = (t/i), since r * " ) = (f and = V. But this is obvious, since 
xiyiuivi e Bo. • 
The foUowing notation is useful in describing conditions on parameters which we 
wiU use in labelling finite V^-submodules of B. 
Notation 5.2.3 For integers write > 0 to mean that either 
ii , - • • > 1 or = • • • = = 0. 
In the sequel, when moving between the contexts of submodules of B and sub-
modules of the relevant Aa , we use impUcitly the relevant one-to-one correspondence 
as defined at the beginning of Section 2.1. 
By Lemma 5.1.1, the noncycHc V4-submodules of B of order 4 are (borrowing 
notation from Section 5.1): 
Fa = (siZ/i^wii'i), 
Fb = {xiuuyivi), 
Fab = {xivi,yiui). 
Since these submodules are 5*4-conjugate and we intend to choose a single repre-
sentative from each 54-conjugacy class of finite I/4-submodules of B. for the rest of 
this section we restrict attention to submodules of B which contain Fa-
By Lemma 5.2.2, 
B/F, = {XY/Fa) X {UV/Fa). (5.1) 
This direct decomposition of the ^4-module B/Fa is the analogue of the direct de-
composition of F^/Fa given in Lemma 5.1.2; XY/Fa and UV/Fa, match F^ and 
F~ respectively. Hence, by Lemma 5.1.2, Proposition 4.4.2 and the subsequent dis-
cussion in the first example of Section 4.4, the finite 1^4-submodules of XY properly 
containing Fa are precisely those defined by 
FaihjJi) = 
where > 1 and Si G { 0 , 1 } . Note that Fa itself may be included as Fa = F / ( 0 , 0 , 1 ) 
Similarly, the finite F4-submodules of UV properly containing Fa are precisely the 
where k , l > l and 62 G { 0 , 1 } ; F^ is included as ^ " ( 0 , 0 , 1 ) . 
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At the end of the first example in Section 4.4 (see Figures 4.6 and 4.7), we 
described essentiaUy S{XYIFa) and ^ ( t / 7 / F a ) . The first of these edge sets consists 
of the + + l , 0 ) / F + ( z , ; , 0 ) 
and + 1, j + !)• The second edge set is described analogously, by 
replacing the superscript + with - . 
We proceed by applying Theorem 4.3.5 to the direct decomposition (5.1) of 
B I Fa. For this we need to determine the V4-isomorphisms between the low sections 
of XYlFa and t / V / F , . 
There is, of course, precisely one isomorphism between any two zero sections. 
The submodule of B corresponding to the isomorphism 
will be denoted by F{i, j, k j , Si, 82)-, it may be given in terms of group generators 
as 
F { i J , k , l J i , S 2 ) = (5.2) 
We regard these submodules as forming four families. In labels F{i, j, k j , Si, S2), 
the last two parameters, and S2, range independently over {0,1}, and together 
they identify the family concerned. The first four parameters, i , j , k, I, indicate 
the position of the submodule within its family. The range of i , k, I varies with 
Si,S2: we have i,j > 1 when = 0 and i,j >0 when = 1; similarly, k,l > 1 
when = 0 and k,l > 0 when S2 = 1. To avoid overlong expressions, it wiU 
often be convenient to write S for (the "vector" with "coordinates") , 82, and 
very informally we will use F{i,j,k,l,S) as a generic label for members of these 
four families. These submodules are the Cartesian submodules with reference to the 
direct decomposition (5.1). In the present terms, the submodules of XY and UV 
containing Fa appear with new labels: 
F:{i,j,Si) = F{i,j,0,0,Si,l), 
F,-{k,l,S2) = F{0,0,k,l,l,S2y, 
in particular, in this scheme Fa itself has the label F ( 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 1 , 1 ) . 
We now consider the diagonal submodules [with reference to (5.1)] corresponding 
to isomorphisms from simple (low) sections of XY/Fa to sections of UV/Fa- There 
is, of course, precisely one isomorphism between any pair of such sections. Given i 
and j , there are three simple sections of the form W/F^{i,j,0) in XY/Fa, namely 
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those with W one of F+(iJ,l), F+(i,j + 1 ,0) , and + 1J,0); we shall use 
i, j , and a parameter ranging over { - 1 , 0 , 1 } in indexing these. (This will suit 
our description of the group generating sets for the relevant modules.) Similarly, 
given k and there are three simple sections of the form W/F-{kJ,0) in UV/Fa, 
namely those with W one oi F-{k,1,1), F'{k,l + 1,0), smd + 1,/, 0), and we 
shall use a parameter ranging over { - 1 , 0 , 1 } in indexing these. In both cases, 
the indexing is done according to the order of Ksting above. For example, the value 
of corresponding to the section F^{i,j,l)/F^{i,j,0) is - 1 . The submodule 
corresponding to the isomorphism from the simple section so indexed by 
to that indexed by k,l,^2 will be called F{i,j,k,I,0,0,^1,(2)] in terms of group 
generators, 
F { i , j , k , 1 , 0 , 0 , = (5-3) 
where (fj and denote the representatives in { — 1 , 0 , 1 } of the congruence class 
modulo 3 of 1 — and 1 — 6 1 respectively. 
With and ranging independently over { — 1 , 0 , 1 } , these submodules form 
nine more families. The ranges of i , j, k, I do not depend on ifj and ^2' given 
that here = = 0, they range (independently) over the positive integers. To 
avoid overlong expressions, it will often be convenient to write ^ for and the 
informal generic label for members of these nine families wiU be F{i, j, k, I, 0, 0, . 
There is only one other kind of simple (low) section in XY/Fa or in UV/Fa, 
namely the F+{i + l,j+ 1,0)/F^{i,j,l) and the 1, / + 1, 0)/F-(A;,/, 1). The 
submodule corresponding to the isomorphism from the first of these to the simple 
section indexed by above will be called F{i, j,k,1,1,0,(2) • The submodule 
corresponding to the isomorphism to the second of these from the simple section in-
dexed by i,j,(i above will be called F{i,j, k, 1,0,1, (fi). The submodule correspond-
ing to the isomorphism F^{i + l,j + l,0)/F+{i,j,l) F-{k+l,l + l,0)/F-{k,l,l) 
will be called F{i,j, k, 1,1,1,1). In terms of group generators, 
F{i,j,k,l,0,l,O = (5.4) 
F{i,j,k,1,1,0,0 = 
F{i,j,k,l,l,l,l) = {xi+iyj+uyj,uk+ivi+i,vi,xi+iuk+i), (5.6) 
where is the representative in { - 1 , 0 , 1 } of the congruence class mod 3 of 1 -
These modules form seven more families. The ranges oi i, j , k, I depend only on 
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the 5 involved. 
We shall use F{i,j, k, I, 6, as a generic label for members of the twenty families 
of submodules identified so far, as follows. In the case of the four Cartesian families, 
C stands for a void. In the case of the first nine diagonal families, 5 is 0,0 and ^ 
stands for as explained before. In the case of the next six diagonal families, 
6 is either 1,0 or 0 ,1 and ^ stands for a single parameter ranging over { - 1 , 0 , 1 } ; 
and in the case of the last family, S,^ is 1 ,1 ,1. (These conventions are in line with 
the use of "A.B.C." as a generic name for a person without excluding people who 
have no middle name or more than one middle name.) 
It remains to deal with submodules corresponding to isomorphisms between non-
simple sections. Since a acts trivially on XY/Fa but invertingly on UVjF^, isomor-
phic sections must have exponent 2. In a module which as abeUan group has rank 
2, the nonsimple elementary abehan (low) sections arise as the quotients of (fi-
nite) submodules over their multiples by the scalar 2: consequently, we know these 
sections as soon as we know the (finite) submodules. In particular, in XY/Fa the 
relevant sections are the + + and in UV/Fa they are the 
F-ik + lJ + l,S2)/F-{kJ,S2). 
When or S2 is 0, the section is V4-trivial. Thus, since |Aut(C2 x C2)\ = 6, 
for each choice of k, I there are six isomorphisms 
F^ii + 1J + l , 0 ) / F + ( i , i , 0 ) F:{k + 1,1 + l , 0 ) / F - ( f c , / , 0 ) . 
Instead of using a 2 x 2 matrix over F2 to describe such an isomorphism (which would 
mean using four more scalar parameters), we use two scalar parameters, a i and a2, 
ranging over { — 1,0,1} subject to a i ^ 0:2. In effect, one of these represents the 
three choices for the first row of the 2 x 2 matrix, the other represents the choices for 
the second row; the two rows must be different. Then the corresponding submodules 
of B are as follows: 
where a \ and a'^ denote the representative in { - 1 , 0 , 1 } of the congruence class 
modulo 3 of 1 - and 1 - a2, respectively. 
We regard these submodules as forming six families, according to the choices 
for the last two parameters. The informal generic label for the relevant submodules 
of B is expanded to F{iJ,kJ,8,(,a). In the case of the twenty earlier families, 
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a stands for a void while in the case of the six new families, ( stands for 2 (the 
common composition length of the domains of the relevant isomorphisms) and a 
stands for the pair ai,a2-
The nonsimple elementary abelian sections with = 1 or = 1 are not trivial 
but uniserial V4-modules; they are not isomorphic to any section considered before 
but they are all isomorphic to each other. It is easy to see that, given i j , k j , there 
are precisely two V4-isomorphisms 
+1J + 1, 1) F;{k + 1, / + 1, /, 1), 
and that the corresponding submodules of B are as follows: 
A;,/, l , l , 2 , a ) = {xi,yj,Uk,vi,Xi+iUk+uxf^^yj+2Uk+2Vi+2), (5.8) 
where a € { — 1, ! } • These submodules form two more famihes; once more, stands 
for 2. This gives us 28 families in all. 
As a result of this application of Theorem 4.2.1, we have obtained a complete 
and irredundant list of those -submodules of B which contain F^. For ease of 
reference, we give the following summary. The label of each submodule on the hst 
starts with "F(t,_7, A;,/, ^ i, where and S2 range independently over {0,1 } 
while range over the integers which satisfy the following conditions: 
h j ^ 1 or i,j > 0 according to whether is 0 or 1, and 
k,l > 1 01 k,l > 0 according to whether 2^ is 0 or 1. 
The label may then end with " ) " , in which case the submodule is Cartesian. Other-
wise, the label continues subject to conditions which depend on the value of 61,62. 
Namely, 
when this parameter pair is 0,0, the label may continue either with " , 6 1 6 ) " 
where ^ { - 1 , 0 , 1 } , or with ",2,0:1,0:2)" where 0:1,0:2 € { - 1 , 0 , 1 } and 
ai^ a2-, 
when it is 0,1 or 1,0, the label may continue with where ^ G { - 1 , 0 , 1 } ; 
and 
when it is 1,1, the label may continue either with 1)" or with 2, a ) " where 
a € { - l , l } . 
In terms of subgroup generators, the descriptions of the modules on the list were 
given in (5.2)-(5.8); recall that in those, for parameters A ranging over { - 1 , 0 , 1 } , 
the convention is that A' is the representative in that set of the congruence class of 
1 — A modulo 3. 
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Theorem 5.2.4 The submodules defined in (5.2)-(5.8), with the parameter ranges 
as indicated, are pairwise distinct; they are precisely the V4 -submodules of B con-
taining Fa. • 
Next, we note how some properties of the listed modules can be read off from 
their labels. First, 
k, /, a)nXY = F^iiJ, S^), 
whence 
F{i,j,kJ,6,(,a)r\X = {xi), 
F{i,j,kJ,S,^,a)r\Y = {yj), 
F{iJ,kJ,S,(,a)nV = {vi). 
In particular, the bottom endpoint of the interval of definition of F(i,j, k, /, a) 
that is, the unique maximal Cartesian submodule] is just F{i, j, k, I, S). The top 
endpoint of the interval depends also on In order to determine the top endpoint, 
we refer to the discussion before Theorem 5.2.3, where we stated the domain and 
codomain of the isomorphism corresponding to the submodule. For example, since 
F(i , J, fc,/, 0, 0, —1, —1) arises from the isomorphism 
it foUows that the top endpoint of the corresponding interval is F{i,j,k,1,1,1). 
It should be clear that the top endpoint does not vary with a. For example, given 
i,j, k, I, the six submodules of the form k, 0, 0, 2, a) have a common interval 
of definition, with top endpoint F{i + 1, J + 1, A; + 1, / + 1, 0, 0). 
Now we turn to the problem of determining inclusion relations between the finite 
noncyclic V4-submodules of 5 . By Proposition 5.1.5, the edges which concern us 
occur in the Hasse diagrams of the C{BIFt). In fact, we consider S{B I Fa) only, 
since once this edge set is known, the other edge sets are known. 
Recall the discussion at the end of Section 4.3. In the construction of an irre-
dundant atlas, we only need to list those intervals of definition which are maximal. 
Observe that, except for F+( l , 1,0)/Fa, each simple section of XY/Fa is a section 
of a nonsimple section of the form + l,j + 1, 0 ) /F+( i , ; , 0); a similar state-
ment holds for UV/Fa- It is easy to deduce from this that the maximal intervals of 
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definition are precisely the following: 
Fii + l,j + Uk + l,l + 1 , 1 , 1 ) / F i i , j , 1,1), 
+ l , l , l , 0 , 0 ) / F ( i , i , l , l , 0 , l ) • 
We are now ready to describe a complete and irredundant atlas of C { B / F a ) . 
Proposition 5.2.5 If MjFa is a maximal V4-submodule in some finite V^-submodule 
N/ Fa of BI Fa, then N/M is represented by an edge in the Hasse diagram of at least 
one of the following submodule lattices: 
C{F{i + l , i + 1, A; + 1,/ + l , 0 , 0 ) / F ( i , i , A ; , / , 0 , 0 ) ) ^ £ ( 4 , 2 ) , (5.9) 
C{F{i + 1, J + 1, A; + 1, / + 1 , 1 , 1 ) / F ( i , ; , fc,1,1))^ C{C, X C4) , (5.10) 
£ ( F ( i + l , i + l , l , l , 0 , 0 ) / F ( i , i , 0 , 0 , 0 , l ) ) ^ £ ( 3 , 2 ) , (5.11) 
£ (F(1 ,1 ,A; + 1,/ + 1 ,0 ,0 ) /F (0 ,0 ,A : , / , 1 ,0 ) ) ^ £ (3 ,2 ) . (5.12) 
P r o o f . We apply Theorem 4.3.5 to the direct decomposition (5.1). Figures 4.6 and 
4.7 are useful here. 
The maximal intervals of definition were listed above and some of these appear 
as pages of the form (5.9) and (5.10). We wiU determine pages of the types described 
in (v) and (vi) of Theorem 4.3.5, and it will be clear that those maximal intervals 
of definition which are not Hsted in the statement of the proposition are contained 
in such pages. 
Denote by S the set of aU low sections of XY/Fa that are isomorphic to sections 
of UVIFa (elements of S have composition length at most 2). In order to construct 
pages of the type described in (v) of Theorem 4.3.5, we need to list the elements 
WxjW^ € S such that W^. has a maximal submodule M which does not contain W2. 
If W1/W2 has length 2 then either W2 = radP^i or W1/W2 is uniserial. In either 
case, each maximal submodule of Wi contains W2 • The elements of S of length 1 
satisfying the required conditions are of the form + l , j + 1, ^)IW2. If M ^ 1^2 
is maximal in Wi then M f l = 0). Now every length 1 section of UV/Fa 
except F - ( 1 , 1 , 0 ) / F - ( 0 , 0 , 1 ) is a section of ^ - ( f c + 1,/ + 1 , 0 ) / F - ( A ; , / , 0 ) for some 
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k,l > I. Therefore, a page of type (v) is either of the form (5.11), or a subinterval 
of a page of the form (5.9). Similarly, a page of type (vi) is either a page of the form 
(5.12), or a subinterval of a page of the form (5.9). This completes the listing of the 
non-Cartesian product pages. It is clear that the atlas so constructed is complete 
and irredundant in the sense described at the end of Section 4.3. • 
Notice that pages of the form (5.11) and (5.12) are isomorphic as posets, but 
must be Listed separately because of our labelling scheme. 
The Hasse diagrams of the pages of the form (5.9)-(5.12) were discussed in 
Section 4.4. The full atlas given in Proposition 5.2.5 is not directly useful to us. We 
give only the Hasse diagrams of the pages £ ( F ( i +1 , j + 1,1,1,0, 0)/F{i,j, 0,0, 0,1)) 
and C{F{i + IJ + 1 ,1 ,1 ,1 ,1 ) /F (z , ; , 0, 0 ,1,1)) , with labelled vertices, as these are 
relevant to Example 5.2.7 below. First, however, we need to determine which of the 
V^-modules in the list of Theorem 5.2.4 are faithful (not aU of them are), so that, 
by Theorem 2.3.5, we may recognise irreducible extensions of such modules. 
Lemma 5.2.6 The non-faithful V^i-modules in the list of Theorem 5.2.4 are the 
F ( i , j , 0 , 0 , 0 , l ) and the F ( i , 0 , 0 ,1 ,1) . 
Proof. If M > is a finite I/4-submodule of B then CK,(M) < CvAFa) = (a)-
Thus, if M is not faithful then Cv^{M) = (a) and so M < XY] the finite submod-
ulesoi XY containing Fa have labels j , 0,0, 0,1) and j , 0, 0,1,1). • 
The following example is an application of Proposition 5.2.5 to a specific question 
which arises in the proof of Theorem 5.4.11. 
Example 5.2.7 Suppose that Q is a finite noncychc V4-submodule of B and 
Cv^iQ) = (a) (in particular, Q > F^ is Cartesian). Which finite V4-submodules 
of B contain Q as a maximal submodule? That is, which edges of the Hasse dia-
gram of C{B/Fa) have bottom endpoint Ql We claim that such an edge occurs in 
the Hasse diagram of a page of the form (5.11), or (5.10) {01 i = j = k = I = 0. 
By Lemma 5.2.6, Q = 0,0,0,1) for some i , ; > 1, or Q = F(z, j , 0,0,1,1) 
for some i j >0. Since Q is Cartesian, and the pages of Proposition 5.2.5 are just 
pairs of Cartesian submodules, it is easy to determine whether Q is contained in a 
given page by referring to the Cartesian product subgraph. Certainly Q is not in a 
page (5.9) or (5.12). In fact, Q is in a page (5.11), or (5.10) for fc = / = 0. Refer to 
Figures 5.1 and 5.2. 
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+ l , i + 1,1,1,0,0) 
F ( i , i , 0 ,0 ,1 ,1 ,1 ) , 
F(z- + l , i +1 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,1 ) 
F(i + l , i ,0 ,0 ,0 ,1 ) 
+ 1 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 1 ) 
1,1,0,0) 
\ 0,0,0,1,0) 
0 ,0 ,0 ,1 , -1 ) 
0,0,0,1,1) 
7,0,0,0,1) 
Figure 5.1: The Hasse diagram of C{F{i + l,j + 1,1,1, 0, 0 ) /F( i , i , 0,0, 0,1)) 
F(i + l , i +1 ,1 ,1 ,1 ,1 ) 
, +1 ,7 + 1,1,1,0,0) 
F(i + l , j + l , 0 , 0 , 0 , l , - l ) 
+ +1 ,0 ,0 ,1 ,1 ) F ( i , j , l , l , l , l ) 
^ F( i , i ,0 ,0 ,1 ,1 ,1) 
Figure 5.2: The Hasse diagram of C{F{i+l,j + 1 ,1 ,1 ,1 ,1) /F( i , ; , 0, 0,1,1)) 
Clearly j ,0 ,0 ,1 ,1) is contained in a page (5.11) for all i, j > 1, but not for 
i = j = 0 (the parameter conditions for the bottom endpoint j , 0,0,0,1) of 
a page of this form are i,j > 1). An edge with endpoint F(z + 1, j + 1,0,0,0,1), 
i,j > 0, in the Hasse diagram of a page (5.10), occurs in the Hasse diagram of a 
page (5.11): specifically, £ (F( i + 2, j + 2,1,1,0, 0)/F(z + l , i + 1, 0, 0,0.1)). This 
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completes verification of the claim. 
As we remarked in the opening paragraph of this section, it is desirable to de-
termine the 5'4-conjugacy classes of the noncyclic finite V^-submodules of B. In 
the next proposition, we begin this task by determining the 54-conjugacy between 
submodules in different families. 
Proposition 5.2.8 Modify the list of Theorem 5.2.4 by omitting the following sub-
modules: 
• the F(i , i ,A; , / ,0,0,2,a); 
• the -where 6 / -1; 
• the F{i, I, 0,1,1), where k,l > 1; 
• the F{i,j,k, I, 1,0,0). 
Each noncyclic finite V^-submodule of B is S^-conjugate to at least one submodule 
in this modified list. If two submodules in this list are S4 -conjugate then they belong 
to the same family. 
Proof. We need to determine the 54-orbit of each finite V^4-submodule of B con-
taining Fa. This is determined once the action of (23) and (13) is known, since 
these involutions together with V4 generate S4. Remember that (23) interchanges 
yj and uj, and (13) interchanges yj and Vj. In writing down an 54-orbit, we use 
the shorthand of underlining j, k, I to denote the set obtained by permuting the 
underlined parameters in every possible way. For example, 
F{i,i,k,L6,(,a) = {F{i,j,k,l,6,(,a),F{i,l,k,j,S,^,a)}. 
A straightforward though lengthy calculation, using (5.2)-(5.8), shows that the 
54-orbit of a submodule in the list of Theorem 5.2.4 is one of the following: 







It is apparent that the values of parameters in some of these labels violate the 
conditions set down before Theorem 5.2.4. For example, in the first line, i = j = 1, 
fc = / = 0 is admissible only in the first join component. Although a label may be 
"inadmissible" in this sense, it stiU describes a finite V'4-submodule of B in terms 
of group generators, by the relevant one of the definitions (5.2)-(5.8). At this stage, 
all we can say is that a submodule so described by an inadmissible label either does 
not contain Fa, or it does contciin Fa but occurs in the list of Theorem 5.2.4 with 
another label. In fact, we shall see that the second situation does not occur. 
The first claim of the proposition follows from inspection of the orbits listed 
above. Namely, apart from the F(0, 0, k,l,l, 0, 0), the labels of all the modules pro-
posed for omission have all four initial parameters positive, so in their orbits inadmis-
sible labels do not arise at all, and we see that each of them is 54-conjugate to some 
submodide which is not proposed for omission. We also see that F(0, 0, A;,/, 1,0, 0) 
is 54-conjugate to F(0, 0,1, fc, 1, 0,1), the latter label being admissible and not pro-
posed for omission. 
The second claim is equally straightforward for aU the cases involving only pos-
itive i,j,k,l. For the submodules M with j = j = 0 or A; = / = 0 which are 
retained, one calculates the additive rank and finds it to be almost always 2. In 
aJl those cases, Q i { M ) = Fa- Thus, if for some r e ^4 we have A f > F^, then 
r normalises Fa, that is, centralises a. The centraliser of a in S4 is generated by 
V4 and (12). Now (12) centralises XY and interchanges Uk and Vk, so that it is 
straightforward to check case by case that the second claim holds for all submodules 
of rank 2. The only M of larger rank are the F(0,0, 0, 0,1,1, 2, a ) , and these are 
simply normalised by 54. 
Remark 5.2.9 From the proof of Proposition 5.2.8 we reiterate the fact that if a 
submodule appears in the list of 54-orbits above with an inadmissible label then 
that submodule does not contain Fa, and thus also does not occur in the list of 
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Theorem 5.2.4 with any other label. 
5.3 The extension problem 
In this section, we determine the BV4-conjugacy classes of -extensions in BS4 of 
the modules listed in Theorem 5.2.4. Theorem 5.3.3 shows that the first step in this 
determination is to calculate the orders of certain second cohomology groups of V4. 
To do this, we use the theory of Chapter 3, particularly Section 3.4. 
Lemma 5.3.1 Let T be a transitive 2-subgroup of 84- U \T\ = 4 then H'{T,B) 
IS zero for all i > 1. If \T\ = 8 then = 0 and = C2, for all 
i>l. 
Proof. If T has order 4, then B = Indf C j - . If T has order 8, then B = Ind[,^C2» , 
where ^ is a transposition in T and C200 is trivial under the action of t. The lemma 
follows from Propositions 3.1.7 and 3.1.8. 
Lemma 5.3.2 Define a map 8 : D ^ B by ac'S = xq and c*6 = 0, 1 < « < 4. 
Then 8 is a non-inner derivation from D to B. 
Proof. Clearly, 5 is a derivation from (a) to B and from (c) to B. Thus 8 is 
a derivation from D to S by Lemma 3.4.4. If 8 were an inner derivation, say 
^^ = ^ ( l - for aU g ^ D and some w Q. U, then we would have w(l - c) = 0. 
That is, w e X and a^ = 0, a contradiction. O 
Theorem 5.3.3 Let T be a transitive 2-subgroup of S4 and Bi a finite T-
submodule of B with more than one element. Then \H'^{T,Bx)\ is the number of 
BT -conjugacy classes of finite subgroups G of BS4 such that B D G = Bi and 
BG = BT. 
Proof. Clearly, the number of BT-conjugacy classes of finite 2-subgroups G of 
BS4 such that B n G = and 5 G = BT is the same as the number of conjugacy 
classes of complements of B/ B^ in BT/B^ ^ B/ B^ M T . This number, of course, is 
H'{T,B/B,)\. 
Consider the short exact sequence 
0 Bi ^ B B/Bi 0. 
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By Proposition 3.1.1, we have a long exact sequence 
BIB,) ^ B,) H\T, B) ^ • • •. 
where 7 is induced by the natural surjection of B onto B/B,. If |r| = 4 then the 
result follows from Lemma 5.3.1. UT = D then H^T, B) = 0 and H^T, B) = C2 
by Lemma 5.3.1. Thus, 7 is zero or an embedding. The derivation S from D to 
B defined in Lemma 5.3.2 is a representative of the unique nonzero element of 
H'{D,B). Since xq € S i , [(^ ]7 = 0. Thus H\T,B/Bi) ^ • 
Suppose that we are given a (noncycUc) finite V4-submodule B, of S . Our aim 
in this section is to construct a complete List of SV^-conjugacy class representatives 
of supplements G of S in BV4 such that B 0 G = Bi. The first step is to calculate 
H^{V4, Bi)\. The second is to construct a list of such supplements which contains 
at least one group from each 5V^4-conjugacy class. If this list contains precisely 
H^{V4, Bi)\ groups, then, by Theorem 5.3.1, no two members of the List can be BV4-
conjugate, so the list is of the kind that we sought. In later sections we determine 
which of the representatives in the Hst are conjugate by other elements of GI/(4). 
Now we begin the calculation of V4, Si )|. In the notation of Section 3.4, 
G = V4, N = (a) and y = b. Since = i , the action o of (b) on Si ) given 
in Lemma 3.4.1 is induced by the action of 6 on S i . 
Lemma 5.2.2 and the following are used repeatedly. 
L e m m a 5 .3 .4 Let t and 3 be distinct involutions of V4. Suppose that Ct and C, 
are cyclic or quasicyclic V4-submodules of B such that Ct is fixed by t and C, is 
fixed by s and inverted by t. Then 
if SinCtC, = (SinCt)(SinC,) 
otherwise 
(Si n C t C . y - ' = 
( S i n c , ) 2 
S i n e , 
and 
(Si n CtC . f^ ' = 
(S inCt )^ 
Si n Ct 
z / S i n C t C , = ( S i n C t ) ( S i n a ) 
otherwise. 
Proof. First note that 
( S i n C , ) ^ = {BrnCtV-'.iB^nC,)'-' 
< {B^nCtC,)'-' 
< Si n c , . 
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Since n C, : [B^ n = 2, [B^ O CtC^Y'' is either B^ H C, or {B^ n C , )^ 
The 74-endomorphism 1 - i of 5 has kernel Bx n Ct on both Bx n CtC, and 
n Ct){Bx n C,), since = = BQ < B^. Furthermore, 1 - i has 
image {B^ fl on [B^ n Ct){Bi D C,), and the first two assertions are clear. The 
other assertions are proved similarly. • 
Lemma 5.3.4 is typical of the comparisons between subgroups of Bx that we 
must make in subsequent calculations: how products of X, Y, U and V intersect 
The generating sets given in Theorem 5.2.4 allow us to make these comparisons 
quite easily. For on Bx, the V4-endomorphism 1 - i has kernel Bx D XCt (in the 
notation of Lemma 5.2.2) and 1 + i has kernel Bx fl , where s,s',t G V'4\{1} 
and s, s' are distinct from t. It should be noted that {Bx C) X){Bx 0 Y) has index 
at most 2 in BxC) XY. After conjugation by the appropriate element of S4, we may 
replace Y by Ct in the previous statement. A quick calculation using Lemmas 5.2.2 
and 5.3.4 then shows that 
0 otherwise. 
The differentials and d^ have codomains and 
respectively. 
L e m m a 5.3.5 If Bxf^XY ^ {Bx n X){Bx n Y) or BxDUV = {Bx H U){Bx n V) 
then =0. Otherwise, ^ 0 if and only if Bx n XYV / (Si n n YV), 
in which case imd!"/ = H'{{b), B^) ^ C2 • 
P r o o f . This is an appUcation of Theorem 3.4.5. If Bx 0 XY ^ {Bx n X){Bx H Y) 
then, by (5.13), d! /^ = 0. 
Let r B l ' " be a 6-fixed element of = Bx n U V / B l ' " , and choose 
q G Bx such that 
Then 
If r G (5 i n U){Bx n V) then by Lemma 5.3.4 we may choose g G D V: in this 
case = 0 and hence = 0. Otherwise, BxC\UV ^ {Bxr\U){Bxr\V). 
That is, we may choose r = uv, where u e U, v e V and u,v ^ Bx - Then 
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= V^ = = whence q = xyv for some x e X, y e Y, a.nd q^^^ = x^. 
If ^ 0 then for some such choice of r and q, necessarily x ^ B^. That is. by 
Lemma 5.2.2, B^ n XYV ^ {BiH X){Bi n YV). • 
The next lemma is an application of Proposition 3.4.10. Its proof is similar to 
that of Lemma 5.3.5 and so is omitted. 
Lemma 5.3.6 If B, D XY {Bi n X){Bi n Y) or BiDUV = {B^ n U){Bi n V) 
then dY = 0. Otherwise, d]'^ 0 tf and only if BiHXYU ^ r\XU)[Bx n F ) , 
in which case imdY = = C2. • 
The differentials ( f^ and have domains in H^{{a),Bi) = B^ r\ XY /B l^" . 
For each r G n XY, define a 2-cocycle Vr from N to B^ by (a,a)V'r = r. The 
map 
rBl^'' ^ 
is an isomorphism of Bi n X Y j o n t o with inverse 
The action 0 of 6 on Bi) given in Lemma 3.4.3 is induced by the action of 
6 on Bi . 
Lemma 5.3.7 Suppose that rB}'^'^ is a b-fixed element of Bi fl XY/Bl'^'^, and 
choose qi G B\ such that 
Then = 0 if and only if there exists q2 G Bi such that 
Proof. This is just a restatement of Proposition 3.4.7, using the isomorphism defined 
in the preceding discussion. 
The next two results are obtained by reasoning similar to that used in the proof 
of Lemma 5.3.5. The first follows from Lemma 5.3.7, the second from Corollary 5.3.8 
and Proposition 3.4.11. 
Corollary 5.3.8 If B^DXY = {Bir)X){Bir\Y) or B.OYUV = {BinY){Bir\UV) 
then d^/ = 0. Otherwise, 0 if and only if B, fl XYU = {B, n XY){B^ H U) 
and BiCiYUV ^ {BiDYV^BiDU). • 
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L e m m a 5 .3 .9 = • 
By Lemma 5.3.9 and (3.10), 
= (5.14) 
From now on, we are interested only in the case that B^ > F^. The form of the 
group generators of such submodules Bi of B given in (5.2)-(5.8), together with 
Lemmas 5.3.5-5.3.9, enable us to make reasonably straightforward, though tedious, 
calculations of the orders in (5.14). An important point to note is that the com-
parison between Bi n XY and [B^ n X){Bi n Y), and between Bi n UV and 
{Bi n U){Bi n V) , is determined in the maximal Cartesian submodule of B^. 
Write Bx = as in Theorem 5.2.4. If = 1 or (^ 2 = 0 then 
= 0 by Lemma 5.3.5. If = (0,1) then ^ 0 if and only if ^ = 1 or - 1 , in 
which case cokerci^'^ = 0 by Lemma 5.3.5. When = 0, cokertf^'^ = H m b ) , B ^ ) , 
which is described by (5.13). 
By Lemma 5.3.6, = 0 unless S = (0,1) and either ^ = 0 or ^ = - 1 . 
If 4 '^ is nonzero then |ker4'^| = also by Lemma 5.3.6. Now even as 
(fe)-modules, H^{{a),Bi) is isomorphic to the section Bi fi UVjBl''^ of Bi. Also 
note that Bx) is elementary abeUan. (This is a consequence of the fol-
lowing fact: for a finite group G, a G-module M and all i > 1, H'{G,M) has 
exponent at most |G|. A proof of this fact may be found in Robinson (1982), 
p.326, 11.3.7.) Since rk(5 i fl UV) = 2, H^{{a),Bx) has order at most 4. If 
BiDUV = {Bx n U){Bi n V) then every element of H^{{a),Bx) is fixed (hence in-
verted) by 6, so that El'^ = Suppose that B ^ n U V ( B i n U ) ( B i n V ) . 
If / / ^ ( ( a ) , 5 i ) ^ C2 then clearly E]'^ = H\{a),Bi). Otherwise, we claim that 
EI'^ = 0. Of course, this needs to be verified only when H^{{a),Bx) = C2 x C2. 
In that case, b cannot fix every element of H^{{a),Bx): if it did, we would have 
Bl-"" = {Bx n U)iBx n V) and hence Bx 0 UV = {Bx n U){Bx n V), contrary to 
assumption. Thus, on H'^{{a),Bx), 1 + 6 has kernel C2 and 1 - 6 has image C2, 
that is, El''^ = 0. Now note that by Remark 3.1.9, H'{{a),Bx) = W^'{{a),Bx) [as 
groups, not necessarily as modules]. The discussion of this paragraph is summarised 
as follows: 
' H\{a),Bx) i{Bxr\UV = {Bxr\U){Bxr^V) 




By CoroUary 5.3.8, = 0 unless = (1,0) and ^ = - 1 . If ^ 0 then 
= \E2'^\/2. By reasoning similar to that used in the previous paragraph, 
E''' = 
Hma),Br) il B^ 0 XY = {B^ Ci X){Bi CiY) 
or H m a ) , B i ) = 0 
C2 otherwise. 
All that remains is to calculate H^{{a), Bi), which is elementary abeUan of order 
at most 4. If Bi is Cartesian then Bi is the sum of rank 2 submodules BiOXY and 
.Bi n t/'V, which are respectively fixed and inverted by a; thus, \H^{{a), Bi)\ = 4. If 
the unique maximal Cartesian submodule of Bi has index 2, then Bi arises from an 
isomorphism between length 1 sections of XY/Fa and UVjF^. Thus has index 
2 in n XY and \H^{{a), Bi)\ = 2. Finally, if the unique maximal Cartesian has 
index 4 in , then \H^{{a), Bi)\ = 1. From the discussion following Theorem 5.2.4, 
it is easy to recognise the index of the maximal Cartesian submodule in Bi, given 
the label of Bi in our scheme. 
Br cokerc? '^^  ker4 ' ' 
4 4 32 






0 , 1 , - 1 ) 
1 
2 
2 2 4 
4 8 
1,0,1) 4 
1 , 0 , - 1 ) 2 1 2 
1 4 
1 2 2 
2 4 
1 1 1 
Table 5.1: Calculation of 
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We use the discussion above to calculate the orders iii (5.14) — see Table 5 1 
The order of is obtained by reading across the row in which B^ is hsted, 
and multiplying the values in the second, third and fourth columns. 
The next lemma is useful here and in the extension problem for T = C. Con-
jugacy in GL{A) will be denoted by When we need to specify conjugacy in a 
subgroup S of GL(4), we write ~s -
Lemma 5.3.10 Let G be a finite 2-subgroup of BS4 such that BG = BT for some 
regular subgroup T of S^. If G splits over B H G then G --BT {B DG) T . 
Proof. If iC is a complement of B n G in G then AT is a complement of B in 
BT = C2« wr T. Any two complements of the base group B in this wreath prod-
uct are conjugate (see Neumann (1964), Theorem 10.1). Since T itself is such a 
complement, the result foUows. • 
Theorem 5.3.11 A finite subgroup G of BV4 such that BG = BV^ is BSi-
conjugate to one of the groups in the following list: 
J, k, /, 0,0)); 
(ayj+i, i , k, I, 0, 0,1 - 1)); 
j, k, /, 0, 0, -1)), ^ € {0, -1}; 
{ay]^,,b{x,+2U2V2r, F{i,j, 0, 0, 0,1,1)); 
( a x . % 1 , 6 x 7 + 1 , 0 , 1 , 0 ) ) ; 
(a(xi+2yi+2)S t(xi+2«fc+2)^<+i, F{iJ, k, /, 1,0,1)); 
{a{xi+2yj-\-2y,b{^i+2Uk+2yvi+2^F{i,j,k,l, 1,1,1)); 
(a ,6 , i^ (^ ; ,^^ / , l , l , 2 ,a ) ) , a G { 1 , - 1 } ; 
where the parameters range over { 0 ,1 } and the i,j,kj range over the 
non-negative integers under the conditions given before Theorem 5.2.4. No two 
groups in this list are BV4 -conjugate. 
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Proof. For the purposes of the theorem, we may assume that B r\ G = B^ is in 
the list of Proposition 5.2.8. We claim that for some Xa, xt, e X,y e Y,u e U and 
G ~s {axay,bxbUv,Bi). 
To see this, first note that, since G has projection group V4 and B = XYUV, 
G = {axayuv,bxbyuv,Bi) 
for some y e Y, u e U and v e V. Then choose y' G Y,u' e U,v' e V such that 
y'^ = = = and note that 
= {axay.bxbuvv''^, Bi)-, 
this verifies the claim. 
The relations a^ = P = 1 in V4 imply that 
x y e B . n X Y , (5.15) 
x l u ^ e B i C i X U . (5.16) 
The relation [a, 6] = 1 in implies that y-^u^v^ G BiOYUV. However, e B^nY 
by (5.15), since {Bi n X ) ( 5 i n Y) has index at most 2 in Bi D XY. Therefore, we 
write the last condition more conveniently as 
e n YUV. (5.17) 
Conversely, any group generated by Bi,axay,bxbuv, satisfying (5.15)-(5.17), is a 
finite supplement of B in BV^. The proof proceeds by showing, for each choice 
of Bi, that G is 5V^-conjugate to at least one of, and hence (by Theorem 5.3.3) 
precisely one of Bi)\ groups. Because of its repetitive nature, we illustrate 
this proof only in a few (typical) cases. The notation = will denote equality modulo 
Bi, unless stated otherwise. 
Write Bi = and, to begin with, suppose that 5 = (0,0). 
Then B^nXY = {B^ fl X){B, n Y) and by (5.15), xl e B^ n X = {xi) and 
y^ e BiDY = {yj). That is, = 1 or x^+i and y = 1 or y^+i. In fact, we may take 
Xa = l ox Xi+i and y = 1 or yj+i. Similarly, since B^ f) UV = {B, n U){Bi n V) 
in this case, by (5.17) we may take w = 1 or Uk+i and v = 1 or vj+i. By (5.16), 
Xfe = 1 or Xi+i- These choices give us 32 extensions of Bi by V^ in BV4. If Bi 
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is Cartesian then, by Theorem 5.3.3 and Table 5.1, no two of these extensions are 
BV;-conjugate. If Bx is diagonal and i = ( 1 , - 1 ) , then Xi+i = Uk+ivi+i and 
{axi+iy,bxbUV,Bi) = {ayuk+ivi+i,bxbuv, Bi) 
Furthermore, 
{ay,bxbUVi+i,Bi) = {ay,bxbxi+iuuk+u B^). 
By Theorem 5.3.3 and Table 5.1, this shows that G is -conjugate to one and 
only one of the eight groups obtained by letting y, Xb,u in (ay, bxbU, Bi) range over 
the values indicated above. 
Now suppose that 6 = (0,1) . Then we have the same possibilities for Xa and 
y as in the case = (0, 0). If ^ = - 1 then B^ 0 XU = {B^ n X){Bi DU). By 
(5.16) and (5.17), we also have the same possibilities for Xb,u and v as in the case 




Since Uk+i = I'z+i also in this case, 
G ~B {aXa.bv, Bi). 
In fact, since {aXa,bvi+i, Bi) (aiaUfc+iVj+i, 6, 5 i ) = {aXa,b,Bi) , we have 
By Theorem 5.3.3 and Table 5.1, these latter two groups are not -conjugate. 
Now suppose that (5 = (1,0) and ^ = 1. In this case BiCiXY ^ ( 5 i n X ) ( 5 i n r ) 
and B x ^ X U i-{BxC\X){Bxr\\J). By (5.15), x^ € BiCiX and y ' E B x n V , s o that 
x^y = 1 or Xi+2yj+2 mod (x^+i,y^+i). Similarly, by (5.16), XbU = 1 or Xi+2Uk+2 
mod (x,+i,-ujb+i). Since x.+i = yj+i = Uk+i, after conjugation by Uk+2yj+2 we may 
take Xay = 1 or Xi+2yj+2 and XbU = 1 or Xi+2Uk+2 • When XbU = Xi^2y'k+2, we have 
Xay = Xi+2yj+2 and v = 1 or vi+i by (5.17). When XbU = 1, we have Xay = 1 and 
t; = 1 or vi+2 • The four extensions of Bi so obtained are pairwise non-conjugate in 
BVi by Theorem 5.3.3 and Table 5.1. 
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We remark that no calculation is necessary when Bx = -^(i,;, fc, 1,1, 2, a). For 
by Table 5.1, G splits over B^ in this case and we may appeal to Lemma 5.3.10. 
We have proved that no two distinct groups in the list of the theorem with the 
same diagonal subgroup are -conjugate. Therefore, no two distinct groups in the 
list can be -conjugate, since this would imply that they had the same diagonal 
subgroup. • 
5.4 The conjugacy problem 
Consider two finite irreducible 2-subgroups of BS^ which are GL(4)-conjugate. If 
the conjugating matrix maps diagonal subgroup onto diagonal subgroup then, by 
Theorem 2.4.1, these diagonal subgroups are 54-conjugate. If diagonal subgroup is 
not mapped onto diagonal subgroup, then each of these irreducible groups has a self-
centralising normal subgroup with quotient isomorphic to the projection group, dif-
ferent from the diagonal subgroup. We exploit this fact in the following procedure for 
choosing a complete and irredundant set of representatives of the GL(4)-conjugacy 
classes of the finite irreducible subgroups of BV^. 
Step 1. From the set of 5V^-conjugacy class representatives given in Theo-
rem 5.3.11, we choose representatives of the 554-conjugacy classes. This is done 
in Theorem 5.4.1. The choice is made in such a way that two representatives with 
different diagonal subgroups cannot have 54-conjugate diagonal subgroups. 
Step 2. We determine which of the groups listed in Theorem 5.4.1 have only one 
self-centralising normal subgroup with quotient V4 (in the sequel, such subgroups 
will be referred to by the acronym SCN4). We claim that two distinct groups of 
this kind in that list are not GL(4)-conjugate. For if we had G"" = H for two 
such groups G and H and m G GL{i), then by the discussion before step 1 and the 
property of the list mentioned in step 1, we would have BCiG = Br\H and moreover 
{Bn G)"" = BnG. By Proposition 2.3.7 and Remark 2.3.8, this would imply that 
m e BS4. But by choice, G and H lie in different 554-conjugacy classes. This 
verifies the claim. Also note that, of course, none of these groups is isomorphic to 
any group which has more than one SCN4 subgroup. 
Step 3. From among those groups in the list of Theorem 5.4.1 which have more 
than one SCN4 subgroup, we select representatives of d (4) -conjugacy classes. 
Together with aU the groups in the list which have only one SCN4 subgroup, these 
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will then form the desired set. 
W e use the Kronecker de l t a notat ion in the following resul t . There should be no 
confusion w i th the p a r a m e t e r S in the labe l of a f inite V^-submodule of B. 
T h e o r e m 5 . 4 . 1 For e,7/,7,/i,i/ ranging over {0 , 1} , the following is a complete 
and irredundant list of BS^-conjugacy class representatives of the finite irreducible 
subgroups of BV4. 
For i , j , k j > 1 and (e { - 1 , 0 } : 
j <k< 
i , i , 0 , 0 ) ) ; 
ay]^,, k, /, 0, 0 , 1 , - 1 ) ) , k< I; 
A ; , / , 0 , 0 , ^ , - 1 ) ) , j <k< /; 
[ay]^,, h{xi+2U2V2)\ Fii,0,0,0,1,1)); 
for > 1 and k,l >0 : 
(axf+i , 6, 0 , 1 , - 1 ) ) , k < /; 
( a x f ^ i , 6x7+1, F (z ' , i , A;,/, 0 , 1 , 0 ) ) , j<k<l if k ^ 0; 
F{i,j, k, K 0 , 1 , 0 ) ) ; 
for > 0 and k,l > 1 : 
1,0)), k < I-
1 , 0 , 1 ) ) , j < k; 
( a x ^ + i , 6 , F ( i , ; , A ; , / , l , l ) ) , k < /; 
for i,j > 0 , kj>0 and ae { - 1 , 1 } : 
{a{xi+2yj+2)^,H3:i+2Uk+2)''v"i~2,F{iJ,k,l,l,l,l)), j < k < I; 
(a(xi+2y,•+2)^ , F{i,j, k, k, 1 , 1 , 1 ) ) , j / k; 
{a, b{xi+2y'j+2Vj+2)'', 1 , 1 , 1 ) ) ; 
( a , 6 , F ( i , j , A ; , / , l , l , 2 , a ) ) , k<l, andj<kifi^O. 
P r o o f . Observe f irst tha t we have here a sublist of the list g iven in Theorem 6.3.11, 
and also (by L e m m a 5 .2 .6) this subl ist consists of i r reduc ib le groups. The rest of 
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the proof amounts to comparison with that list, once we know how to recognize the 
intersections of the 55'4-conjugacy classes with the set of groups in that list. Note 
that for each G in the list of Theorem 5.3.11, B Ci G is immediately visible and is 
in the modified list of Proposition 5.2.8. Let G be any irreducible group Usted in 
Theorem 5.3.11. Since BS4 = BV^Sz = 53(5^4) (where, as before, Sz stands for 
the stabilizer of 4 in 54), we need to recognize those C with s e Sz and t G 51^ 4 
which are also in the list of Theorem 5.3.11. Since 
Br]G' ^BG' = {BGY = {BV^y = BV^, 
we have 
BOG" = {Br\ Gy' = {Br\Gy BR\ G\ 
Since G and G'*^ are assumed listed in Theorem 5.3.11, B r\ G and B C\ G' must 
be in the modified hst of Proposition 5.2.8. From the orbit Ust given in the proof of 
Proposition 5.2.8 (which is really an Sa-orbit Hst) we see that, for Br\G in the first 
seven lines, this restricts s to two choices, but otherwise all six choices are allowed. 
For each nontrivial choice of s so allowed, we have to calculate G' and then find the 
unique 5V4-conjugate (in fact 5-conjugate) of G' in the list of Theorem 5.3.11. 
This wiU identify aU the 554-conjugates of G in that hst, and then inspection shows 
that precisely one of these groups is Usted in Theorem 5.3.11. 
We illustrate this process for two particular choices of G, and omit the similar 
calculations in the remaining cases. First, let 
From the orbit list in the proof of Proposition 5.2.8, we see that the only nontrivicd 
element of Sz which is relevant here is (12), and so it suffices to consider 
= I k, 0,1)). 
When 7 + e is 2 it may be replaced by 0, since G F{i, j,k,1,0,0). (Similar 
steps may be used in other cases as well: 7 + e is always read modulo 2, so that 
this expression stays within the range {0 ,1 } . ) The unique 5V4-conjugate of 
must be in the same line of the Hst of Theorem 5.3.11 as G, so in this case we seek 
a BV4-conjugate whose second hsted generator involves no factor from Y. Clearly, 
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which (with the informal convention that 7 + £ is read modulo 2) is in the list of 
Theorem 5.3.11, as required. This group and G form the intersection of that list 
with one 55 '4-conjugacy class, so we have to check that one and only one of them 
appears in the list of Theorem 5.4.1. Indeed, if fc < / then G is there and the other 
group is not, whereas if / < fc then G is not there but the other group is. When 
k = I and £ = 1, the two groups differ only in their second listed generator; in one 
or the other group (depending on the value of 7 ) it is simply 6; that group is there, 
the other is not. When k = I and £ = 0, the two groups are the same and this one 
group is there. 
The second case we consider is 
G = (axj^, , F ( i , i , k, 0 , 0 , 0 , - 1 ) ) . 
By inspection of the orbit list in the proof of Proposition 5.2.8, we see that all six 
elements of S3 are relevant here. When j , k, I are pairwise different, the six S3-
conjugates of G differ even in their intersections with B, but at that level only by 
permutations of the three relevant parameters, and precisely one of them has those 
parameters in increasing order. Passing to the unique 5V^-conjugates in the list of 
Theorem 5.3.11 has no effect on those three parameters. Hence, there we find six 
distinct groups, all in the third line (and with = 0) , precisely one with the three 
parameters in increasing order. It is not necessary to calculate how the values of the 
parameters 7 , /i of the six groups depend on the parameter values of G , since 
it follows from what has been said so far that precisely one of them is in the list of 
Theorem 5.4.1. 
T h e determination is not so easy when two of jf, k , I are equal but differ from 
the third: for example, when j ^ k = I. In this case, G has either three or six 
distinct conjugates in the list of Theorem 5.3.11, and among these only one or two, 
namely G and (which may or may not be distinct), have the three critical 
parameters in the order allowed in Theorem 5.4.1. We have 
= {axl^.^abx'J^.v'^^,, F { i J , k, k, 0 , 0 , 0, - 1 ) ) 
= ( a x . V i , k, fc, 0 , 0 , 0 , - 1 ) ) 
= k, fc, 0 ,0 , 0, - 1 ) ) , 
using the fact that G A;, fc, 0 , 0 , 0 , - 1 ) . Then we see that the BV^-
conjugate of in the list of Theorem 5.3.11 is the conjugate by namely 
k, k, 0 ,0 , 0 , - 1 ) ) 
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(again with the convention that 7 + £ is read modulo 2). We have to verify that 
precisely one of G and this group is Usted in Theorem 5.4.1. When £ = 1, the 
two groups differ only in their second listed generator: in one or the other group 
(depending on the value of 7) it is simply feti^^^; that group is there, the other is 
not. When £ = 0, the two groups are the same and this one group is there. 
When j = fc = / , we need to calculate explicitly all six (not necessarily distinct) 
-conjugates of G in the list of Theorem 5.3.11. Both G and ^^^ already 
known; these are now 




Since yjj^iUj^iVj+i € j, j, j, 0, 0, 0, —1), this last group may be written as 
0,0,0,-1)) . (5.20) 
Applying to (5.20) the process which led from (5.18) to (5.19), then to (5.19) the 
process which led from (5.18) to (5.20), and so on, we obtain the other three BS^-
conjugates of G in the List of Theorem 5.3.11: 
{axl^,, bx'^lu^^,, F(i, i, J, i, 0 ,0,0,-1)) , 
fcx^^juJ^i, F ( i , i , i , i , 0 ,0 ,0 , -1)) , 
0 ,0 ,0 , -1)) . 
(As before, e + 7 is to be read modulo 2.) When £ = 7 = 0, these six groups are the 
same, and that group is in the list. For fixed /i, i, j , the groups G obtained with 
the other three choices for the pair (£,7) fall into a single 554-conjugacy class, and 
of these three precisely one (namely that corresponding to £ = 1, 7 = 0) appears 
in the list of Theorem 5.4.1. • 
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Remark 5.4.2 By comparing the list of Theorem 5.4.1 and the orbit list in the 
proof of Proposition 6.2.8, it may be seen that if two groups in Theorem 6.4.1 have 
distinct diagonal subgroups, then these diagonal subgroups are not 54-conjugate. 
(Essentially, we have considered only extensions of 54-conjugacy class representa-
tives of finite V4-submodules of 5 . ) 
Remark 5.4.3 By Remark 2.3.8, no two groups in the list of Theorem 6.4.1 are 
even M(4)-conjugate. 
This completes step 1. Now we begin to consider step 2. 
Lemma 5.4.4 Let G and H he groups in the list of Theorem 6.4.1 and suppose 
that 9 : G H is an isomorphism such that {B fl G)0 ^ B D H. 
(i) If {B n G).iB n H)D-' / G, set Q = {B N G) N {B 0 H)0-': then 
Q is a V4-submodule of index 2 in B F] G such that |Cv^(Q)| = 2 and 
B.{Br\H)D-'' = BCVAQ)- Also, {Br\G).{Br\H)e-^ has precisely 3 abelian 
maximal subgroups. 
(ii) If {B n G).{B n = G then B n G has a subgroup of scalars of index 4, 
namely ( ( G ) . 
Proof. Note that one of (i) or (ii) occurs. Write B D G ^ Bi and ( B n 11)9'^ = 5 . 
(i) Here, Q = Bi H S is maximal in both Bi and 5 . Since Q < ( ( B i S ) < BiS, 
we have that ( { B i S ) = Q. For otherwise, B i S / ( { B i S ) would be cyclic and BiS 
abelian, contradicting theirreducibility of G by Lemma 2.3.1 (ii). Now \BS : B\ = 2, 
since BS/B ^ BiS/B fl B^S = B^S/Bi. Therefore, 
\BV4 : BS\ = \BG : BS\ = \BG : B\/\BS : B\ = 2. 
That is, BS = B{t) for some t 6 V;\{1} . Since Q is centralised by 5 5 , we have 
B{t) < BCv^iQ)- Now Q is not V'4-trivial: if it were, then, since \Bi : Q\ = 2 and 
Bx > Fa ^ Cb{Va), we would have B^ = Q.Fa. That is, Bi would be a-trivial, 
contradicting faithfulness of this V'4-module. Thus CvAQ) = i^) • 
An abelian maximal subgroup of BiS contains the centre Q of BiS\ otherwise 
BiS, as the product of two abelian subgroups that commute elementwise, would 
be abelian. Therefore, the abelian maximal subgroups of BiS are in one-to-one 
correspondence with the maximal subgroups of BiS /C{BiS) = C2 x €2-
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(ii) If G = 5 i 5 then B^ D S < ({G). Certainly ((G) < B, and \G : C(G)| > 8. 
For if we had \G : C(G)| < 4 then B^ would be either ((G) or C(G).Fa, and so 
would not be faithful. Hence 
16 < |G : C(G)| < |G : n 5| = : B, O :B,nS\ = 16. 
Thus n 5 = C{G) is a y4-trivial subgroup of Bi of index 4. • 
Remark 5.4.5 In Lemma 5.4.4 (ii), G has class 2. A finite class 2 irreducible linear 
group of degree n has central quotient of order n^ in any case — see Isaacs (1976), 
Ex.2.13, p.31. 
For ease of reference, in case (i) of Lemma 5.4.4 we say that 9 is an isomorphism 
of type I; in case (ii), 0 is an isomorphism of type II. A linear isomorphism between 
groups in the list of Theorem 5.4.1 which have more than one SCN4 subgroup is one 
of these types. We treat the hnear isomorphisms of type I first. In this direction, 
we establish the following criterion, which is useful in testing for the existence of a 
nondiagonal SCN4 subgroup. 
Lemma 5.4.6 Let G be a finite irreducible subgroup of BV^. Then G has an SCN4 
subgroup S ^ B r\ G if and only if B Cl G has a V4 -submodule Q of index 2 such 
that \Cv,{Q) \ = 2 and $(G) < Q. 
Proof. Suppose that S exists. Since G/Bi and G/S are both isomorphic to V4, 
we have $(G) < BxC\ S . Now we use Lemma 5.4.4: in case (i), this certainly gives 
the result. In case (ii), G has class 2 and hence Bx is noncyclic [by Berger, Kovacs 
& Newman (1980)], so that B^ > Ft for some i and = (S i n S).Ft will do. 
Conversely, suppose that Q exists, and denote by t the involution of V^ centralising 
Q. Any element oi tB r\G has ^-trivial square, which is therefore contained in Q, 
since J5 fl G is faithful. The subgroup S generated by Q and an element of fl G 
is abelian. Also, $(G) < Q < 5", so that GjQ is elementary abelian and therefore 
G/S^V^. • 
The next result is crucial. It shows that any two of the groups listed in The-
orem 5.4.1 which are linearly isomorphic by a linear isomorphism of type I have 
diagonal subgroups with a common maximal subgroup. 
Lemma 5.4.7 Let G and H be finite irreducible subgroups of BV4, suppose that 
G is mapped isomorphically onto H by an isomorphism 0 of type I, and that 
CvAQ) = CvAQ^) forQ = {BnG)n{Br\H)0-'. Then QB = Q. 
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Proof. We know from Lemma 5.4.4 (i) that both Q and Q9 are centralised by a 
single involution of say t, and that B.{BnH)d-^ = B{t). Choose an involution 
s^t o{V4 and sw esBnG: then (^w)^ ^ B D H. U we had {sw)8 G tB, then we 
would have {q')9 = = qO ioi aH q G Q, since t centraHses Q0. This would 
imply that Q is y4-trivial, contradicting CvAQ) = {t) • Consequently, {sw)d ^ tB 
and so {sw)e 6 sB{t), whence it foUows that the conjugation action of 5 on Q 
commutes with the action of ^ on Q. Certainly t commutes with SO that B\Q 
is a r -modu le isomorphism of Q onto QO. By Proposition 2.1.3, it follows that 
Q = Q9. • 
The following lemma is easily proved by matrix multipHcation. 
Lemma 5.4.8 Let Y^ he a subgroup of Y, YI> Bq. Then Ngl(4){Yi) = Ngl{4){Y) 
IS the subgroup of GL(4) generated by h and all block diagonal matrices of the 
following form: 
M , (5.21) 
0 / 2 
where /i,/2 € GL{2). • 
Remark 5.4.9 Note that 
6 / = 
0 /2 
h 0 / 
and CGL('i){Y) is precisely the set of all matrices of the form (5.21). Also, CGL(\){y) 
is normalised by BV^ (but not by BS^). 
In the next two results we consider the following situation: e G GL{A) induces a 
linear isomorphism of type I between groups G and H in the list of Theorem 5.4.1. 
By Lemma 5.4.4 (i), {B r\ G) r\ [B C] HY~' is a V^-submodule of 5 n G of index 
2 and Cv,{{Br\G)r\{Br\HY") = {t),CvA{B r\ GY r\ [B r\ H)) = (.s) for some 
involutions t and 5 of V4. 
Proposition 5.4 .10 Let e,G, H,t,s be as above. Then e may be written as rwfm 
or rwbfm, for some r G 53, tu 6 UV and m 6 M ( 4 ) , where f is of the form (5.21) 
with 
fx = f 2 = 
/ \ 
1 - 1 
1 1 
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Proof. First, choose r,r' e S3 such that t^ = a = s^'. Then note that G^ and H^' 
are finite irreducible subgroups of BV^ such that = H^'. Furthermore, 
r~^er' induces a linear isomorphism of type I from onto i f ' , and setting 
we see that 
Therefore, Q < XY hni Q ^ X, and by Lemma 5.4.7, = Q. We claim that 
r-^er' normalises (y^). To see this, consider first the case of noncyclic Q. Then 
i^i(Q) = f i i ( X y ) ; since r '^er ' normalises Qi{Q), it either fixes or interchanges the 
two nonscalar elements x^yf^ of this subgroup. In fact, since xi is a scalar, r '^er ' 
either fixes or interchanges 7/1 and y^^, and the claim is true. Suppose next that 
Q is cyclic. Then normalises every subgroup of Q. Since XY > Q ^ X 
and X{yi) is the unique minimal subgroup of XY/X, there is a subgroup of the 
form (xyi) {x e X) in Q. Consequently, 
y{ = x'yi for some x' £ X. Now 
2/1 x'yi\ = 4; this implies that x' € (si) and hence x' e Bq < {yi). Thus, r '^er ' 
again normalises (yi), and this completes verification of the claim. By Lemma 5.4.8, 
r-'er'eNGL(4)iY). 
We know that Q has index 2 in the abelian subgroup { B n H ^ ' o f , and 
that CbvAQ) = B{a). Hence {B 0 H^'Y"'''"' = (az ,Q) for some az e G"-, z e B. 
Write z = Zi22 for some Zi G XY and Z2 e UV. Now r-^er' G NGL('i)[XY) and 
so e B implies that (azj)'"''^'"' G B. Choose w e UV such that = z j ; 
then = (azj)^"'^'' G B. Also, of course, W ^ e r ' G NGL(4){y)- Therefore, 
wr'^er' is either / or 6/, for some / of the form (5.21). 
Note that a itself is of the form (5.21), with blocks (12) [the matrix obtained by 
interchanging the rows of the 2 x 2 identity matrix]. By the choice of / , a-^  = a^ ^ is 
a diagonal matrix with nonzero entries ± 1 , and so we see that (12)- '^ is one of the 










Postmultiplication of an element of GL{2) by (12) interchanges its columns. There-
fore, up to postmultiplication by an element of M(4) , / has the stated form. The 
conclusion follows. • 
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Theorem 5.4.11 A group in the list of Theorem 5.4.1 with diagonal subgroup 
0 , 0 , 0 , 1 , 0 , for some i j > 1 and ( e { - 1 , 0 } , is GL{4)-conjugate by a linear 
isomorphism of type I to a group in the list with diagonal subgroup F{i,j, 1,1,0,0) 
,0 ,1 ,1) . The only other linear isomorphisms of type I between groups 
in the list are: 
( a , 6 , F ( i , i , 0 , 0 , 0 , l , l ) ) ~ 1,1,0,0)); 
( a , 6 , F ( i , i , 0 , 0 , l , l , l ) ) ~ ( ax i+ i ,6 ,F ( i , ; , l , l , l , 0 ) ) , i j > 1; 
(a, 6, F{0,0,0,0,1,1,1)) ~ (a, 6, F(0,0,1,1,1,0)) . 
Proof. Let G,H,e,t and s be as in the preamble before Proposition 5.4.10. We 
repeat some of the argument in the proof of that proposition, distinguishing two 
cases: t = a and t ^ a. First, we make some preliminary observations. For / as in 
Proposition 5.4.10, 
a^ = (5.22) 
b^ = b, (5.23) 
ui = ax:[\ (5.24) 
In Theorem 5.4.1, each G is written in the form G = {axay, bxbuv, BCiG). In these 
terms, if we set Q = {B n G^) D {B D i f )^" ' ' , then the following conditions are 
equivalent to $(G) < ' : 
(5.25) 
x l u ' e Q ' ~ \ (5.26) 
y ' u ' v - ' e (5.27) 
Case 1: t = a. Here, r = 1 ^nd Q = {B f] G) n {B n H)' ' . Now Cfl((a)) = X r 
and so Q < (JB n G) n XY. By maximahty of Q and faithfulness of B n G, this 
implies that Q = (5 fl G) fi XY. Observe then that (5.25) is automatically sat-
isfied in this case. Also, since {B n G){B n < B{a) n G, it foUows that 
{B n G){B n HY~' = {ax^y, BnG). 
Obviously Q is noncyclic: otherwise, B D G would be Q.Fa and hence would 
not be faithful. In Example 5.2.7 we determined the finite noncyclic V4-submodules 
of B which are centralised by (a), and, with reference to Figures 5.1 and 5.2, the 
V4-submodules which contain them as maximals. By considering only the faith-
ful ones among the latter, we see that either Q = F(i , j , 0,0,0,1) and 5 n G is 
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F ( i , j , l , l , 0 , 0 ) or one of the 0 ,0 ,0 ,1, ; or Q = F ( j , i , 0, 0 ,1 ,1 ) and B n G 
is one of 0, 0 , 1 , 1 , 1 ) , 1 , 1 , 1 , 0 ) . Case by case inspection, with reference 





are three distinct abelian maximal subgroups of {axay,BnG) = {B r]G){B 0 . 
Thus, by the second claim of Lemma 5.4.4 (i), {B n must be one of {aXaV, Q) 
or {aXaVg, Q) • Recall the way w e UV was chosen in the proof of Proposition 5.4.10: 
here, Z2 = 1 or Z2 = u^ and, therefore, we may take w = u^ with r 6 { 0 , 1 } accord-
ingly. By Proposition 5.4.10 we conclude that e = b ' u l f m , where a , r G { 0 , 1 } , m 
is a monomial matrix, and / is as stated in that proposition. 
In this case ( i = a) , aU linear isomorphisms of type I between groups in the list of 
Theorem 5.4.1 may be identified by the following procedure. For each G in the list, 
check whether BC\G is one of the options identified above, then determine whether 
G has an SCN4 subgroup different from that is, by Lemma 5.4.6, determine 
whether (5.26) and (5.27) are satisfied for the corresponding Q. For each such G 
satisfying these conditions, calculate the (four) conjugates G''""^/. We wiU see that 
these conjugates are always in BS^ and, of course, they contain Fa - Then determine 
the (unique) B-conjugate of each of these groups in the list of Theorem 5.4.1. Thus, 
by Remark 5.4.3, ail possible Linear isomorphisms of type I in this case are accounted 
for by this procedure. We wiU follow this procedure in general; however, as in the next 
paragraph, it is not always necessary to consider all four conjugates as indicated. 
For the moment we will assume \Q\ > 4, so that (x i ,y i ) < Q. 
Suppose that Q = F ( i , j , 0 , 0 , 0 , 1 ) . When Br\G = F ( i , i , 0 , 0 , 0 , 1 , 0 for ^ ^ 1, 
we may verify by (5.26), (5.27) and inspection of the list of Theorem 5.4.1 that 
$ ( G ) < Q. Using (5.22)-(5.24), we may also check that G^ < BS^ and 5 H G M s 
one of the following (remember that we assume xx £ Q): 
= {x'i^^uuXi.yj) 
1 , 1 , 0 , 0 ) e = 0 
0 , 0 , 0 , 1 , 1 ) £ = 1. 
By Theorem 5.4.1 and Remark 5.4.2, G^ is -conjugate to one of the groups in the 
list of Theorem 5.4.1, with either 1 , 1 , 0 , 0 ) or F ( i , j , 0, 0 , 0 , 1 , 1 ) as diagonal 
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subgroup, and so we have proved the first statement of the theorem. If ^ = 1 then 
by (5.26), (5.27) and Theorem 5.4.1, we see that G is one of the H G). 
Each of these groups is obviously normalised by 6, and therefore it is enough to 
calculate the two conjugates G''^^. U tj = 1 then by (5.22)-(5.24), 
(as.+i, 6, F ( i , i , 0,0, 0 , 1 , - 1 ) r = l ; 
remember that we assume Xi e Q . These linear isomorphisms have already been 
noted. If T; = 0 then by (5.22)-(5.23) we have 
1 ,1 ,0 ,0 ) r = 0 
G r = 1. 
'B 
For r = 0, this gives the first of the linear isomorphisms Usted expUcitly in the 
statement of the theorem. When B r\ G = j , 1 ,1 ,0 ,0 ) , we see from Theo-
rem 5.4.1 that G is still normalised by b. By (5.26) and (5.27), G is one of the 
By (5.22)-(5.24), 
In fact, G or U j / induces a linear isomorphism already noted. 
Now suppose that Q = F ( i , i , 0 , 0 , 1 , 1 ) . When BnG = F ( i , j , 0 , 0 , 1 , 1 , 1 ) , it is 
clear by (5.26), (5.27) and Theorem 5.4.1 that G must be the relevant split extension. 
This is certainly normalised by 6, and we have 
'B 
(ax i+ : ,6 ,F ( i , j ,L ,L ,L , 0 ) T = 0 
G T = l. 
For T = 0, this gives the second of the explicitly listed conjugacies. When 
B n G = F { i , j , 1 ,1 ,1 , 0), G is one of the {ax^^^, b,B 0 G). These groups are nor-
maJised by b and, as in the previous paragraph, it may be checked that either 
G or u l f induces a linear isomorphism which has already been noted. 
Now we consider the case that \Q\ = 4. ExpHcitly, Q = Fa = F ( 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 1 , 1 ) . 
From Figure 5.2, we see that BOG = F (0 , 0, 0 , 0 , 1 , 1 , 1 ) or 5 n G = F ( 0 , 0 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 0). 
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Then the usual reasoning shows that G must be either (a, 6, F(0, 0, 0, 0,1,1)) or one 
of the {ax\,h, F(0, 0,1,1,1, 0)). These groups are normalised by 6, and conjugation 
by the ul^f yields the last of the expUcitly hsted linear isomorphisms, and no new 
ones. 
Case 2: t ^ a. (By symmetry, of course, we may also assume that 5 a.) In this 
case, Q = {Br\G')r\ {B D where r- = (13) or r = (23); also, (5.25) is not 
necessarily satisfied for all G. We claim that Q may be assumed to be cyclic. To 
see this, suppose that Q is noncyclic; that is, ( 5 n G) D ( S n Hf^ > Ft. Then 
S n G*" contains one of F{i,j, 0,0,0,1) or F{i,j, 1,1,1,0) as maximal. Thus, as we 
saw above, B Cl G^ certainly occurs as the diagonal subgroup of a group in the Ust 
of Theorem 5.4.1. Since by hypothesis G is in that list, we have by Remark 5.4.2 
that {B n Gy = B n G. In particular, B Ci G has a maximal V^4-submodule with 
centraJiser (a) in B. The faithful finite V4-submodules of B with such a maximal 
submodule were listed in Case 1; of these, we see from the orbit list given in the 
proof of Proposition 5.2.8 that only the F{i, 1,1,1, 0, 0) and F(0, 0, 0, 0,1,1,1) are 
normalised by r. For r = (13) and r = (23) in turn, we follow the procedure 
established in Case 1 (here, w may stiU be chosen as u^) for each G satisfying (5.25)-
(5.27) and with one of the aforementioned V4-modules as diagonal subgroup. This 
wiU yield all linear isomorphisms of type I between such G and other groups in the 
Ust of Theorem 5.4.1. Details of these calculations are omitted: no new isomorphisms 
are obtained, and so from now on we assume that Q is cyclic. 
For given cyclic Q, there is a single possibility for B O G: B C) G = FaQ"" '. 
Similarly, B 0 H = • Since these two V4-submodules of B are conjugate by 
(12), it follows from Remark 5.4.2 that B H G = B r\ H and we may assume that 
t = 3, r = r'. Thus, to determine the possibilities for 5 fl G, we begin by listing 
the finite cyclic V4-submodules of B with centraliser (a6), say, in B. This listing is 
carried out using the same method as in the proof of Lemma 5.1.1; again, the details 
are omitted. We obtain the following list: 
{xivi+i), 
{xi+lVi), 
where / > 1. For each submodule M in this list, only one of F^M or FaM^^ ^^  occurs 
in the list of Theorem 5.4.1. We select this as a possibility for Br)G = Br\H.liis 
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straightforward to verify that B n G ^ B n H must be one of the F(0 ,0 ,1 , 1, 0), 
F(0 ,0 ,/ ,1 ,1 ,0 ,1) or F(/, 1,0,0,0,1,1)- In the first situation, by (5.25)-(5.27) and 
inspection of the list of Theorem 5.4.1, we see that G is one of the two groups 
{ax{, b, BOG). In fact, these groups appear as and in the proof 
of Proposition 5.2.1. Berger, Kovacs & Newman (1980) show that these groups are 
nonisomorphic and so there is nothing to prove here (remember that BdG — Br\H). 
In either of the other situations, inspection shows that only the splitting extension 
satisfies (5.25)-(5.27). Again, there is nothing to prove, and so we are done. • 
Remark 5.4.12 A group of order 32 with a self-centralising normal subgroup of 
index 4 and centre of order 2 has a faithful irreducible representation of degree 4. By 
Marshall Hall & Senior (1964), there are seven such nonisomorphic groups. There 
are eight groups in the list of Theorem 5.4.1 of order 32; using Theorem 5.4.11, we 
omit one of these. The remaining groups are therefore nonisomorphic. 
To complete step 3 as outlined in the discussion at the beginning of this section, 
all that remains is to determine the linear isomorphisms of type II. As we know 
(see Remark 5.4.5), a group in the list of Theorem 5.4.1 involved in an isomorphism 
of this type has class 2. In the next lemma, we give some useful facts about these 
groups. Recall that the centre of an irreducible linear group (of finite degree) consists 
of scalars. 
L e m m a 5.4.13 Let G be a finite irreducible subgroup of BV^, and suppose that G 
has class 2. Then 
(i) [B r)G,G] = Bo. 
Furthermore, if G splits over B C] G then 
(ii) e x p ( G ) = max{exp(BnC?) ,4 } . 
Proof, (i) Certainly [B n G, G] < [G, G] < X. Also, < 5 n G and consequently, 
for aU z e B n G and ^ € G, we have 1 = [z,g^] = [z,g] [z,gY = [z,gf. Hence, 
[BnG,G]<QiiX) = Bo. 
(ii) By replacing G with the appropriate 5V^-conjugate if necessary, we may 
assume by Lemma 5.3.10 that V^ < G. Fov aM t e V^, z e B D G and n > I, 
= (5.28) 
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If lz| > 4 then 2 divides Q and by (5.28) and (i), (iz)!^' = 1. If < 2 then 
tz\ < 4, agcdn by (5.28) and (i). In either case, G has an element of order 4. For 
if not, we would have { t z^ = 1 and then z' = z for all t G V4 and z e 5 n G, 
contradicting the faithfulness of B CIG. Certainly B R\ G has an element of order 
exp(B n G), and so the conclusion follows. • 
Next, we show that any linear isomorphisms of type II between groups in the list 
of Theorem 5.4.1 have already been determined in Theorem 5.4.11. 
Proposition 5.4.14 If two groups in the list of Theorem 5.4.1 are conjugate by a 
linear isomorphism of type II, then they are conjugate by a linear isomorphism of 
type I. 
Proof. Let G be a group as in the statement of the proposition. By Lemma 5.4.4 
(ii), \BR\G : C(G)| = 4 and by Remark 5.4.12, we may assume that |C(G)| > 4. 
By the definition of type II isomorphism, G has an SCN4 subgroup, different 
from BNG, which supplements B in BV4. This implies that there are elements az 
and bw o( G, z^w E B, such that [az,bw] = 1. Since G has class 2, we have the 
following commutator identity, true for ail elements . . . ,5^ 4 of G: 
9192,9394] = [91,93] [91,94] [92,93] [92,94 • 
Hence, by Lemma 5.4.13 (i), [az,bw] € Bq for all az,bw € G. Since G is in the 
Ust of Theorem 5.4.1, it may be written as G = {AXAY,BXBUV, B H G) , so that 
ay,buv] G Bq. Consequently, G Bq and moreover. 
y\u\v'eBo. (5.29) 
By assumption, C{G) = (x,) for some i > I. Then C{G).F, = 1 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,1) 
is a maximal subgroup of 5 fl G. As we saw in the proof of Theorem 5.4.11, this 
means that 5 n G is F( i , 1 ,1 ,1 ,0 ,0) or one of the F{i, 1,0,0, 0 , 1 , 0 • For the pur-
poses of this proposition, and by Theorem 5.4.11, it clearly suffices to consider 
BnG = F{i, 1 ,1 ,1 ,0 ,0 ) or BnG = F{i, 1 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,1 ,1 ) . By (5.29) and inspection 
of the list in Theorem 5.4.1, it may be verified that G must be one of the following 
groups: 
(a, 6, F ( i , 1 ,1 ,1 ,0 ,0) ) , 
(axi+i,6,F(z-, 1 ,1 ,1 ,0 ,0) ) , 
( a , 6 , F ( i , l , 0 , 0 , 0 , 1 , 1 ) ) . 
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By Theorem 5.4.11, the second and third of these groups are isomorphic. However, 
they are not isomorphic to the first: by Lemma 5.4.13, the first group has exponent 
, whereas the second group contains the element axi+i of order . • 
By Proposition 5.4.14 and Theorems 5.4.1 and 5.4.11, we have the following 
summary of our solution to the Usting problem in the case T — V^. 
T h e o r e m 5 . 4 . 1 5 Modify the list of Theorem 5.4.1 by omitting 
• the ( a , 6 , F ( i , i , 0 , 0 , 1 , 1 , 1 ) ) , 
• the ( a , 6 , F ( i , i , 0 , 0 , 0 , 1 , 1 ) ) , 
• all groups with diagonal subgroup j , 0, 0, 0 ,1 , , 1. 
Then this modified list is a complete and irredundant list of GL{i) -conjugacy class 
representatives of finite irreducible subgroups of BV4 . • 
By Theorem 2.4.1, no two groups in the list of Theorem 5.4.15 with unique SCN4 
subgroups that are different are even isomorphic. However, it is not known whether 
this conclusion extends to groups with more than one SCN4 subgroup. 
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